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Abstract
The paper that we propose is an analysis on some of the fundamental issues that involve the idea of
virtual community. The central idea is that such a community implies a specific vision of reality, a virtual
culture that reflects upon any possibility of understanding and interpretation. It is based on a resignification of the ways of action and interaction that determines a new kind of reality, namely
augmented reality. In this context, the individual identifies more and more with their digital projections,
sharing information, experience and influence in the virtual environment. The communication in the
virtual community leaves the impression of total freedom, a seductive freedom that its members do not
meet in the actual physical community.
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The issue of identity in virtual communities
The
development
of
technology
has
revolutionized the way we communicate and thus
the way we perceive and construct a society. In the
electronic environment truth forms virtual
communities based on a particular type of social
relation, which determines various types of social
aggregation. We assist to what M. McLuhan
announced in the early 60s, with the phrase the
medium is the message, in relation to the impact of
electronic technologies on society and on the
individual. Thus, M. McLuhan believes that
electronic media transforms the world into a global
village, whereas it enables connectivity between
any point on the globe (McLuhan, 1962).
If a geographic community is determined by
proximity, the community of cyberspace is
determined by a certain congruence of interests in
relation to certain types of information. Virtual
communities also called digital or cyber
communities are spaces of information flows. This
kind of community center is the maximum level of
interest in the information flows involved. Thus, a
virtual community center will be composed of the
most interested people who will become the most
informed persons in certain types of information. In
a study of 2006, S. Proulx and P. Breton distinguish
between virtual community and networking
community. Virtual Community was considered to
be the community founded on sharing a personal
interest, while networking community means that
the community is founded on civic interests, such
as to develop local democracy (Proulx & Breton,
2006).
Virtual Community brings together users with a
real or fictitious identity, using technological
resources to share virtually real experiences of
everyday life. What unites the members of a virtual
community can be interest or passion for
something. Virtual communities have a structure
and dynamics similar of real communities.
Moreover, they directly affect the physical
existence and contribute to the transformation of
individual perception and redefine social norms.
A virtual community assumes the existence of
some characteristics which define its essence
interlacing, namely: information (we can’t talk
about a virtual community in the absence of
information), exchange of information (which is
the raison d'être of a virtual community), there is a
group of persons (beneficiaries of information
exchanges are always men) and technical substrate
(represented by technical means necessary to
achieve information interaction between people).
The virtual community is the one in which human
information interaction occurs through the use of
interconnected networks.
Membership of a virtual community can
generate two important effects to the human
consciousness, namely: standardization and
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individualization. Individualization, as a result of
individual belonging to a virtual community may
be seen both in the virtual community and real
community. In other words, individualization
acquired by a person through his membership in a
virtual community can be the transfer of the person
and in the real community in which he lives. In the
virtual community, individualization requires on
the one hand the existence of a barrier interposed
between a virtual community member and other
members, barrier that determined the mask which
each individual feels the need to check at any time
communication, which leads actually to the
isolation of the individual, a virtual isolation which
is the fundamental characteristic of being-togetherwith-other, but not-share-with-other authentic. This
aspect of individualization, taken to the extreme,
can lead to alienation of the individual in relation to
others or even in relation to himself: "the virtual
may constitute an alienating reality" (Beciu, 2011).
On the other hand, the individualization brings the
individual skills training that are part of such
community, manifested in the ability to create new
content (web pages, avatars, various online games).
Translated in terms of physical community, the
individualization requires that the individual
member of a virtual community, become better
informed, be able to acquire their own cultural
elements other than the community members.
Regarding the process of standardization, it
involves the acquisition of common standards by
all members of a community: from the specific
language to common behaviors.
Virtual freedom and the guarantee of the
right to speech
An essential aspect of the communication in the
virtual community is related to the freedom of its
members or any user that relate to it. Unlike natural
communities in which a person is born into local
relationships - "co-present", membership of a
virtual community is the result of individual choice.
Then a user's freedom to modify the system, to
contribute in the virtual community has the
advantage of offering everyone the opportunity to
be heard, which in technical terms was appointed
by the phrase guarantee the right to speech. This
advantage, however, can also be seen as a major
drawback because behind the rights at guaranteed
speech there can be hidden antisocial interests or
the virtual community can become "a potential
location of radical politics" (Stănciugelu, 2009).
Virtual freedom was seen in some
interpretations as a resource that plays the sense of
"genuine" freedom and the role of belonging to a
community. The so-called declaration of the
independence of cyberspace was an assuming
project in this respect, but a project that remained
marked by utopian. Declaration of the
Independence of Cyberspace (Barlow, 1996) was
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written by John Perry Barlow, a founder of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, and published
online
February
8,
1996
from Davos,
Switzerland. It was written primarily in response to
the passing into law of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996 in the United States and states that the
United States did not have the consent of the
government to apply the law to the Internet. In
sixteen short paragraphs in an evocative language
of the Declaration of Independence of the United
States it brings to attention the idea that although
the Internet was and is outside any country, it
develops their social contracts to determine
reporting frameworks on most important problems
arising in cyberspace. As a result of the vision of an
autonomous Internet developed by J. P. Barlow, a
Virtual Magistrate was set up by the Cyberspace
Law Institute, now hosted by the Chicago-Kent
College of Law. Magistrates would be appointed by
the Institute and other legal groups to solve online
disputes.
Considered an important constitutional value,
individual freedom, together with the freedom of
expression, right to information and freedom of
association, it is reconsidered and revalidated in the
virtual community. However, regardless of the
developments in communication technologies and
hence
their associated
social interaction
environments, the essential question remains that of
the protection of fundamental rights and freedoms
of the individual, even if he is a member of a
virtual community, thus a user of the Internet.
Re-signification of the idea of socialization
In virtual communities, that develop virtual
worlds the concepts of individual and community
acquire new meanings. It produces in terms of M.
McLuhan, a kind of re-socialization of the world
where we are witnessing a sort of "retribalization"
of society (Beciu, 2011). The structural
characteristics of such a community organization
based on cultural, social and technological
development and on specific constructs network
determines a dialectic of ego-self axis and a
specific type of relationship with others: alter the
quasi-defined, pseudonym and malleable in virtual.
In this context the question arises to what extent
such a space can foster the interactivity of
individuals that contribute to the formation of an
active citizenship, or in terms of Castells, to the socalled online sociality (Beciu, 2011). For reporting
to each other in the virtual community is actually a
way of expressing one's own subjectivity: "self-talk
and personal reflections are no longer considered
intimate experiences, for strictly private sphere.
Expression of subjectivity gets shaped by the
dialogue with 'the other'; those interested in the
same topics, ideas or artistic genres" (Beciu, 2011).
In this regard, users dialogues with each other,
generating the "social aggregation" of subjective

experiences and various forms of "socio-technical
solidarity" (Maigret & Macé, 2005).
The concept of private in the virtual community
no longer opposes to the notion of public. We are
witnessing an evolution and a permeability of
borders between private and public, the very
concept of public space changed: "Border issue
opens reflection on the techniques of information
and communication technologies (ICT) in so far as
they are blurred distinction between public and
private, by determining places and activities, a
typical example being publishing of the absolutely
personal aspects by audiovisual media or by
electronic means. This shows that once the
dimensions of the public space are dissociated
technique appears as mediator" (Stănciugelu,
2009).
The conception of public space, understood as
physical space changes, the idea of public space
being understood in an immaterial sense. Some
specialists consider that this phenomenon can be
associated with the declining sense of community,
a phenomenon that seems to us growing more
(Stevenson, 1999). In another interpretation, this
phenomenon is associated with a new type of
relationship that leads to a re-signification of ideas
of freedom and solidarity, so that is what appears
for some to be declining the sense of community
must be understood as accepting a new paradigm.
Networks created in the virtual community
coverage not only carried interaction, but they also
serve to facilitate integration types or levels which
correspond to specific qualities of attachment,
association, solidarity: "They are new media
technologies responsible for the decline of the
sense of community, depriving people of the right
to be a participating public or species in which we
can find the germ of new relations of solidarity?"
(Stănciugelu, 2009).
J. Thompson, for example, considers that a
virtual community involves the creation of new
forms of action and interaction in the social world,
new types of social relations and new ways of
being in relation with others and with himself: "So
in a fundamental way, using media transforms the
spatial and temporal organization of social life,
creating new forms of action and interaction and
new ways of exercising of power, which are not
related to sharing a common space" (Thompson,
2000). The interaction that we encounter in the real
physical community, in the virtual community
turns into quasi-interaction that causes a specific
type of networking in the virtual community "The
quasi-interaction mediated creates a type of social
situation in which individuals are employed
primarily in the production of symbolic forms for
those who are not physically present, while others
are involved primarily in receipt of symbolic forms
produced by those who can’t answer, but that can
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form groups of friendship, affection or loyalty"
(Thompson, 2000).
For J. Thompson virtual community space is a
space created by the reception of new technology
products, which are eminently symbolic forms,
which imply a contextualized interpretation and
creative process in which individuals approach
resources at their disposal to make sense to
messages they receive. The activity of "ownership"
is, however, part of a process of self-training, by
which people in virtual community develop a sense
of self and others, of the place in social groups to
which they belong, of the place in the world and
even of the history (Thompson, 2000).
Social communication and augmented reality
In the case of a virtual community we can’t talk
about the existence of a form of geographic
location or spatial organization, the environment in
which individuals communicate is the most
important factor. There is a wide range of types of
communication platforms that support a real social
dynamics through the social networking component
provided. Among the catalysts of virtual
socialization we can identify: blogs, various
electronic media, mobile communication devices,
social networks such as Facebook or MySpace to,
they help creating the augmented reality.
Augmented reality involves altering our perception
of the tangible environment, of the immediate
physical reality. We are talking about a social
media development, that individuals constantly
change and that, in turn, alters social structures
accordingly. The access to the virtual world and the
multitude of possibilities for expression of any
individual in this type of reality functions as an
amplifier of human nature that can exploit both
sides of the positive and negative aspects of the
human individual.
Individual identity projected in the virtual
community space implies the existence of some
norms and behavioral values that determine the
complex social structures, resembling the structures
from real social system. Only, unlike real social
communities in the case of virtual community the
interactions take place between avatars, behind
which an individual can express the many facets of
their personality.
Through avatars an individual can try to project
in multiple ways as enabling virtual space.
Projection of a real person, the avatar is his second
self, whose reputation, in the virtual community is
as important as the individual's real life. In the
virtual space, the same individual has several
iterations of the self, which is why some experts in
the field believe that online identity is just an
artificial construct that in virtual contexts identity is
not consistent.
Joining avatar of a well-defined social group
does not imply de-individualization of the real user,
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but on the contrary, it motivates him to express his
personality traits as well so as to be accepted in the
community. Thus, users get behind avatars to form
social bonds that can modify both concepts and
perspectives in relation to tangible reality, but also
at the conceptual level, by exchange of values,
ideas, beliefs and vision of existence.
Regarding the involvement of unconstrained
geographic and cultural diversity, virtual
communities far outweigh what happens in real
life. Thus, we can talk about new ways of
simultaneous communication, of the geolocation
and geotagging for every bit of information that an
individual passes on to others.
However, communication processes decline
steadily as the amount of information available
increases and interests thereof. The expansion of
information may involve increasing the degree of
manipulation: "Communication in real time
mediated by new technologies, beyond the inherent
advantages, not necessarily develop civic
participation, given that with the expansion of
digital information the risk of manipulation
increases" (Beciu, 2011).
Conclusion
The
evolution
of
information
and
communication technologies has determined the
birth of virtual communities and, therefore, the
development of virtual worlds. They develop an
augmented reality in which we witness an idea of
social re-signification. Virtual communication
space implies the existence of behavioral norms
and values that determine the complex social
structures. They contribute to the projection of a
certain type of identity and of generating certain
types of interactions. The way to perceive and
construct reality changes, the individual developing
a new way of understanding the self, and the other.
We assist to a transfer of social structures of the
real life in the virtual communities, social
structures are metamorphosed, identity is lost
increasingly more and the boundaries between
public and private are becoming increasingly
blurred. The birth of what we call social web and
social media brings crucial implications in terms of
a new vision of sociology and anthropology.
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Abstract
In today's economy, learning and knowledge have become the key factors for success and internationally
and intangible resources are of vital importance. The competition between existing firms moved, largely,
from tangible resources (capital, raw materials, land, machinery and equipment, etc.) to intangible
elements such as knowledge and the ability to use them. Knowledge has become the basic resource
companies use, how they survive, develop and finally gain competitive advantage. Generation, acquisition
and use of knowledge - to name just a few of the processes of transformation of knowledge - are extremely
important for many individuals, organizations, public institutions, companies, regions or states. For SMEs,
this is particular relevant because they usually do not have the capabilities large companies (LSEs) have in
terms of regular competition. On the other hand, prevalence of knowledge determines an increased focus of
small companies toward knowledge management, once a reserved area only for LSE. This paper examines
the changes and challenges for entrepreneurs of knowledge management implementation from a
managerial perspective.
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It is an accepted thing that all successful companies
generate and use knowledge. Whilst many new
start-up entrepreneurs will simply hire highly
specialized employees and leave them work,
research have indicated that successful knowledge
initiatives not only address this processes but also
focus on the team structure and internally on the
working circumstances to develop knowledge
(Nicolescu, Nicolescu, 2011). SMEs faced with
new technologic opportunities such as the Internet
or biotechnologies still consider it very difficult to
find the organizational structures to face them.
SMEs are traditionally less involved than LSEs in
knowledge management related activities, in the
production of internal knowledge resources and in
the access to external ones. For instance, in the
European Union, 9.5% of innovative SMEs
cooperate with other partners, with higher
percentages in the leading innovative countries like
Denmark, Finland or Germany (European
Commission, 2013).
On the other hand, research on knowledge
management mostly focus on large companies,
even though an increasing part of literature starts to
analyse the positive aspects of implementing
knowledge management in SMEs (Gassmann and
Keupp, 2007, Van de Vrande et al., 2009)).
Moreover, empirical studies (Lichtenthaler, 2008)
show that SMEs in industrial or service sectors are
more and more open to cooperation, in search for
external sources of knowledge. Recent data reveals
that the collaboration of European SMEs in
innovation is growing at an annual rate of 7.8% and
becomes a driving force of the EU innovation
performance (European Commission, 2013).
In the managerial processes of SMEs, forecast is
usually less intense compared with LSEs,
especially regarding long term decisions. From the
three types of the forecast – prognostic, plans and
programs – entrepreneurs use with a higher
frequency programs. Plans are usually designed for
at least one year, but only by a limited part of the
entrepreneurs, and the prognostics are designed
occasionally, mainly in medium sized firms. The
most frequent form of plan is the business plan.
Decisions with respect to forecast have an
economic focus and they mostly refer to profit,
sales figure, and credits. They are based mainly on
accounting information and marketing. Frequently,
these decisions are also based on the talent and
intuition of entrepreneurs, and managerial forecast
methods and skills are just sometimes used.
Forecast elements are based mostly on internal and
scarce information, usually from the market but, in
order to manage all the existing information
entrepreneurs use specialized software, especially
those for accounting. Usually, these softs supply
and process information of accounting, financial
and human resources nature. The inferior level of
forecasting in SMEs is being partially compensated
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by speed of forecasting and especially
implementation. The entrepreneur has prompt
reactions, especially when decisions have to be
taken quickly, in a less formal approach.
In knowledge management context, forecast is the
most important managerial function, with new and
improved credentials, and it is used more often than
in a classic organization. In the forecast process, it
can be noticed that new forecast methods and
techniques are used. In this sense, data bases, data
knowledge become vital, data mining and mega
conversations become useful tools for forecasting
the future. On the other hand, the information flow
and all the knowledge that is necessary for
forecasting is more substantial, given that the
environment in which the SME operates is
becoming increasingly difficult to predict. Thus,
entrepreneurs need more information and
knowledge about competition, business conditions,
potential partners, but also the mechanisms of
verification, validation, storage etc. Even though a
small company likely does not have many
resources to spend on specialized areas of business,
the trend of using employees or consultants
specialized in forecasting is visible, nowadays with
the involvement of knowledge specialists.
Stakeholders are, in terms of knowledge
management, a key, and not just optional for
business success. New types of forecasts should not
be neglected. If the classic business focus is
predominantly oriented toward quantifiable
elements - turnover, profit etc., knowledge
management change this issue focusing on
knowledge, intellectual capital, etc. A form of
forecast is the organizational strategy. In terms of
knowledge management, strategies have many
changes, which can take two major forms
(Ceptureanu, Ceptureanu, 2012): a) the
development of specific knowledge strategies n; b)
implementation of classic strategies but integrating
knowledge as a component.
Organization represents one of the most important
managerial functions in a SME. Specific to this
kind of firms is that people that are working there
report directly to the entrepreneur and have usually
simple hierarchies. The advantage of these
structures is the simplicity, which means they have
an outstanding flexibility compared to LSEs. The
micro organizational structure is rarely reflected in
the establishment and descriptions of positions.
Sometimes using a simplistic form of post-list
description of the main tasks and responsibilities of
the employee. This form has been eliminated in
recent years, following the completion of the job
requirement by authorized bodies. In medium-sized
companies, especially in high-tech fields of
industry, there is more emphasis on organizational
documents. In addition,it’s widespread that
recorded in recent decades system quality standards
ISO, is reflected in the proliferation of standardized
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documentation related, some of which, working
procedures, have a strong organization.
In terms of knowledge management, SMEs is
influenced by changes in work processes within the
organization (Ceptureanu et al., 2012). The first
feature is the emergence of a variety of structural
and organizational choices, giving to SMEs the
much needed flexibility in carrying out their
activities. Network firms, clusters, virtual
organization, are notable choices. Simultaneously,
due to reconsideration of human factor, employees’
roles are substantially emphasized, the involvement
of each employee in organization - individual
goals, tasks, powers, responsibilities, working
methods and techniques – being discussed. Often
these issues are negotiated so that organizational
structure becomes more fluid. At the same time,
new forms of informal organization - knowledgebased communities, Ba groups etc. emerges, where
collaboration is often on a voluntary basis, without
hierarchies.
Organizational changes are reflected in the
development of the information system, also.
Following an increasing accessibility of computers
in terms of costs and knowledge, a large proportion
of SMEs use computers and software related to
costs, inventory etc. These elements lead to an
increased number of computer specialists.
In procedural terms, the five classical functions of
the organization - research and development,
commercial, manufacturing, financial, accounting
and human resources - and activities component is
modified by the emergence of duties and tasks
related to knowledge, on the one hand and the
emergence of a new functions, the knowledge one.
Also within the organization there are two trends:
participatory, found less in the form of participative
management bodies but rather the increasingly
involvement employees in decision-making
process, establishing and negotiating objectives,
expanding the use of delegation etc. and
decentralization, in the sense that organizations
have an increasingly number of more autonomous
centres interrelated, with top management having
mainly a major role in their coordination. Also, we
must not neglect the emergence of two new
categories of employees: independent knowledge
specialist and telecommuters.
Due to the reduced size and complexity of SMEs,
which translates into less intense use of forecasting
and organization, there is a high enforcement for
coordination and motivation functions.
Coordination involves a managerial toolkit made of
methods and management techniques less sensitive
than the two functions mentioned above, based on a
considerably higher extent on human relations,
entrepreneurial flair and discernment from the
entrepreneurs. All this explains the wide use of
coordination, a small businesses important feature.
From the methodological point of view, there is

usually a reduced occurrence of meetings, the
predominant method of coordination in large firms,
of dashboards, graphs, managerial methods etc. In
compensation, the entrepreneurs use their
coordination based on bilateral discussions with his
employees. This type of coordination, costly in
terms of time consumption, enables a good
communication and proves particularly effective. In
family firms, and generally in micro companies
coordination through bilateral discussions is
predominant. Unfortunately, harmonization of
decisions is significantly reduced due to the
concentration of decision-making processes of the
entrepreneur. Another important feature of the
coordination of small and medium enterprises is
strong touch of informality, which often has a
considerable emotional load.
From the knowledge management perspective, the
first feature of coordination is given by the focus
on the scientific part. Coordination, like
motivation, depends decisively on the talent of
entrepreneurs. This is not the case anymore in
knowledge management context. Of course,
entrepreneur talent will continue to be important,
but when they have to work with specialists and
employees often better prepared than them, the
scientific aspect becomes paramount. So
coordination is based on a greater extent on the
skill of persons involved and to a lesser extent on
talent. Coordination intensity will increase given
that managers will be more participative. Tools
such meeting are no longer optional, but are
required to coordinate teams of highly qualified
semi-autonomous and autonomous employees. This
correlates with the expansion of virtual
coordination - conferencing, VoIP, online
platforms, etc. The basis of coordination is
communication. In knowledge management,
communication becomes simultaneously intense
and multidimensional. Both "ordinary" managers
and the knowledge managers (T-managers) will
have to solve two problems: adaptation to various
types of communication behaviour of their
employees and identify the most effective
communication channels. In terms of using virtual
value chain coordination, it will be done not only
within the organization but also outside it, which
will make it more complex. Moreover, managers
are faced with not only having to coordinate their
subordinates, but also new categories of employees
– knowledge brokers, stewards and researchers.
Motivation
is,
paradoxically,
while
less
sophisticated than LSEs, intense and very effective
in SMEs (Nicolescu, Ceptureanu, 2009). As with
the previous functions of management, the
entrepreneur has a power over it. The way in
which the entrepreneur works and behaves has a
decisive influence on the degree of motivation and
involvement of its employees, personal example
being usually decisive. Its strong individual
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motivation that led the entrepreneur to assume the
risks associated with the business, his intensive
efforts and the prospect of substantially winning
make the entrepreneur to be permanently motivated
for quality and performance and, by extension,
motivating others.
Although there are elements of motivation less
precisely determined - except salary - motivating
employees is intense because of the permanence of
the entrepreneur in the company and his personal
example. All these elements determined the use of
many elements of moral and spiritual nature, such
as praise, verbal admonition, group celebrating
special events, direct talks between enterprise and
employees, frequent consultation with staff on way
of solving problems, flexibility of working hours
etc. However, intuitively, the entrepreneur pays
special attention to some of the key stakeholders of
the SME.
All these factors lead a strong motivation of
employees and part of the other stakeholders,
which is reflected in the high efficiency of the
activities of the small and medium enterprises. In
knowledge management context, motivation retains
the same reputation as in traditional firms: the most
difficult to exert managerial function. Its
importance increases given that organizations
become dependent on human resource in the
generation, use, sharing and codification of
knowledge.
Entrepreneurs will have to cope with a new
challenge: classic motivational mechanisms no
longer work. If the company classical emphasis is
on individual reward or penalty, depending on the
efforts and results, in a knowledge-based company
began to appear group rewards as well. This is due
to two reasons: a) preponderance of intellectual
work processes; b) the extension of groups, teams,
communities which organize various activities.
Also in this logic, the last word in determining
motivations granted will belong to career
managers, if applicable, or the entrepreneur will
have to acquire skills in this area and others, like
mentoring. Another element is represented by
company’s image and reputation. More people will
want to become employed due to its reputation and
image, being willing to accept lower wage packet
given that the development will benefit from a
superior to other companies.
In terms of decision-making, according to
Committee on Development Information (CODI)
there are two paradigms on Knowledge based
decision system: process oriented and best practices
oriented. Process oriented considers that the basis
for decision-making process are tacit knowledge,
which can be "downloaded" in the minds of
employees through interviews and meetings,
encoded, stored and reused in a profitable way.
This paradigm is based on the promotion of
artificial intelligence movement, oriented towards
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the development of decision systems based on
interrelated databases. In this orientation, the
decision-making system is oriented top-down and
focused on IC&T technologies.
Best practices oriented paradigm is based on good
practice. According to it, decision-making
approach should be bottom up, decisions are
determined by how employees resolve, often in
innovative ways, problems, in an environment
increasingly difficult to predict.
Table 1
Paradigms of decision making system in the
knowledge management context
Process oriented
Best practices oriented
paradigm
paradigm
Focus
on
tasks Focus
on
tasks
organization
implementation
Routine
Problem solving
Structured
Spontaneity,
Predictable
improvisation
environment
Unpredictable
Based on explicit environment
knowledge
Based
on
tacit
Linear relationships
knowledge
Network relationships
Source: Brown, J.S. and Duguid, P. (2000)
Balancing act. How to capture knowledge without
killing it
In the context of knowledge management
entrepreneurs must take into account elements such
as the incorporation and use in decision-making
system of a large amount of diverse and complex
knowledge, which reflects positively on the quality
of decision-making process and management
decisions within SME, expanding the scope of
decision-making system to the organization's
external stakeholders, particularly those involved in
virtual chain of value, which generates problems in
terms of decisions harmonization, but it is
beneficial for business performance and
sustainability, the emergence of special categories
of decisions, for instance those adopted in the
knowledge-based communities - or use of an
increasing number of decision-making methods,
techniques, tools, many involving information
databases, special software applications, mentoring,
coaching, tutoring, etc.
In terms of information, the knowledge-based
economy and expanding the use of knowledge
management, the market is very favorable to the
implementation of applications, part of the
organizational information system. There are
industries that reserve as part of the budget, huge
amounts of money for the purchase of information
technology, which is the initiative more or less
obvious to improve rates of return.
In terms of informational systems, new generation
of emerging business applications will be built
around a service-oriented architecture (Service
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Oriented Architecture). This is based on the plan to
make it easier for companies to implement,
integrate and maintain software applications,
substantially reducing maintenance and copyrights
costs of business applications (Erl, 2005). Also,
SOA will provide for businesses new levels of
organizational capacity for their software, around
business processes instead of the other way around
(Perrey, Lycett, 2003). The ability to define and
modify business processes to support operational
and market requirements, and yet easily support
these processes with software package is actually
the original vision of ERP. Supporting end-to-end
collaborative inter-departmental processes such as
POS order collection, recruiting, procurement and
others will become much easier. The same would
happen with: industry specific requirements,
methods of cost management or other associated
processes.
Another trend would involve dropping classical IT
solutions and move towards the adoption of new
products and technologies such as CPM (Corporate
Performance Management). Most of these
applications have been standardized using the same
system of units of measurement reported in a very
similar template and their suppliers are in the same
type of business. The challenge for most companies
is to manage the exponential growth of
information, with connecting users with data,
content, applications and processes they use in their
various roles. We discuss both the information
provided by the external environment (market,
administrative environment) and those that are
generated as a result of the introduction and
development of management information modules
within the organization. Investments made in the
90s helped companies develop and establish their
powerful data networks connected to the Internet,
increasing running speed data collection process in
their organizations. Information technology is
progressing faster than most organizations can
innovate in business. This disagreement provides
opportunities for organizations seeking to gain
competitive advantage. What business benefits aim
to raise is informational contexts in which they are
placed and that should include the location and
geography.
Recent studies have revealed that knowledge
information system has increasingly moved to new
functions compared to classic information system,
predominantly decades ago. Among them we
consider the emergence of a new component knowledge – the next stage in the evolution of
information that changes significantly the quality
and performance of the IT system functionality,
incorporation of new information processing tools,
with large processing capability and high speed,
often in real time, with multiple positive effects on
other components of information system, increased
sophistication of other components such as

procedures and tools., increased capacity to process
information and communicate in real time, with
multiple positive effects on the content and pace of
development of managerial and operational
processes in the organization; on this basis the
speed
of
the
forecasting,
organization,
coordination, training and monitoring-evaluation
processes increase. Another issue is a visible
easiness in getting rapid access to information and
knowledge the SME is lacking, given their
relatively modest transactional costs.
In any business, knowledge can come from three
sources: own, attracted and acquired (Ceptureanu
et. al, 2010). So, two out of three sources are
external. Almost all experts, when referring to
knowledge management, tend to usually consider
internally generated knowledge and, to a lesser
extent, the purchased one. Due to capacity
multiplier for knowledge, the spectacular
development of the Internet, web-sites, electronic
libraries, the proliferation of conferences, seminars,
fairs, exhibitions, etc., accelerating expansion of
the media and their accessibility to people and
companies, attracted resources - which are cheaper
or sometimes for free - can be a major source of
knowledge for SMEs. Moreover, some SMEs have
developed strong international focus on acquiring
knowledge and promote an organizational culture
favouring this approach. Their knowledge is often
the main pillar of competitive advantage.
The third category, the knowledge acquired, is
usually the most well-known and discussed by
practitioners. The causes that generate this situation
are multiple (Ceptureanu, Totan, 2010):
- Knowledge in the form of projects, computer
programs, studies, etc., are purchased to meet the
goals and specifically outlined needs of the
organization;
- This type of knowledge involves spending
budgeted money and expressly specified in the
contracts, which form the subject of monitoring and
evaluation of the managers and owners;
- The responsibility and applicability of each
acquired knowledge set is precisely determined.
For SMEs, the volume of knowledge acquired is
relatively low due to the costs involved. However,
there is a tendency to amplify the commercial
transactions which have as their object knowledge outlining an increasingly observable knowledge
market, consisting, for instance, of best
management IT, marketing, financial, technological
practices. For SMEs, the reasons for relying more
on external sources of knowledge are the same as
for larger companies. The competition based on
knowledge intensifies, and the knowledge related
products or technologies development process
accelerates. It thus becomes more and more
difficult for SMEs to develop new product and
technology by their own (Bianchi et. al, 2010).
Some SMEs build their knowledge base gradually
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through incremental accumulation, usually from
domestic market. Others take a more radical
approach and build innovation capacities that allow
them to target the international market directly
(Lee, Shin, Park, 2012). So, even well-established
SMEs have difficulties in acquiring knowledge
when they need it and at the pace they need it.
Knowledge has two major concepts associated with
it - strictness and absorptive capacity. Strictness
refers to the possibility and the ability to transform
knowledge into an explicit, transferable
information. There are people and organizations
that have this capability at a high level and others
that, while possessing similar knowledge, fail in a
less sensitive measure to raise the posts transferable
(Handy, 1999). Absorptive capacity designates the
ease with which the receiver perceives knowledge,
understands and retains it (Cohen, Levinthal, 1990).
Other authors have defined it as a firm's ability to
recognize the value of new information, assimilate
it, and apply it to commercial ends (Nicolescu,
Nicolescu, 2011). It is studied on individual, group,
firm, and national levels. According to Cohen and
Levinthal (Cohen, Levinthal, 1990) it is the ability
of a firm to recognize the value of new, external
information, assimilate it and apply it to
commercial ends. Some authors have redefined the
concept through the distinction between a potential
absorptive capacity and a realized absorptive
capacity and identified four dimensions: acquire,
assimilate, transform and exploit (Zahra, George,
2002).
According to Nicolescu (Nicolescu, Nicolescu,
2011), the main factors of absorptive capacity are:
a) Macro-social factors, which reflect the main
elements on the economy, culture, population etc.,
quantity, quality, cost, etc. of existing and used
knowledge in a country;
b) Individual factors that consider various forms,
potential or manifest characteristics of the persons
involved in the processes of generation, acquisition,
use, storage, protection etc. of knowledge;
c) Organizational factors, expressing the structural
and functional parameters of various natures of
each entity, with relevant influence on the
generation and use of knowledge. The maximum
absorptive capacity is achieved when there is a
heavy congruence between the three categories of
factors. Naturally, congruence does not occur by
itself, but depends largely on the characteristics of
the people involved and the characteristics of each
organization and management of the environment
in which it operates.
Absorptive
capacity
is
instrumental
in
understanding knowledge-capital formation, being
a prerequisite for its formation. It is considered as
an essential capacity to build competitive
advantages over competitors.
The SME knowledge’s needs come from two main
sources categories (Ceptureanu et. al, 2012):
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• Outside the company, from other organizations,
individuals, media etc;
• Within the company, through acquisition from
other members of the organization, from other
groups or pool of knowledge of the organization as
a whole.
Very often, most knowledge learned by
entrepreneur and its employees come from the
environment. It is therefore very important to know
which are the major factors influencing the
knowledge transfer. Knowledge previously owned,
which gives it the ability to recognize the value of
new knowledge or information and to assimilate
and use for commercial purposes is absorptive
capacity. According to S. Zahra and George G.
(Zahra, George, 2002), absorptive capacity has
four complementary dimensions or, considering
their content rather four essential components:
a) Acquisition, which is defined as the ability to
recognize, evaluate and purchase a new knowledge
that is critical to the organization's activities;
b) Assimilation, referring to the company's ability
to acquire new external knowledge processes and
procedures
for
analysing,
processing,
understanding and interpretation of such
knowledge;
c) Transformation, which takes into account the
company's capacity to develop such procedures and
processes to facilitate combining existing
knowledge with new knowledge acquired and
assimilated;
d) Operation, which lies in the company's ability to
use
new
knowledge
gained
commercial
organization to achieve its objectives.
Based on these four dimensions, professionals
covered defines two types of absorptive capacity:
a. Absorptive capacity potential that lies in the
ability to acquire and assimilate external
knowledge. This capacity expressed receptiveness
to new knowledge of the organization and enhances
its ability to adapt and innovate
b. Achieved absorptive capacity, which is the
ability to transform and exploit new knowledge, to
obtain quantifiable performance of the firm.
Practice shows that the companies differ in the
level at which possesses two capabilities. The
organization is engaged in intense learning
processes, the capacities are developed both with
positive effects in terms of effectiveness and
efficiency of the organization. Knowledge
management is essential for a SME to identify and
consider both forms of knowledge, tacit being more
difficult to meet and process.
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Abstract
Support vector machine represents an important tool for artificial neural networks techniques including
classification and prediction. It offers a solution for a wide range of different issues in which cases the
traditional optimization algorithms and methods cannot be applied directly due to different constraints,
including memory restrictions, hidden relationships between variables, very high volume of computations
that needs to be handled. One of these issues relates to medical diagnosis, a subset of the medical field. In
this paper, the SVM learning algorithm is tested on a diabetes dataset and the results obtained for training
with different kernel functions are presented and analyzed in order to determine a good approach from a
telemedicine perspective.
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1. Introduction
Neural networks represent one of the recent
artificial intelligence technologies that have gained
an important significance due to their processing
methods used to solve many real world issues
where it is difficult to elaborate and define a
conventional algorithm.
Medical diagnosis has different difficulties related
to the large amount of medical data and also to a
large number of similarities between symptoms
associated with different diseases. Neural networks
can help in this situation by offering data mining
techniques and therefore providing a tremendous
opportunity to collect all the medical data needed
for an investigation, find and interpret hidden and
complex connections between symptoms.
Therefore, neural networks are becoming one of the
most important classifier technologies that can be
used for developing informatics solutions for
solving different tasks, especially related to
medical diagnosis process. In this study, the results
of the investigation taken in what concerns some of
the potential benefits of using a support vector
machine-based approach for medical diagnosis of
patients that may present diabetes disease, are
presented.
2. Support vector machine: mathematical
framework
Support vector machine (SVM) represents an
example of a two-class linear classifier which can
be generalized to an n-class classifier. For
exemplification, within this paper, the SVM
algorithm will be presented from a two-class
perspective. Therefore, the investigation starts from
a set of instances which can be labeled with one of
the values from the domain class. Assuming these
labels are +1, for the positive class and -1, for the
negative one and let X be a vector with xi, = , ,
as components, yi the class associated with xi, each
object from X is named a pattern.
Based on the fact that SVM is a kernel method and
therefore, an algorithm which depends on the data
only through their scalar product, it has the ability
to generate non-linear decision boundaries [2].
SVM is mainly based on a linear discriminant
function represented by (1).
( )=

+

(1)

where:
w - represents the weight vector
x - represents the input vector
b - represents a bias or a threshold
If the threshold has a value equal to zero (b=0), the
scalar product of the vectors w and x will generate
a set of points x which are all perpendicular on the
weight vector and form a hyperplane. If this is not
applicable (b≠0) this will translate the hyperplane
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away from the origin. The decision boundary of
SVM represents a new boundary region, which
divides the space into two individual classes. Each
instance that needs to be classified will be added
within one of the two regions classified as positive
and negative based on the sign of the discriminant
function illustrated by (1). An example of a support
vector machine classifier is represented in figure 1
as shown in [6].
By replacing the input vector x with a non-linear
function
( ) the equation illustrated in (1)
becomes (2) as follows:
( )=

(2)

( )+

Furthermore, this substitution of a linear function
with a kernel one generates those decision
boundaries mentioned previously. In order to
analyze the maximum margin of these, the
following equations (3) are used:
+ ≥1
+ ≤ −1

(3)

These equations can be combined within (4):
(

(4)

+ ) − 1 ≥ 0,∀

Based on (4) a separating hyperplane with a large
margin is defined by (5).
=

| |

(

)=

−

(5)

|| ||

where:
x1, x2 - represents
perpendicular on w.

two

support

vectors

For solving a classification problem, a
maximization process of lim
is needed and this
|| ||

can be obtained with the Lagranges multiplier as
described in (6).
= ‖ ‖ − [ (

=

‖ ‖ −∑

‖ ‖ −∑

∙

[ (

(

+ )−1∀ ]≡
∙

∙

+ ) − 1]

+ )+∑

(6)

This will be solved with the partially differentiate
equation represented by (7).
=0⇒

=∑

=0⇒∑

=0

(7)

The maximization of the margin which is
equivalent with the ||w||2 minimization, is
augmented with a regularization parameter C>0
used within a term ∑
needed in order to
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penalize misclassification and margin errors [1].
The optimization parameter becomes (8).
( | |

∑

+

)

(8)

This C parameter is also known as the soft margin
of the SVM classifier. If this is set to a large value,
an associated large penalty will be assigned to the
margin error. If this is lowered, each point that
needs to be classified may become a margin error.
In order to map each xi component of the X vector
into a higher dimensional space, a kernel function
is introduced [3]. Its general form is represented by
(9).
,

(9)

( )

=

There are many kernel functions which can be used
with a support vector machine algorithm. In this
paper, the results obtained by using some of these
functions are also presented and compared between
each other in order to determine the most precise of
them. Some of the equations used for this study are
presented as follows: polynomial kernel (10),
Gaussian kernel (11) and sigmoid kernel (12).
K(x,y) = (

(10)

+ )

(11)

+ )

K(x,y) = tanh(
K(x,y) = exp(-

d

||

∗

||

)

input dimension will completely influence the
others. The distribution of each attribute values
after applying the normalization process is
presented in figure 2.
3.2. Experimental results and performance
evaluation
Within this section, the results obtained by training
and validating the neural network associated with
the described database with the SVM classifiers,
are described. The classification phase consists in
two main sub-phases represented by training the
dataset and afterwards, testing it with the same
dataset used initially.
In what concerns the evaluation metrics [5],
three main indicators are used for each type of
SVM classifier to analyze the overall performance,
as follows:
 Accuracy which represents the proportion
of the total number of predictions that
were correctly classified for their class. It
is determined by (13).

(12)

3. Case study: SVM for medical diagnosis
Within this paper a case study is being developed
and presented for different categories of the SVM
kernel functions which are used to train and
validate a database that consists in some clinical
instances taken from National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, from India.
This dataset was obtained from UCI Repository of
Machine Learning Database [4].
3.1. Dataset description
The Diabetes dataset used for this study contains
768 instances representing patient’s associated
values for each symptom taken into consideration
for confirming the diagnosis. It has a number of 8
attributes and a class, all described in table 1.
Regarding the class distribution, this can take one
of the following two labels: “tested positive”, in
case the patient’s symptoms will confirm this
disease and “tested negative”, otherwise.
Before running the SVM algorithm, a
preprocessing step needs to be followed in order to
normalize the dataset and improve the overall
performance. This consists in scaling each input
attribute dimension to the same interval. In this
paper, a scaling from the initial interval to [0,1] is
being applied, and thus, it will prevent that some

(13)

=





where:
A - is the number of correct prediction that
an instance is negative
B - is the number of incorrect prediction
that an instance is positive
C - is the number of incorrect prediction
that an instance is negative
D - is the number of correct prediction that
an instance is negative
Sensitivity or recall which represents the
percent of all the negative cases correctly
classified, out of all possible instances
labeled as negative. This is calculated
based on (14).
(14)

=

Root mean square error (RMS) measures
the difference between the predicted
values and the actually observed values, It
represents the standard deviation between
these category of values and is calculated
based on (15).
=

∑

(15)

where:
ei - represents the error calculated as a
difference between each observed and
calculated value
n - represents the total number of
instances taken into consideration for the
experiment
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The results obtained after training and validating
the neural network by applying SVM classifier are
presented in table 2 for each kernel function
described previously and in each case, for different
combination of parameters. For the polynomial
kernel, these parameters are represented by gamma
and the degree of the polynomial function and in
what concerns the sigmoid and Gaussian ones, the
variables are represented by the gamma parameter
only. In all cases, the regularization parameter was
set to C=100.
The performance of the classifier is determined by
the computation of the total accuracy, sensitivity
and RMS. As illustrated in table 2, the best results
are obtained with a polynomial kernel function that
has a degree of 5 and a gamma parameter of 0.9.
As shown, for these values, an accuracy of 88.9323
was obtained.
This proves the fact that support vector machine
and furthermore, the neural artificial networks, can
represent a powerful tool for medical diagnosis. By
using a polynomial SVM, training the proposed
model achieves higher accuracy in comparison with
other kernels and represents a good approach
within this field, for classification purposes.
4. Conclusions and future research
Within this paper, a comparison of the performance
obtained by training and validating a diabetes
neural network was made for different parameters
of the support vector machine classifier algorithm,
using standard statistical metrics. The results of this
study show that the SVM algorithm implemented
for a polynomial function gave the best
performance. The classifier accuracy and
sensitivity have been found to be high and thus,
making it a good solution for medical diagnosis
field. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
artificial neural network model described in this
paper represents an efficient quantitative and
qualitative instrument for the classification process
involving diagnosis. This study will be further
enhanced and expended by applying the algorithm
on other medical dataset and also by incorporating
other classification algorithms.
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Table No. 1
Diabetes database attributes
Attribute name
Unit
Numeric

Number of times pregnant
Plasma glucose concentration

mg/dl

Diastolic blood pressure

mmHg

Triceps skin fold thickness

mm

2-Hour serum insulin

U/ml
((weight in kg/(height in m)^2)

Body mass index

Numeric

Diabetes pedigree function

Numeric (years)

Age

Numeric (0 or 1)
Class variable
Source: prepared by the author based on [4]
Table No. 2
Results obtained after training and validating the neural network

Kernel function
Polinomyal
Gamma
Degree
(d)
( )
0.00001
3
0.0003
3
0.0009
5
0.005
3
0.009
4
0.009
1
0.01
3
0.1
3
0.1
4
0.3
4
0.5
4
0.7
4
0.7
5
0.9
4
0.9
5
0.006
5
0.007
4
Gaussian - gamma
0.00001
0.0009
0.005
0.009
0.09
0.01
0.1

RMS

Accurac
y (%)

Sensitivit
y (%)

0.5907
0.5449
0.4677
0.4774
0.4732
0.476
0.4719
0.4593
0.455
0.433
0.4177
0.4082
0.3698
0.3886
0.3327
0.4732
0.4705

65.1042
70.3125
78.1250
77.2135
77.6042
77.3438
77.7344
78.9063
79.2969
81.25
82.5521
83.3333
86.3281
84.8958
88.9323
77.6042
77.8646

42.4
74.5
77.9
76.8
77.1
77.0
77.3
78.3
79.1
81.1
82.4
83.2
86.4
84.9
89.0
77.1
77.5

0.5907
0.4841
0.4746
0.4732
0.4621
0.4719
0.4593

65.1042
76.5625
77.474
77.6042
78.6458
77.7344
78.9063

42.4
76.8
77.1
77.2
78.3
77.3
78.6
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0.3
0.7
0.9
Sigmoid - gamma
0.00001
0.0003
0.009
0.9
0.09
0.01
0.1

0.455
0.4285
0.4114

79.2969
81.6406
83.0729

79.0
81.4
82.9

0.5907
0.5907
0.4691
0.5013
0.4814
0.4663
0.4828

65.1042
65.1042
77.9948
74.8698
76.8229
78.2552
76.6927

42.4
42.4
77.8
748
76.3
78.1
76.1

Source: prepared by the author after running SVM algorithm

Figure 1. SVM Classifier [6]

Figure 2. Attributes values distribution after normalization process
Source: prepared by author after running the normalization function on all attributes present in the dataset
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN
THE ECONOMICS OF
MIGRATION
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Abstract
The phenomenon of migration involves both men and women, and even children.
This study is intended to select from this complex phenomenon those elements which facilitate
depicting the role of women participating in the migration phenomenon.
On the one hand, a positive approach shows that, in the majority of cases, migrant women find
themselves actors on the labor market, performing tasks in various fields of activity, from the household
economics to sectors pertaining to industries such as agriculture, education, social, medical, technology or
research.
On the other hand, the analysis of the negative factors relating to women in the process of
migration outline the vulnerabilities they are often exposed to, facing exploitation at work, prostitution and
sexual exploitation.
Nonetheless, there is still a wide area for reflection, for regulation, and specific actions aiming at
placing women in the zone of comfort harmonizing their main areas of influence.
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Family Dynamics.
The Change in the Role of Women in the
Family.
The 20th century, characterized by the
emancipation
of
women,
witnessed
the
acknowledgment of equal rights between women
and men, the access of women to higher education,
labor market, and economy. When talking about
the value of women in society, Edith Stein
sustained that women primarily fulfill their
feminine vocation when witnessing Jesus Christ
and when taking divine love wherever life takes
them. Thus, women express their personality and
free themselves of their own shortcomings as
beings.i However, the feminine perspective
mentions that the progress of the last century is not
remarkable; it rather indicates that women have
only “feminine” positions, leaving the important
and leading positions to men; moreover, it states
that the representatives of male gender have very
little changed their role in the family, with respect
to household duties, looking after children and
education of children.ii
Geographical
mobility
caused
by
migration is often preceded by economic and social
mobility at the place of origin. It is noticed that, if
women become mobile as a result of their
profession, and men work in the same city or
region, we often witness income equalization and a
redistribution of (unpaid) household duties.
Contrarily, when men accept to commute to a
longer distance for a job which is better paid,
women generally need to take over the majority of
the household duties.
Even in the case of migration, as indicated
in the study conducted by some researchers, iii
women are much more involved in the household
duties and in the education of children. We can
mention the case of the Polish women who went to
work in Western Europe and are in control of
family administration by phone.
Economic, social and geographical
mobility, supported by the requirements of the
demand of labor force, highlight conflicts related to
the distribution of work in the family. These are
increased by the emancipation trend previously
mentioned. The financial power obtained as a result
of migration can lead to a change in the forces ratio
of the couple. Such phenomena were not familiar to
the traditional family. We notice that that change of
paradigm also brought about a change of language:
“conjugal” is replaced by “partnership”, “family” is
replaced by “couple”, “understanding” is replaced
by “negotiation”. The concept of “couple” loses its
accurate and legal meaning ascribed to family by
marriage, and it becomes ambiguous, as it refers
both to spouses and to persons outside of marriage.
Concomitantly with the economic emancipation of
women, migration leads to favoring of temporary
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relationships, to the detriment of the permanent
ones sanctified by marriage.
According to a study conducted by Caritas
Internationalis, “migration leads to a change in the
role of women in the family and in the community
of origin. As women become more and more
independent in the process of migration and less
and less dependent on their husbands, they take
over a role of providers for the family and of family
heads. Moreover, women play an important role in
various stages of migration, such as caretakers for
the ones left at home, sources of financial resources
and emotional support for migrants in various
situations. Apart from the remittances and the
social capital (ideas, competences, attitudes,
knowledge, etc.), they can contribute to the social
and economic development, can be promoters of
human rights and gender equality. Women
transferring money also convey a message on what
woman means. This indicates the manner in which
families and communities perceive women.” iv
According to the same study, “women
migration changes not only their role, but also the
role they play in the family. Some studies on
migration and its consequences admit that
migration influences both the migrating person and
the ones left behind, as their lives are being shaped
in a special manner following the departure of an
important member of the family.”v
The Consequences on Marriage
The relationships within the migrating
family are depicted within the social, cultural and
economic context at the general level. At the same
time, one cannot leave out the religious education
provided to the members of the family, as this
influences the family relationships and contributes
to the undertaking of responsibilities during the
migration period.
“With respect to the always greater
number of migrating women of Poland to which we
previously referred to, we cannot speak of
neglecting family duties, of individualism or
emancipation. The reason for migrating is family
centered, focused primarily on the interests of
children.”vi
In the case of a woman migrating,
research worksvii show that men have difficulties in
fulfilling the household duties and are often
inclined to pathological manifestations (alcohol);
furthermore, they turn to relatives (parents)
especially for help in taking care of the children.
The same research works indicate that women tend
to coordinate everything even from a distance.
Thus, even in the case of such a separation,
families tend to preserve their traditional
distribution of household duties: the absent woman
is entirely responsible for the household duties,
whereas the man, not being able to cope with the
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household on his own, turns to the woman’s
relatives. Moreover, it has been noticed that, as a
result of migration, women become more
independent, “liberated”. According to the
abovementioned studies, once mothers are
“liberated”, children become more involved in the
household duties, taking over tasks usually
pertaining to mothers.
Studies on women migration also address
the issue of divorce and remarriage. “Conjugal
relationship is affected by feminine migration. As a
result of geographical distance and certain difficult
circumstances, many spouses get divorced and
remarry in the destination countries. This is
obvious in Romania, where the divorce rate in case
of women working abroad is 37%, which is four
times the national average.” viii
Feminization of Migration
The Weighting of Women in the Process of
Migration
This phrase was validated by the extent of
the migration phenomenon having women as the
main or majority actor. Once women were involved
in the economic sector of the country of destination
where women’s activity was limited to the
household, a more and more extensive literature
was developed on feminine migration and the
consequences of the same.
The massive demand of workforce in the
household industry, from the countries in the South
of Europe, generated a migration flow for women
which led to a feminization of migration in
Romania and Ukraine, according to the study
conducted by Flavia Piperno. In Romania, such
process coincided with the cancellation of visa for
short periods of time, starting with 2002. This
normative act facilitated departure and financial
effort of single women in the quest of luck by
migration. Thus, women were no longer leaving to
reunite the family, but rather to work “abroad”,
often leaving behind a hurting family.ix
The same is noticed in the research carried
out by Caritas Internationalisx, where it is stated
that, currently, more and more women migrate
independently, to look for jobs, rather than to be
with their husbands or to join them at the end of the
journey.
In order to outline the global character of
this phenomenon, it is enough to look at the
situation of women of Latin America (South and
Central America).xi
The reduction of public expenditure in the
budgets allocated for education, housing and health
generated a series of consequences particularly for
single mothers (the so-called single parent
families). These have been the most affected by
poverty and unemployment. Thus, they were forced
to take over the duty to provide for the household

in order to survive. Many of such women became
active in industries focused on exports, subsistence
agriculture, grey economy, migration and
prostitution.
“For a long time, women have been absent
from migration studies. Their social and economic
contribution, as well as the unique experiences they
lived, has not been registered. The theories on
migration issued in the 60s and 70s assumed that
most migrants were men, whereas women were just
the wives or dependant members following their
husbands. Consequently, migration was profoundly
masculine. Nonetheless, women have always been
present in the migration flows as wives, daughters,
and dependent on the migrating men. More than
ever, the last decades have witnessed an increase in
the autonomous feminine migration where women
are the main providers of financial support for their
families.”xii
The weighting of women in the process of
migration became greater than that of men. Starting
with 2005, with the exception of Africa and Asia,
women represented a larger percentage as
compared to men. In North America, where
families outnumbered men in the process of
migration as early as 1930, the percentage of
women in 2005 reached 50.4% of the total
population who migrated. Europe and Oceania also
indicate higher percentages for women migration.
Here, women outnumbered men starting with 2000
and represent approx. 53.4%, 51.3% respectively,
of the total migration. Considering the migrants
going to Australia, in the past three decades, the
migration flows indicate an increase in the number
of married or single women migrating together
with other women.xiii
According to the data provided by
OECD,xiv women represent the majority part of the
migrating population in almost all OECD countries,
with the exception of six countries. However,
women are little represented in the migration flows
of most countries. This is not a recent phenomenon
and indicates that women are less inclined to return
to the country of origin.
The Consequences on Women
Migration can contribute to gender
equality and to strengthening women’s situation
through access to both higher income and the
acquisition of social status through autonomy,
freedom and confidence. Women become more
confident when they are offered new opportunities
for fulfillment. On the one hand, moving to a new
country promotes women’s access to new
information and social norms and to promoting
their rights and, on the other hand, has a positive
influence on achieving greater equality in the
country of origin. It is noted that women of poor
communities, deprived of opportunities for
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fulfillment and exposed to violence, are easy
targets for traffickers. Traffickers promise them a
prosperous future and social benefits abroad, while
actually pushing them into forced labor, most often
prostitution, and exhausting underpaid work. In
such cases, preventive measures are necessary,
based on information on the possible risks during
travel (transit and countries of destination), as well
as on routes to be avoided.xv
A consequence on women – even in case
of legal migration – is the nature of work, mostly a
household work, which exposes them to abuse
coming from employers. Such jobs are most often
unstable, poorly paid and imply an extended
program. This aspect is addressed in the following
paragraphs.
It is worth mentioning that migrant
women will have to divide their life between family
and work. The manner in which these two realities
are approached by migrant women is different. One
can see, by comparison, the involvement of migrant
women in their own family and in the work
performed in two cases: the case of women
migrating to Italy from the Philippines, and the
case of women migrating to Italy from Eastern
Europe, especially from Romania.xvi Even before
the arrival of the flow of migrants from Eastern
Europe to Italy, the Filipino community, composed
almost exclusively of women, brought to attention
the role of women. Men of the same nation stayed
at home and, due to the long distance, high travel
costs and the high amount of time for the journey,
it was very difficult for them to visit their wives
even annually. For the Philippine women, life was
lived in the host families where they were housed
and worked. They spent their spare time (Thursday
and Sunday afternoon) with their fellow nationals
in contexts not offering them generous social
participation. In case of women coming from
Eastern Europe, we note a number of differences
with respect to the Philippines women. First of all,
there is the presence of men which leads to a much
better integration. We are referring to integration
not only at work but also in the daily life of their
families. In many cases, women from Eastern
Europe have their husbands and family in Italy,
men working mainly in entrepreneurship and even
managing to establish ties with the Italians. In
numerous cases, children also live with their
parents and attend kindergarten or school, and thus
offering yet better opportunities to establish new
contacts with the people in the country of
destination. Even for those having a part of the
family in their home country in Europe, contact is
fairly tight. With respect to Romanians, family
members in Italy return to Romania or those from
Romania go to Italy several times a year. Many
Eastern European women perform household
activities, while those with secondary or higher
education and who master Italian and other foreign
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languages start to be present in other industries.
The general change occurring with the arrival of
Romanian women in Italy is represented by the
transition from the status of single or married
immigrant women, present in the destination
country without their spouse and children to
immigrant women carrying along the familiar
character, not only arriving in Italy with the family
but also having other children in the host country.
We also need to mention the fact that immigrant
women who have family with them must cope with
a series of complex psychological and social
factors, especially when fulfilling two missions:
that of mothers and that of women active in the
labor market. They have to accept a change on a
personal level, as it is necessary to find a life and
work balance. On the one hand, they have to find a
balance to best live their life given the double
dimension – as mothers and as women –, while on
the other hand, they need to be able to properly
mediate between the culture of origin and that of
the country of destination, especially when it comes
to the schools their children attend, and to carry out
a series of obligations towards the public services.
Conclusions
Migration is an economic and social
phenomenon affecting a large number of people
and has a global character. Migration actors - men,
women, and even children - depending on the focus
of the research, are approached on an individual
basis, as well as at family or group level. Women
migration is a reality that cannot be denied. When
compared to men migration, we notice a number of
similarities, e.g. the economic or social reasons.
What distinguishes between the two phenomena is
the increased risk affecting women during
migration. As indicated above, this risk derives
from the specific aspect of gender, women being
exposed to abuses of the trafficking networks, and
characterizes a specific category of women, namely
those with a very low income, a minimum
education level and, consequently, poorly
informed. Such women become victim of false
promises of a better job and better salaries in
another country.
A certain category of women, that of
women facing great social problems, voluntarily
choose to practice prostitution in order to be able to
provide for dependent children or to legally obtain
the immigrant visa in a more developed country.
Nonetheless, most women choose to
migrate in order to find a job allowing solving
family problems; this choice is made even if access
on the labor market is often illegal. Unfortunately,
it is more difficult for women to access immigrant
networks, as these are controlled predominantly by
men.
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It has been acknowledged that women
show great flexibility in accessing the labor market
and are willing to work hard, regardless of their
qualifications. A large number of migrant women
have higher education, as in the case of women
coming from Chile or Peru and working in
households, 70% of whom have a university
degree.xvii
Studying the percentage representing
female migration and the financial contribution of
women to the family budget may lead to the idea of
competition
between
the
two
genders.
Undoubtedly, this competition exists at several
levels. At cultural, ideological, and political level,
competition is promoted by feminism, a trend
seeking to promote women’s emancipation and
liberation from a patriarchal culture. This liberation
often tends to go beyond family existence
boundaries.
At global level, in some cultures and
religions, there are cases when patriarchal society
flagrantly violates the basic human rights and,
implicitly, women’s rights, thus significantly
limiting freedom of movement and access to
education, and jeopardizing existence and physical
safety.
Women emancipation in recent decades
led to a remodeling of the family. Thus, it is
observed that family relationships are reconfigured
in terms of forces ratio, the status of spouses is
unofficially negotiated, and there are discussions
on the money constituting the family budget. In
many cases, migrating women end up divorcing
and having another relationship or a new marriage
in the country of destination.
From an economic and financial
perspective, female migration phenomenon is
complex and difficult to analyze despite the fact
that state public budgets and the banking
institutions keep records of cash flows coming
from payments of taxes in the country of adoption,
as well as of remittances sent in the country of
origin. The most qualified to assess women
migration,
certainly
not
from
economic
perspective, are probably the children left back
home, in the care of their grandparents or other
persons, as well as the husbands left without their
wives.
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Abstract
As reported by the specialty literature, among the multitude of economic, psychological, sociological and
political variables influencing tax behavior, the level of tax knowledge or tax literacy is said to impact on
compliance attitudes and decisions of potential and current taxpayers. Via an extensive literature review,
the present paper pinpoints the idea that taxpayers who possess basic knowledge in matters like taxation,
public goods provision, state budget structure, fiscal policy or tax laws understand the importance of taxes
for financing modern societies and are more willing to honestly declare all revenues.
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1. Introduction
Nelson Mandela, the South Africa leader, used to
say that “education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world”. According
to empirical investigations conducted in a manifold
of areas, education is a catalyst for change, as it
alters thoughts, beliefs, attitudes and ultimately
behaviors (Asch & Shore, 1975; Bernheim &
Garrett, 2003; Bernheim, Garrett & Maki, 2001;
Cacioppo, Petty & Crites, 1994; Chatterjee, GreenPimentel & Turner, 2010; Gray et al., 2009;
Greenspan, 2003, 2005; Hungerford & Volk, 1990;
Joo & Grable, 2000; Kim & Garman, 2003; Lyons,
Chang & Scherpf, 2006; Margolis, 2013; Rustad &
Smith, 2013; Tatto, 1998; Thompson, 2002; Varcoe
& Wright, 1991).
In the same vein of Mandela, the present article
emphasizes the idea that tax literacy may change
taxpayers’ world of perceptions and behaviors.
Hence, the following set of questions arises: Why
is tax behavior research important for the
development of modern societies? Where does tax
literacy stand among the determinants of tax
behavior? Can tax authorities design appropriate
strategies to improve compliance behavior by
educating taxpayers and increasing their tax
literacy level?
The paper features the following structure. The
second part offers insights into the tax behavior
literature. The third part brings forth a brief
literature review regarding the impact of tax
literacy on contributors’ behavior with respect to
fiscal obligations. The fourth part synthesizes
findings, thus paving the way for future avenues of
research.
2. Insights into the tax behavior literature
In the commencement of their historical research
endeavor aimed at identifying the sources of power,
affluence and destitution among nations, Acemoglu
and Robinson (2012) give a telling example on the
importance of institutions for the wellbeing of
citizens. They relate about one city sharing an
identical cultural heritage, with dwellers residing in
two different countries separated by only a fence,
i.e., Nogales - Arizona (USA) and Nogales –
Sonora (Mexico). While the citizens of the former
enjoy the benefits of a well-functioning public
goods system, the citizens of the latter struggle
with a faulty and corrupt system to make ends
meet.
Analyzing this situation via the taxation lens, it can
be presumed that one of the reasons for which
institutions function properly in Nogales, Arizona,
is an efficient collection of taxes stemming from a
relatively high tax compliance level – which leads
us to the topic of the paper.
Generally, various institutions within the public
system are financed through taxation and are the
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prerogatives of modern societies. Governments are
able to provide and maintain a certain living
standard because citizens comply with the tax law.
For that matter, paraphrasing Paul Samuelson, it
could be stated that tax money represents the blood
irrigating the public goods system. As citizens fail
to report honestly their revenue (for a number of
reasons) and state budgets become depleted, life
conditions in general worsen. Malfunctions within
the public system reverberate in other society areas,
thus hindering economic, social or political
progress.
Therefore, considering the importance of taxes for
modern societies, social researchers have been
extensively investigating tax behavior by means of
a comprehensive methodological apparatus:
theoretical approaches (Allingham & Sandmo,
1972; Batabyal & Beladi, 2010; Graetz, Reinganum
& Wilde, 1986; Slemrod, 2001; Srinivasan, 1973,
Yaniv, 1994; Yitzhaki, 1974, 1987); experimental
insights (Baldry, 1986; Bosco & Mittone, 1997;
Coricelli et al., 2010; Cummings, MartinezVasquez & McKee, 2006; Feld & Tyran, 2002;
Kogler et al., 2013; Mittone, 2006; Torgler, 2002;
Verboon & van Dyke, 2011); national or crosscultural surveys (Alm & Torgler, 2006; Gërxhani,
2007; Hennighausen & Heinemann, 2014;
Richardson, 2006); literature reviews (Australian
Taxation Office, 2012; Batrancea, Nichita &
Batrancea, 2012; Devos, 2014; Hynes & O’Connor,
2014; Kamleitner, Korunka & Kirchler, 2012;
Kirchler, 2007).
Consequently, various categories of tax behavior
determinants have been singled out. As can be seen
in Figure 1, taxpayers’ decisions to follow or not
the tax law can be influenced (among others) by
economic, psychological, sociological or political
factors.
3. To know or not to know: Brief literature
review on tax literacy
Tax behavior entails two main typologies:
compliance, which can be either voluntary or
enforced (Kirchler, Hoelzl & Wahl, 2008);
noncompliance, which can be either tax avoidance
or tax evasion. According to the literature, one of
the sociological factors influencing tax behavior is
tax literacy or the level of tax knowledge held by
contributors (Djawadi & Fahr, 2013; Hofmann,
Hoelzl & Kirchler, 2008; Kamaluddin & Madi,
2005; OECD, 2013). Namely, the amounts of taxes
collected by authorities increase significantly when
taxpayers know more about the tax law (Palil &
Mustapha, 2011), tax systems (Wartick, 1994) or
become aware or the negative effects generated by
tax evasion (Holler et al., 2008).
At the present time, when information is doubling
in size every two years (Turner et al., 2014) and
markets are globally connected, the level of tax
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knowledge has become extremely important for
both authorities and taxpayers. On one hand,
taxpayers need to be connected to the latest
advances of the tax law in order to adequately run
their activities. Moreover, they must be aware of
the effects generated by their tax behavior on state
budgets.
As a matter of fact, tax behavior cannot be
amended if this awareness lacks. Drawing a parallel
with health research results based on the social
cognitive theory, one could see that the conclusions
stated by Bandura (2004: 144) also apply in the tax
behavior case: “knowledge of health risks and
benefits creates the precondition for change. If
people lack knowledge about how their lifestyle
habits affect their health, they have little reason to
put themselves through the travail of changing the
detrimental habits they enjoy”.
To make voluntary tax compliance salient among
taxpayers, authorities may turn to different
strategies for increasing their level of tax literacy.
The involvement of formal schooling institutions
(i.e., primary schools, high schools, colleges) could
be of help in educating potential taxpayers (for a
detailed overview, see OECD, 2013).
Moreover, based on the fact that behavioral
changes can be generated directly by media or
indirectly via interactions with social systems
(Figure 2), tax authorities may design smart media
campaigns informing taxpayers of the latest
changes in the tax law or the importance of
financing public goods systems via honest
taxpaying (for a detailed overview, also see OECD,
2013). Once tax information is promoted via
media, it may also easily reach social systems (e.g.,
family circle, friends, acquaintances) in order to be
then acquired by the regular taxpayer.
4. Conclusions
Stressing the significance of taxes for the
development of modern societies, the present
article offers insights into tax behavior research,
with a special focus on tax literacy. Viewed as the
level of tax knowledge acquired by taxpayers
through different channels (i.e., schooling,
interactions within social network, media), tax
literacy determines to a certain degree the level of
taxes collected in a modern society.
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Abstract
Literature considers that it is necessary to continuously change and improve SMES in order to be more
sustainable and provide innovative products and services to the market If SMEs account for over 90% of
businesses all over the world, and there is a growing need to create sustainable SMEs, then developing and
implementing change is highest in making progress towards sustainability. Therefore, this article intents to
demonstrate that change management processes are fundamental to create performant SMEs. This study is
based on a research conducted on over 800 entrepreneurs from Romanian economy. This article
demonstrates that sustainability in SMEs will be enhanced by the ability to embrace operational aspects of
change management, while entrepreneurs must pay attention to long-term planning and intense
communication in order to generate proactive changes. We try to demonstrate the usability of the presented
findings in practice in order to contribute to the development of SMEs in Romania.
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Introduction

The impact of SME on change management

The business environment which is constantly
changing requests rapid response for entrepreneurs
to adapt to the future. While it is not possible to
predict the future, the SMEs can adapt to the
turbulence ahead, in order to attain sustainability
(Hamel andValikangas, 2003), (Moore and
Manring,2009), (Nicolescuet al.,2011). In this
context, we must notice that SMEs in Europe
contribute to the economic development by their
sheer numbers and increasing share in employment
and gross domestic product (Van Gils, 2005).
Although the importance of SMEs to the wider
economy is now widely understood, their needs to
sustain their businesses are often underrepresented
(North et al., 1998). Sustainability is not a
reachable end state, rather it is a fundamental
characteristic of a dynamic, evolving system.
Indeed, sustainability will result not from
movement along a smooth trajectory, but rather
from continuous adaptation to changing conditions
(Verboncu et al, 2011). SMEs’ organisational
behaviour and characteristics are important drivers
in the evolution towards sustainable enterprises
(Tonge, J., 2001), (Moore and Manring, 2009). It is
widely recognised that SMEs, in general, have
limited resources in the form of time, money and
human capital (Van Gils, 2005), (Ceptureanu S and
Ceptureanu E, 2009). In particular, they lack the
necessary skills and capability in pursuing longterm strategic change due to their stiff management
style. Change in SMEs seems to be largely
motivated by pressures from the external
environment, particularly from the customers
(Hudson-Smith and Smith, 2007). Therefore, most
SME managers accept their environment as given
and install the mechanisms to react to its forces
rather than leveraging internal capabilities for
proactive change (Bergman et al., 2006), (Trim and
Lee, 2008). As Hamel and Valikangas (2003)
stated that there is a need for innovation that
signifies capability leverage. In other words,
sustainability of organisations depends on their
ability to change concerning the future
development (Burnes, 2004). The methodological
approach taken in this study is based on exploring
the change management process in 800 Romanian
SMEs through interviews. A comparison between
the change management framework representing
the best practice and the activities observed in
practice suggests that inadequate planning, lack of
external orientation and limited attention to people,
organisational aspects seem to hinder SMEs’
sustainability. In doing this, this article contributes
to an existing body of knowledge on
entrepreneurship by bringing change process
perspective in the context of SMEs.

For economic sustainability, SMEs are increasingly
playing a key role being the engines of
employment, according to Nicolescu (2014) and
Ceptureanu (2010), in Romania SMEs represent
over 95% on total enterprises, contribute to 66, 2%
of employment and 57, 9% on turnover. During
2010-2012 innovation in SMEs has been declining
compared to the three preceding years, from 40, 1%
in 2010 to 19, 8% in 2012. Unfortunately, only 2
out of 10 SMEs have introduced or significantly
improved
new
products,process
or
organizational/marketing methods (Nicolescu and
Ceptureanu, 2009).It is, therefore, not surprising,
particularly in the recent economic downturn, that
sustainability of SMEs is vitally important for the
global economy (Mikhailitchenko and Lundstrom,
2006). Such facts have led to the conception of
sustainable SMEs that should be ‘robust … in face
of anticipated and unanticipated economic,
environmental and social challenges’ (Moore and
Manring, 2009). Hence, the development of
sustainable SMEs that are able to change and adapt
to a turbulent environment is a concern for SME
managers, policy makers and practitioners alike.
Entrepreneurship, strategy and SME literature
identify that SMEs can be classified into two
groups according to their attitude to strategic
change and willingness to implement it. According
to and Casillas (2008) there are Lifestyle SMEs
and Growth oriented SMEs. A lifestyle SME may
have limited interest in development and growth, so
they willingly choose not to grow but are rather
mainly concerned with survival to support the
lifestyle of their owner managers (North and
Smallbone, 1996). On the other hand, growthoriented SMEs aim to increase their market share,
sales and profitability in a continuing growth path
(Ceptureanu et al., 2010). In the context of this
article, the focus is on growth-oriented SMEs
which are attempting to change and adapt in a
volatile environment to be competitive. SMEs are
characterised by a number of patterns of behaviours
which may hinder their ability to become more
sustainable (Jennings and Beaver, 1997). For
example, SMEs tend to think and plan in the short
term, thus mainly reacting to internal or external
stimuli. This becomes more prominent as their core
business objective becomes survival. This
characteristic makes SMEs less able to deal with
strategic long-term developments (Laverty 2004,
Bergman et al. 2006). Strategic decision making in
SMEs is often described as being implicit or even
as a process distinguished by reactive, short-term
oriented, incremental behaviour (Bergman et
al.,2006). Moreover, change strategy in small
business is considered to be enacted in a highly
personalised manner and is strongly influenced by
the actions, abilities and personality of the key
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people in the company (Beaver and Prince, 2004).
Hence, a central, directive decision making, topdown, stiff type of management style is prevalent
(Dean, 1986). This kind of behaviour is encouraged
due to the fact that SME entrepreneurs often own
the company or have personal investment in the
business (Duchesneau and Gartner, 1990).
Customer pressure in supply chains for low-costbased competition and the need for rapid,
innovative responses, as well as new product
development, are important drivers for change in
SMEs (Sheffi, 2005), (Sheffi,2005,2006), (HudsonSmith and Smith, 2007). Also, increased
competition based on overall product and service
quality and increasing demand for just-in-time
delivery, flexibility and responsiveness are among
other key drivers for change in SMEs (Sheffi and
Rice, 2005). Thus, literature suggests that SMEs
must evolve from a largely internal, technical
orientation towards external, customer and service
orientation, where management increasingly
dedicates its attention to the needs of the customer
and the marketplace (Sarkar, M. and EchambadiR.
and Harrison, J.S., 2001).(Zhang et al., 2006). In
summary, we can identify the following
characteristics having an impact on SME behaviour
in change management: (1) Lack of strategic
planning. (2) Hasty approach to solve day-to-day
problems. (3) Greater focus on operational and
technical issues. (4) Stiff organizational culture. (5)
Tacit knowledge and informal decision making. (6)
Poor management skills as the SME grows. (7)
Entrepreneurial orientation and opportunity
seeking.
Change process and sustainability
Sustainability of SMEs is important for a healthy
economy. To achieve business sustainability, it is
important that change management capability
should be integrated into the normal course of
business (Alesi, 2008). Adaptation to new market
forces through an ability to change rapidly can lead
to creating sustainability on SMEs (Fiksel, 2006).
SMEs should absorb change gracefully to remain
stable in a turbulent environment. Indeed, Hamel
andValikangas (2003) clearly confirm the
significance of change management in creating
sustainable organisations. Any company that can
make sense of its environment, generate strategic
options, and realign its resources faster than its
rivals will enjoy a decisive advantage. These will
prove to be the ultimate competitive advantage in
the age of turbulence where companies are being
challenged to change more profoundly, and more
rapidly, than ever before. Organisational
sustainability is defined as the ability to anticipate
key opportunities and events from emerging trends,
constantly adapting and changing, rapidly bouncing
back from disaster and remaining stable in a

turbulent environment (Fiksel, 2006), (Stewart and
O’Donnell, 2007), (Marcos, 2008). The literature
suggests that there is a need for constant, proactive
and ever quicker approaches to change (Bolton,
2004), before the case for change turns out to be
urgently inevitable (Hamel and Valikangas, 2003).
In effect, sustainability is an organisation’s level of
preparedness to change by rapidly redeploying and
reconfiguring its technical and organisational
resource base, thus enabling a quick response to
unpredictable changes within its operating
environment
(Sine
and
David,
2003).
Consequently, it is agreed that sustainability is a
distinctive organisational capability (Barton and
Christianson 2006, Bergman et al. ,2006) that is
underpinned by an organisation’s ability to change
timely, rapidly and easily (Vickers and Kouzmin,
2001). However in most organisations, change is
still problematic; studies have shown that two out
of three change initiatives fail (Sirkin et al., 2005).
Consequently, how change is managed in SMEs
becomes critical to creating sustainability.
Literature on change management has evolved
from a planned view through the emergent to
process views. Primarily, planned change is
intended rather than occurring by accident or
impulse (Lewin, 1951). Emergent change is
complex and continuous, based on responses to
emerging opportunities and threats and results in
learning by doing between the top and the bottom
of the organisation. A process view to change
recognises the characteristics of both planned and
emergent views and suggests that there is a
purposeful (i.e. planned or intended) set of
activities in change projects that leads to the
content of change to emerge (Pettigrew and Whipp,
1993). The process view, as suggested by
Whittington (2006), rather than rejecting the
planned approach, places the emphasis on injecting
craft directly into the process where the outcome
emerges. Pettigrew and Whipp (1993) define
change management as: ... an iterative process of
assessment, formulation and implementation of
strategic and operational changes that are depicted
by five central factors, which are: environmental
assessment, leading change, linking strategic and
operational change, human resources as assets and
liabilities and coherence. Since one of the
objectives of this article is to explore how change is
managed in SMEs thus creating sustainability,
clearly a process approach to studying change
becomes relevant for the purposes of this article.
From a change management perspective, as the
content of change can emerge, the process itself
can be rationalised into distinct phases. From a
sustainability perspective, there is a growing
recognition that research needs to focus on
processes rather than only characteristics of the
individual
organisations
or
practitioners
(Reinmoeller and Van Baardwijk, 2005).
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Furthermore, these authors highlight that
organisational sustainability can be conceptualised
as a process, rather than a static state, through
which organisations develop abilities instrumental
in overcoming barriers to change and in developing
multiple sources of competitive advantage. Also, as
the process view deals mainly with the
organisational activities and practices, a change
process framework would provide a basis for better
understanding the patterns of behaviour that instil
change in SMEs. In exploring change management
as a process, literature identifies different processes
and frameworks. These are mainly normative
processes providing guidance on how change
should be managed (Garvin, 2000). The classical
process of change is Lewin’s (1951) unfreeze,
move and refreeze processes. In order to change
behaviours, the conditions that cause it need to be
changed, because behaviour and culture are
supported by a complex field of driving and
restraining forces. These forces need to be
destabilised before new behaviours can be learnt.
This is the unfreeze phase of Lewin’s (1951)
process. This involves recognising the need to
change, identifying what changes need to be made,
preparing for the change and analysing the forces
of resistance. The change is implemented in the
move stage. This is where new behaviours, values
and attitudes are developed through changes in
organisational structure and processes. This is an
iterative learning based approach, where options
are identified, implemented and evaluated on a trial
and error basis (Lewin, 1951). In the refreeze stage,
changes must become embedded in the
organisation. The change needs to be anchored in
some way, otherwise any benefits will be lost and
people will slip back into the old ways of working.
Consequently, the new ways of working need to be
stabilised and positively reinforced until they
become habitual. However, some argue that
companies can no longer refreeze due to rapid
change in the business environment (Dawson,
1994). Some other researchers have expanded on
Lewin’s (1951) process (Pettigrew et al., 1992),
(Garvin, 2000), (Paton and McCalman, 2000),
(Mento et al., 2002). Probably, the best known
process is Kotter and Cohen’s (2002) change
model: create a climate for change; establish a
sense of urgency; form the guiding team; create a
vision; engage and enable the whole organisation;
communicate for buy-in; empower the workforce,
create short-term wins; and do not let up and make
change stick. These researchers highlight the key
role of people and organisational dimensions in
managing change projects and suggest that change
strategy must be sensitive to people and context.
Managers often overlook the need for training
employees in new methods and procedures and
communicating in an ongoing and consistent way
(Mento et al. 2002, Ceptureanu et al. 2012).
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Therefore, it is important to explore the nature of
change management process and activities. Beer
and Nohria (2000) describe the nature of practices
within the change process by hard and soft aspects.
For example, the hard aspect of change deals with
operational activities such as resource allocation,
action plans, short-term wins and performance
indicators to mention a few. On the other hand, the
soft aspects of change deal with people, attitudinal
and organisational aspects that include motivation,
communication, developing new behaviours and
changing attitudes, building coalition and training.
Research methodology and results
In order to understand the patterns of behaviour to
manage change in SMEs, extensive qualitative data
were collected from structured interviews with 800
entrepreneurs. Data were analysed carefully using
descriptive statistics and qualitative data analysis
techniques. The interviews were intended to allow
free-flowing conversation between the entrepreneur
and the researcher about their roles and
responsibilities within the organisation, and the
practices that they were engaging within
organisational change projects. Throughout the
interviews, the emphasis was on capturing what the
entrepreneurs did (i.e. the practices) and for what
purpose they undertook these practices (i.e. the
outcome).
Figure 1. SMEs practices around organizational
and influence to change
Resistance to change
Mission and values…
Suppliers
Internal factors that…
Competition
0

200

High or medium impact

400

600

800

Low or no impact

In Figure 1, we present SMEs practices around
organizational and influence to change. These
would lead to the following findings: (1) business
goals and organizational objectives and SMEs
internal factors seems to be key factors of practice
who trigger changes; (2) change management
practices mainly focus on implementation and
rewards; (3) change management practices are
primarily internally focused as evidenced by the
limited relationship management with external
stakeholders such as customers, suppliers and
competitors; (4) little or no attention is paid to
communicating with customers, competitors and
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suppliers in managing change.The overall focus of
this article was to explore how change management
capability drives survivability in SMEs. Hence, we
identified what SME managers do to manage
change, and compared SME practices to the
literature-based change management process. We
observe that when SMEs manage change, they do
not appear to pay attention to vision and values.
This particular finding suggests that SMEs view
change management as any other project
management task, evidenced by the focus on hard
activities with little attention being paid to softer
activities. Lack of attention to the soft aspects,
associated with human factors, may create
resistance to change which may also hinder SMEs’
survivability (Seville et al., 2006). However, as
Seville et al. (2006) stated that soft managerial
practices such as effective communication and
relationships within the organisation and with key
customers and stakeholders are all fundamental to
enabling firms to be competitive. This pattern of
behaviour could be explained by the command and
control nature of how SMEs are managed
(O’Regan and Ghobadian, 2005). The literature on
SMEs suggests that they may be more
entrepreneurial and quicker to react to changes
(Zhang et al., 2006). In contrast, our findings
suggest that, due to a tendency towards centralised
decision making caused by the command and
control culture, the entrepreneur may be a
constraint to quick decision making or
implementation of change. Instead, in order to
achieve SME survivability, employees must
possess a feeling of ownership in the business and
the freedom to make decisions according to their
responsibility area (Alesi, 2008, Berman, 2009).
Related to the above points, one of the interesting
aspects coming out of this research is that
underlying competitiveness issues are often driven
by the fact that SMEs launch themselves into
change initiatives without due consideration to
planning and preparation phases of change. The
entrepreneurial orientation, lack of long-term
planning, resource limitations and operational focus
that seem to characterise most SMEs could be
contributing factors to this behaviour (HudsonSmith and Smith, 2007). Nevertheless, literature
suggests that successful SMEs are well prepared
for change and have adopted a more formal
approach to planning (Voss et al., 1998).
Organisations with a clear long-term plan that are
well understood and communicated find it easier to
approach a crisis situation to stay stable (Seville et
al., 2006). By adopting a proactive approach
through well-thought plans, SMEs can become
more creative and innovative and this is
underpinned by the firm’s vision, value system and
leadership (Tompkins,2007), (Trim and Lee, 2008).
Consequently, this pattern of behaviour in SMEs
along with a lack of consideration to readiness for

change result in reactive conduct and crisis
development such as unsatisfied employees and
customer complaints (Bolton, 2004), (Webb and
Schlemmer, 2006). The above patterns of
behaviour, together with the command and control
culture and lack of emphasis on softer aspects in
change management, seem to reinforce the belief
that little attention needs to be paid to embed
changes into organisational culture for long-term
sustainability. Consequently, evidence suggests that
many change initiatives in SMEs fail to stick
(Pearce and Robbins 1994). A critical reason,
underlying failure of change projects, is the lack of
understanding regarding the forces of resistance to
change (Jansen 2000, Bolton 2004). Furthermore,
in the SMEs examined, change management
activities seem to be primarily crisis driven and
reactive (such as customer complaints, in response
to a threat in the market or changes in regulation)
rather than being proactive (Bergman et al. 2006,
Moore and Manring, 2009). This finding is
consistent with the literature that characterises
SMEs with short-termism approach. This pattern of
behaviour along with lack of attention to regular
communication
with
external
stakeholders
constrains SMEs’ ability to change proactively
(Vickers and Kouzmin 2001), (Coutu 2002).
However, as Seville et al. (2006) point out that a
shift is required from a directive to a more
inclusive decision-making process to stand back
from firefighting and to avoid reacting to external
stimuli so as to build survivability. It is also
suggested that competitive organisations should
build planning teams typically including members
from all functional areas as well as suppliers and
key
outsourcing
providers
to
manage
vulnerabilities in turbulent times (Tompkins, 2007).
In other words, these findings are in direct contrast
to the characteristics of organisations where a key
feature of survivability is that any change should be
proactive against a well thought out and prepared
plan (Hamel and Valikangas, 2003), (Allenby and
Roitz, 2005), (Sheffi, 2005, (Seville et al., 2006),
(de Vries and Shields, 2009). It therefore appears
that what SME managers do to manage change is
serving to undermine their resistance. Furthermore,
limited interaction with the customers, competitors
and suppliers may have a negative impact on
SMEs’ ability to interpret early warning signals
(Bergman et al., 2006) and to anticipate changes,
as a result negatively affecting their survivability
(Hamel and Valikangas,
2003). Instead, as
suggested by Sheffi and Rice (2005), a SME is
driven by its ability to respond quickly to
disruption through building capabilities that can
sense threats. Consequently, it appears that the
characteristics of SMEs, as identified earlier, are
not mutually exclusive but represent a selfreinforcing system of drivers that limit SMEs’
ability to change by: (1) reactive approach to
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change rather than proactive; (2) focusing on
implementation of change while paying limited
attention to planning and preparation phases; (3)
little or no attention to manage relationships with
key partners and stakeholder. This research
represents an initial step towards developing a
more complete understanding of how change
management capability drives survivability in
SMEs. It appears that SMEs’ ability to change
effectively and efficiently, and therefore their
actions is constrained by their behavioural and
organisational characteristics. SMEs, in order to
develop competitiveness in an unpredictable and
ever changing environment, need to ensure that
they place greater emphasis on: (1) planning,
preparation and embedding phases of the change
process whilst maintaining their focus on harder
operational aspects of change management; (2)
taking a more strategic and long-term view of
change and drive change internally and proactively
rather than waiting until change is imposed on them
from external sources and becomes desperately
inevitable; (c) paying more attention to
relationships and communication with key
customers, suppliers and competitors to anticipate
change and get prepared for change proactively.
We suggest that, in order to achieve a more
balanced and confident approach to managing
change, SMEs need to recognise their
characteristics that constrain their ability to change
effectively and efficiently. Recognition of these
characteristics as a self-reinforcing system should
allow SMEs to develop better change management
capabilities leading to greater levels of
competitiveness (see Table no.1 from Annex 1)
Conclusions
This study confirms the tendency of SMEs to
dedicate most of their attention to operational, hard
and internal aspects of change management with a
short-term, reactive behaviour, whilst neglecting
strategic, long-term requirements of organisational
change process. Clearly, the lack of coherence
between hard and soft aspects of change
significantly limits the ability of SMEs to change
efficiently and effectively. Based on the
discussions presented earlier, we conclude that in
SMEs survivability is undermined by a system of
forces that are driven by the very characteristics of
SMEs. To build organic growth, SME managers
should understand the interdependencies among
these forces, and anticipate and plan changes
around them (Starr et al., 2003). In this article, we
used a consistent methodological approach to
collect change management practices from 800
SMEs from Romania. Having identified how
change is managed in SMEs, the main drawback of
this study is the limited longitudinal dimension.
Consequently, future research should focus on
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exploration of a smaller sample of SMEs over a
period of time. However, despite this limitation,
this study provides an initial theoretical framework
that explains the impact SME characteristics have
on their ability to manage change. In this article,
we did not search for an abstract definition of
change, but a practical meaning in use in the
context of SMEs. From a theoretical perspective,
we demonstrated that change management
capability is an essential element for building
survivable SMEs and this research provides a
framework for future research.
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Annex 1
Table 1. Analysis of findings
Change process phase/Practices based on conceptual
framework
Recognize the need to change
Develop a shared assessment of problems and opportunities
Define and develop new behaviours, values and attitudes
Create a sense of urgency
Define the change initiative to prepare people
Environmental assessment/explore options and solutions
Evaluate options and solutions
Develop an implementation strategy and action plan
Plan for short-term wins
Establish goals and objectives
Formulate success criteria/identification of performance
indicators
Develop a control system
Understand the forces of resistance
Show a problem exists
Develop a picture of the future (vision)
Identify change agent(s)
Persuade decision makers and power sources
Build a coalition
Gain support and commitment for the change
Monitor and improve on changes
Schedule change, allocate resources
Collect and assess information
Communicate
Reduce the forces of resistance
Anchor the changes
Decrease the reliance on the change agents/delegations to
employees
Evaluate implementation and feedback results

Nature of practice
Preparing phase
People/organizational
People/organisational
People/organisational
People/organisational
People/organisational
Operational
Operational
Plan
Operational
Operational
Operational
People/organisational
People/organizational
People/organisational
People/organisational
Operational
People/organisational
People/organisational
Operational
Implement
Operational
Operational
People/organisational
People/organisational
People/organisational
People/organisational
Embed
Operational
Operational
Review

Operational

(Based on Aylin Ates and UmitBititci (2010) and Ceptureanu Sebastian (2010) research’s)

Findings
Positive results
Negative results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Negative results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Positive results
Positive results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Negative results
Positive results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Negative results
Negative results
Positive results
Positive results
Positive results
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MEASURING THE PERSONAL
BRAND OF CANDIDATES AT
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ROMANIA 2012: MAYOR’S
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Abstract
Abstract will be written in English. The present research, conducted in a positivist paradigm,
enables the measurement of the personal brand of the candidates running for elections in certain electoral
systems.
This paper analyses the value of personal brand of candidates at local elections in Romania 2012
for the Mayor chair in county residence. We provide an important instrument to evaluate the candidates
for running Mayor. We have analyzed the brand value of candidates of the three most important parties.
The present paper also finds the proportion of the personal brand of the candidates in the final score and
makes comparisons between the brand values of the candidates for Mayor chair in 2012 and the results in
the previsions local elections from 2008.
The article uses a formula to calculate personal brand of candidates developed in previous
research of the author. The methodology used represents another paper of the author.
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1.

Introduction
For this paper we have already study the
definition of brand and brand value in general and
in political field. We have analyzed this in
previsions articles. This article continues another in
which we have explained the creation methodology
of the formula for measuring the personal brand of
the candidates in certain type of elections.
Brand
Brand definition in general: The brand is
the perception of the target segment in particular
and of the society in general about a
trademark/idea/person/place at a time. Trademark
perception is between goods and services in general
and especially in the category of product-service
where the mark is located. (Ghiuta, 2009, 2011).
Brand in politics
Brand definition in politics: The brand in
politics is the image of a politician or a party
perceived by the electorate at a time. (Ghiuță,
2011).
Context
Four local elections have taken place on
the same day in Romania: for mayor, for chairman
of the county council, for the city council and for
the county council. Elections for councilors are on
party lists or individual lists for independent
candidates. In contrast, elections are uninominal for
the mayor and for the chairman of the county
council. Candidates generally benefit from the
support of a party or of a group of parties. Elections
for Mayor and those for chairman of the county
council are won by the best result in the uninominal
elections with a single round (exhaustive ballot).
All the terms of these elections extend for a period
of four years. On June 10th, 2012, each voter in
Romania received four ballots. We are talking here
about the same voters who went to voting booths
and voted in all elections. Technically speaking,
there was a single voters list for all elections, and
the voter signed once for his presence and for
receiving the four ballots. We have measured the
value of a candidate’s brand as individual value
(the results of the elections already gave us the
aggregate value of the elected “finished
product/service”), from the consumer’s standpoint
and behavior. We opted for a behavioral approach
due to the difficulties we have encountered in
collecting attitude related data and especially in
order to remove the bias from the respondent’s
statements, thus working with 100% objective data.
Note that perception and attitude related data are
very costly (in terms of human and financial
resources). Moreover, an attitude and perception
based approach would have certain weaknesses,
such as response honesty, since the vote and the
political attitudes and preferences are still a taboo
subject for most citizens (Ghiuță, 2015).
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2.

Methodology
In prevision paper we can formulate the
following equation (Ghiuță, 2015):
k

bc 

ac
q

a

j

j 1

(1 

i
m 1

m

TVP

)
(1)

c ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., q}
where:
TVP – total votes for Mayor
ac – number of votes obtained by the party (with the
candidate c for Mayor’s office) for local council
aj – number of votes obtained by a party who had
also candidate for Mayor’s office
bc – theoretical result of a candidate c running for
Mayor when the brand value equals zero.
im – result obtained by an independent candidate m
or by a candidate m whose party did not have a list
for council, running for Mayor’s office
c – are candidates from a party for the Mayor’s
office,
m – are independent candidates or candidates
whose party did not have a list for council, running
for Mayor’s office.
For creating the formula we use the following
working hypotheses (Ghiuță, 2015):
Working hypotheses (the candidate’s
brand is the difference between the party co-brand
plus candidate and party brand):
Working hypothesis 1. The measurement
of the brand is based on the following hypothesis: a
candidate that represents the party for uninominal
elections will have the same score as the party
(s)he represents in the case of a personal brads
that equals zero.
Working hypothesis 2. The candidate for
Mayor’s office will attract the voters of the parties
that have ran for municipal elections but did not
have a candidate for Mayor’s office, to the same
extent as the result obtained by his/her party in
relation to the other parties that did not have a
running candidate for Mayor’s office. (similarly for
the candidate running for chairman of the county
council).
Working hypothesis 3. A candidate
running for Mayor’s office and representing a
political party, will not attract a share of the total
valid votes cast but of the total valid votes cast for
Mayor, minus the votes for independent candidates
and other parties that have run only for Mayor’s
office. (similarly for the candidates running for
chairman of the county council)
After we have calculate the theoretical
result of a candidate for Mayor’s office using the
working hypothesis we want to measure personal
brand contribution of each candidate, namely the
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brand value of the candidate’s. We used two
versions: the difference or the rapport between the
real result and the theoretical result. The first we
measure the contribution of the candidate in
relation to his party in absolute value (electoral
point, percentages of total valid votes) and the
second the same contribution but in relative value.
The selection criteria for assessing a
candidate’s brand:
Participant in the local elections in
Romania in 2012;
The candidate’s party has earned more
than 10% on a national level and we are
here referring to USL [USL – the Liberal
Social Union made up of PSD (Social
Democrat Party), PNL (Liberal National
Party)], PDL (as part of ARD or alone)
[PDL (Liberal Democrat Party); ARD
(Right Romania Alliance)]and PPDD
(Dan Diaconescu People’s Party). (Ghiuță,
2015)
For the analysis we have used the program SPSS.
3.

Results and discussions
The descriptive statistics of the brand
value for the candidates to the Mayor’s office are
presented in table 1.
The mean of brand value in absolute value
for USL and PDL candidate’s is positive and for
PPDD is negative. In relative value, the mean of
brand value is higher than one for all the parties.
The maximum win by a candidate for the
Mayor’s office with his personal brand was 19.15
electoral points (candidate from PDL) and the
maximum lose was 16.11 electoral points
(candidate from USL).
From the means (absolute or relative
value) we observe that in mean all the candidates
had obtained scores close the theoretical scores
related at the party brand.
From the point of view of the average of
the brands value calculated as a difference, PDL
has the highest one, at 1.33 electoral points. From
the point of view of the second method of
calculation of the value of a personal brand (the
ratio), we notice that USL has the greatest average
at party level (0.99). Thus, even though they have
positive averages of the differences, USL and PDL
have ratios below one, meaning that the value of
the brand was positive and high for the candidates
from the county capital where the party has
obtained a high score. We also observe a variance
and a standard deviation which are a lot lower for
the PPDD candidates as compared to those from
USL and PDL. These values can be explained by
the fact that these candidates had brands close to 0,
although it is important that they were not negative.
It is true that the most edifying in this case
is the second option of calculation of the ratio of
the candidate, resulting that the PPDD candidates
are more heterogeneous in relation to their party as

compared to the candidates of USL and PDL. We
can see this graphically in the following diagram (
View figure 1).
Here we can easily observe the
homogeneity of the PPDD Mayor’s office
candidates, which has as a corollary the existence
of some positive outliers in the towns of Slobozia
(8 electoral points), Brăila, Iași, but also negative
outliers in Bacău and Călărași (View figure 2).
In the relative version of the brand value
remain as outliers only the PPDD candidates from
Slobozia (which obtained an 87% higher score than
the theoretical one based on the score of the party
for a brand equal to zero) and Brăila (which
obtained an 31% higher score than the theoretical
one based on the score of the party for a bran equal
to zero). An explanation for the PPDD outlier in
Slobozia is surely the fact that the candidate
supported by this party appeared on the ballot as an
independent.
We also observe that the USL candidate
from Sibiu is a negative outlier from the point of
view of the relative value of the candidate’s brand.
In the tables 2, 3 and 4 we will list the
candidates (the first quartile) with the best values of
the brand for each party.
We can observe that in the first quartile only
PPDD has candidates with a negative/subunitary
brand value, while the smallest values from the frst
quartile for USL and PDL have a value of at least 7
electoral points.
An important element is also represented by
the top of Mayor’s office candidates for the county
capital cities in the local elections in 2012, a top in
which there is no candidate from the PPDD party
(table 5). In this top of the candidates that had a
brand value with two digits, PDL candidates have
the majority.
Due to the fact that it obtained, as a party, a
very elevated electoral score, USL does not have
(with the exception of Giurgiu), candidates in the
top 10 brand values version 2. It is also extremely
difficult to obtain a positive result in which the
relative value in relation to the party is high (table
6).
The next important step was to see if there
are candidates that won the first election tour even
if they had a negative brand. Here it is observed
that the brand of the party mattered more than the
brand of a specific candidate. Thus, there are
candidates that won the election even if they had a
negative brand (USL, because it was an alliance
with a very high score, and even one candidate
from PDL) – table 7 –.
Comparatively, in 2008 there was a single
candidate with a negative brand (brand value 1 3.05%, Ploiești, PDL) that won the mayoral
elections. However, in 2008 another electoral
procedure was implemented (the mayoral elections
were organized in two tours if none on the
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candidates obtained a simple majority from the
number of valid votes).
4. Conclusions
In terms of brand value of the Mayor’s
office candidates, we were able to observe that
PPDD had a more homogeneous group as
compared to USL and PDL.
The greatest brand value in absolute size
was achieved by a PDL candidate with 19.5
electoral points (city Târgu Mureș). Here we are
talking about the electoral points accumulated in
comparison with the theoretical results calculated
based on the score that the party obtained. The
candidate Dorin Florea (PDL) from Târgu Mureș
also had a high brand value in the local elections of
2008 (13.33 electoral points). In 2008 the highest
absolute value of the brand equity was 23.29 (Emil
Boc, PDL). Emil Boc had a personal brand equity
value at the local elections in 2012 of 7.93 electoral
points. The weakest brand for the Mayor’s office of
a county capital city in absolute value (-16.11) was
found at an USL candidate. In 2008, the most
negative personal brand has been observed in the
loss of 12.17 electoral points for a PDL candidate.
(Ghiuta, 2011).
If we consider the relative value of the
brand of a candidate for the hall of a county capital
city we will observe the fact that the maximum
value is reached by a PPDD candidate with 87%
more electoral points as opposed to the theoretical
results obtained by the party for a candidate brand
equal to zero. It must be mentioned that an USL
candidate that obtained a negative value of the
personal brand of 185%. For the local elections of
2008, the greatest value of the personal brand
(ratio) was 1.54 for a PNL candidate.
The minimum result in relative value
belongs to an USL candidate that obtained only
0.34 from the theoretical score that they should
have obtained according to the score of the party.
For the 2008 elections, the minimum was 0.21.
We will also make a comparison between
the descriptive statistics of the Mayor’s office
candidates brands values obtained in the local
elections in 2008 and 2012. To make the
comparisons of the existence of the personal brand
and its value as explicit as possible, we will
calculate the average of the modules of the absolute
values of the personal brand of the candidates for
each party/political alliance.
According to table 8, we can observe that
in average a mayoral candidate had a personal
contribution (positive or negative) of 6.45 electoral
points for USL, respectively 5.22 points for PDL
and PPDD. Here we can observe that the
representatives of the PPDD party did not have
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powerful personal brands (neither positive or
negative).
The personal brand of the candidate does
not have a great importance in elections, but to win
the candidate has to be a member of a party that is
able to obtain a good result. We calculated the
proportion in which the brand of the candidate is
present in the result of the elections. We can
calculate an extremely important element through
the proportion of the personal brand in the obtained
results. Here we have attached a comparative table
with the year 2008 (table 9).
The average has the weak spot of the
extremely high negative extremes in absolute
value. For the mayorship, the party remains the
most important factor, but the candidate also has an
important part. In the case of an excellent
candidate, his brand stands for a maximum of
45.97% for USL a candidate and as high as 38.25%
and 46.42% for a PDL candidate, respectively for a
PPDD candidate. We observe that these maximum
values of the contributions of a personal brand in
the result for the mayoral elections are higher than
in 2008. But in the case of a candidate with an
extremely weak personal brand, the result can be
disastrous; this brand can have apparently bizarre
proportions higher than -100% i.
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Tables
Table 1. Descriptive statistics value of candidate’s (Mayor office) brand (absolute and relative value)

N

Valid
Missing

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Variance
Minimum
Maximum
Percentiles
25
50
75

Brand
Brand
Brand
Mayor
Brand
Brand
Mayor USL Mayor PDL
PPDD
Mayor USL Mayor PDL
(difference) (difference) (difference)
(rapport)
(rapport)
39
39
37
39
39
2
2
4
2
2
.0852
1.3351
-.7685
.9904
.9447
.5914
-.2039
-1.0694
1.0152
.9339
7.70024
6.84229
2.09149
.24270
.31824
59.294
46.817
4.374
.059
.101
-16.11
-6.94
-4.71
.34
.40
13.62
19.15
8.00
1.85
1.62
-5.9339
-4.2131
-1.7051
.8672
.6505
.5914
-.2039
-1.0694
1.0152
.9339
7.5136
7.1770
-.3519
1.1137
1.1989
source: author contribution using SPSS

Table 2. The first quartile of the brands of the USL Mayor’s office candidates
Brand2_MayorUSL
County capital
County capital

Brand
Mayor
PPDD
(rapport)
37
4
.9056
.8931
.21874
.048
.60
1.87
.7898
.8931
.9715

Brand1_MayorUSL

1.85

Giurgiu

Giurgiu

13.62%

1.23

Alba-Iulia

Resita

10.54%

1.23

Bistrita

Bacau

10.31%

1.22

Bacau

Vaslui

9.37%

1.20

Resita

Alba-Iulia

9.20%

1.18

Braila

Bistrita

9.20%

1.14

Vaslui

Baia Mare

8.79%

1.14

Oradea

Oradea

7.95%

1.13

Deva

Braila

7.75%

1.11

Baia Mare

Alexandria
source: author contribution

7.51%

Table 3. The first quartile of the brands of the PDL Mayor’s office candidates
Brand2_Mayor
PDL

County capital

County capital

Brand1_Mayor PDL

1.62

Tg. Mures

Tg. Mures

19.15%

1.52

Buzau

Drobeta Turnu Severin

16.58%

1.36

Drobeta Turnu Severin

Tulcea

12.64%

1.31

Tulcea

Brasov

10.69%

1.31

Brasov

Buzau

10.43%

1.24

Cluj-Napoca

Targoviste

8.21%

1.23

Targoviste

Cluj-Napoca

7.93%

1.22

Botosani

Suceava

7.73%

1.20

Suceava

Ploiesti

7.24%

1.20

Ploiesti

Botosani
source: author contribution

7.18%
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Table 4. The first quartile of the brands of the PPDD Mayor’s office candidates
Brand2_Mayor
PPDD

County capital

County capital

1.87

Slobozia

Slobozia

8.00%

1.31

Braila

Braila

4.02%

1.19

Iasi

Iasi

1.96%

1.06

Zalau

Zalau

0.70%

1.03

Deva

Deva

0.26%

1.03

Suceava

Suceava

0.17%

1.03

Miercurea Ciuc

Miercurea Ciuc

0.08%

1.00

Piatra Neamt

Piatra Neamt

-0.05%

0.97

Slatina

Slatina

-0.30%

0.97

Focsani

Focsani
source: author contribution

Table 5. Top brands (version 1) of Mayor’s office candidates in 2012
City
Brand1 mayor
Party
PDL
Tg. Mures
19.15%
PDL
Drobeta Turnu Severin
16.58%
USL
Giurgiu
13.62%
PDL
Tulcea
12.64%
PDL
Brasov
10.69%
PDL
Buzau
10.43%
USL
Bacau
10.31%
USL
Vaslui
9.37%
USL
Alba-Iulia
9.20%
USL
Bistrita
9.20%
source: author contribution

Table 6. Top brands (version 2) of Mayor’s office candidates in 2012
City
Brand2 mayor
Party
Slobozia
1.87
PPDD
Giurgiu
1.85
USL
Tg. Mures
1.62
PDL
Buzau
1.52
PDL
Drobeta Turnu Severin
1.36
PDL
Tulcea
1.31
PDL
Brasov
1.31
PDL
Braila
1.31
PPDD
Cluj-Napoca
1.24
PDL
Targoviste
1.23
PDL
source: author contribution
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Brand1_Mayor
PPDD

-0.40%

Name
Dorin Florea
Constantin Gheorghe
Nicolae Robu
Constantin Hogea
George Scripcaru
Paul Negoita
Romeo Stavarache
Vasile Pavăl
Daniel Dragomir
Ovidiu Crețu

Name

Gabi Ionașcu ii
Nicolae Robu
Dorin Florea
Paul Negoita
Constantin Gheorghe
Constantin Hogea
George Scripcaru
Sorin Ovidiu Bălan
Emil Boc
Gabriel Boriga
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Table 7. Winning Mayor’s office candidates with negative brands
City
Brand value 1
Ramnicu Valcea
-8.17%
Slobozia
-8.08%
Buzau
-7.08%
Craiova
-6.98%
Alba-Iulia
-6,93%
Ploiesti
-4.36%
Botosani
-3.66%
Focsani
-1.51%
Iasi
-0.97%
source: author contribution

Party
USL
USL
USL
USL
PDL
USL
USL
USL
USL

Table 8. The values of the Mayor’s office candidates brands (comparison between 2008 and 2012)
Brand Mayor’s office candidates
Brand Mayor’s office candidates
2008
2012
PSD
PDL
PNL
USL
PDL
PPDD
-0.28
1.83
1.67
0.08
1.33
-0.76
Average
-6.87
-12.17
-7.50
-16.11
-6.94
-4.71
Min
17.54
23.29
18.12
13.62
19.15
8.00
Max
The average of the absolute
4.92
6.09
4.69
6.45
5.22
1.58
value in a module
source: author contribution

Table 9. The proportion of the personal brand in the results Mayor’s office candidates
The proportion of the personal brand of the
The proportion of the personal brand of the
candidate in his result 2008
candidate in his result 2012
PSD
PDL
PNL
USL
PDL
PPDD
-22.81
-12.50
-25.52
-9.74
-20.63
-15.24
Average
-162.55
-186.39
-372.70
-192.97
-148.40
-67.13
Min
24.57
30.56
34.91
45.94
38.25
46.42
Max
source: author contribution
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Figures

Figure 1. Box plot for the brand version1 (the difference) of the Mayor’s office candidates
source: author contribution using SPSS

Figure 2: Box plot for the brand version2 (the ratios) of Mayor’s office candidates
source: author contribution using SPSS

i

Explanation: in case the real score obtained by the candidate is twice smaller than the expected score, we find
proportions of less than 100%:
Legend: b-the brand of the candidate r-the results obtained by the candidate, e-the expected results of the
candidate
ii

Independent candidate with the official support of PPDD
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PSYCHIATRIC
DECOMPENSATION
A RESPONSE TO FAMILY
TRAUMA PATHOLOGY.
INFLUENCE OF
ARIPRIPAZOLE IN CASE
MANAGEMENT

Case
Studies

Keywords
Bipolar Disease
Aripriprazole
Family trauma
JEL Classification
I10
Abstract
Xenadrine (amphetamine) constitutes the drug which triggers physically the Bipolar Disorder, along with
the psychological trigger – the familial issues: parents have lost their job, family have moved to another
city, money problems, the parents experience a joined depression, mother of the patient acts like a shadow
of the daughter, she grows up alone – never having an emotional relation with a friend. Aripripazole will
helps controlling the disorder symptoms.
Aripripazole influences the evolution of Bipolar Disease giving the patient the proper instrument to control
and understand the reality, to make difference between illusions and reality, ability to build social relations
and the reconstruction of will.
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Case history (David, 2006):
C. is a 23 year old woman, she has graduated the
Faculty of Philology, is unmarried, but in a long
distance relationship with an African athlete, and
works as an interviewer at a mystery shopping
company and also as a secretary in a well-known
law company.
A. The main complaints:
After 2 years and 3 months since the last manic
episode, taking psychiatric medication and
following psychodynamic therapy, C. presents:
- obsessive rumination and excessive concern for
her relationship with M. ("I don’t know what to do,
I feel like I am going crazy with all the researches
and the private detectives I hired..."),
- difficulties in paying attention at work ("I can
hardly concentrate at work, because I can’t stop
thinking about M.", "Even when I am doing
something, all I think about is M., and his
relationship with G."),
- fatigue and low energy ("I'm dead tired,",
"Everything is very hard... All this effort for one
minute of satisfaction on all levels...", "I'm getting
more tired, I am behind in my work... They drove
me crazy, they exhausted me, they finished me...
this man, and his wife, and everyone"),
- terrifying nightmares ("I only have nightmares
and I can not sleep well, I keep waking up") and
hypersomnia ("It doesn’t matter how much I sleep,
I can not get up in the morning, even if I go to bed
at 7 pm. I can’t, I can’t, I can’t!"),
- sadness ("I am sad, I am feeling worthless most of
the time"),
- loss of pleasure ("Nothing satisfies me anymore,
nothing pleases me, I wouldn’t be happy even if
everything was perfect... I would still feel like there
is nothing for me to live for, I wouldn’t have any
desire to continue") and
- increased appetite ("I eat non-stop, I eat from Mc
Donald's, I eat pizza, I eat three tons per day, I
drink cola, I eat candy... oh my... chips, jellies...").
a. The history of the present disorder
Until the age of 11, her mother describes her as
being extremely ambitious, enterprising, focused
on school, on academic and life success (with
excessive energy and desire, discordant with her
age). After sustaining an exam, she is admitted in
the fifth grade in a top school of her city, in a
performance class of mathematics, where she finds
out she can not cope with the demands. After this
mental trauma at the age of 11, when she fails to
adapt to the climate of the school, she insists to
prove she can cope.
Whilst she was learning for her final exam in the
spring of the eighth grade (around the age of 14),
C. has her first and particular psychotic symptom
(it precedes every new manic episode) - the
thought echo, in an embarrassing and parasitic
way, strong enough to disturb her academic
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activity. Successively, she starts presenting the first
affective symptoms of hypomanic intensity. For 6
months she follows a treatment of Risperidone 2
mg and Deparkine 500 mg, with favorable response
and she manages to pass her exam. After this
episode, C. was no longer able to be as physicaly
and mentally „energetic” as before.
The second manic episode occurs at the age of 22
(in 2010), which was a turning episode caused by a
treatment with 100 mg Ixel.
The third manic episode, without hallucinations or
delusional ideation, started when she was 23 year
old (in 2011) and had an onset of about a month,
the manic intensity being achieved in the last few
days. The trigger of this manic episode was a
treatment with Xenadrine, recomendend by C.’s
fitness coach, for her chronic sleepiness, considered
by the pacient the reason of "her existential
unhappiness". C. was hospitalised for 22 days in a
psychiatric ward and received a new treatment,
which she keeps following.
The psychiatric evaluation identified (at that
moment) an intense psychomotor agitation, a
tendency for behavioral disorganization, decisional
incapacity, insomnia, lack of criticism, the desire of
having fun in the company of black men (She
insisted to go to the airport so she could meet
several men of colour from a football team).
The physical examination on admission indicates
BP = 140/80 mm HG; HR = 100 BPM; height= 167
cm; weight = 67 kg, her weight being kept under
control by three fitness sessions per week for the
last year. She was injected with Abilify
immediately after admission, at around 11 AM,
and the next dose was administered in the evening,
along with 1000 mg of Valproic Acid. The next
three days she was treated with two vials of
injectable Abilify, along with 1000 mg of Valproic
Acid. Further, her treatment consists of 10 + 10 mg
Abilify and 500 + 500 mg Valproic Acid, and she
kept taking her medication for about 6 months.
Between episodes, C. is hypobulic, her defense
mechanism being a quasi-constant state of
sleepiness; she is not concerned with finding a job
(the two jobs she has now have been found by her
parents) and she sustained her license exam with
difficulties.
b. Personal and social history
C. is an only child. Her parents are engineers and
have worked many years in a provincial town,
having a successful business. Her father is an
extrovert, an optimist, is very active and needs little
sleep. C. says that her parents have always
supported her in anything she wanted. Her mother,
an introvert, is always too calm, always trying to
avoid conflicts for the sake of her husband and her
daughter. She seems a little too close to C., in an
intrusive, intimate manner.
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From the fifth grade, C. finds out she can not cope
with the rest of her classmates, along with the
competitive system and the envy between her
classmates. After the failure in mathematics, she
prefers English, where she performed successfully,
participating in numerous competitions and
contests, in Romania and abroad. Also she
„separates” herself from her classmates, remaining
"incomprehensible" and "distant" to them; so, she
sets a goal for herself – being "special". She
proudly states that she was the only one that had a
good relationship with her class master, who was
an overly demanding man.
All her teenage years she keeps herself at a "safe
distance" to any close relationship, even in
relationship with her parents. She grows mostly
alone, her family being focused exclusively on the
financial gain. Her maternal figure is her
grandmother, about whom she does not talk much,
because they were not "on the same wavelength".
She becomes preoccupied with foreign languages,
with intercultural issues, with the Arab world and
with black people. In the last two years of high
school, she falls in love with passion, her object of
affection being a girl, about whom she developed a
non-delusional fixation, C. being very affected
when the two of them broke up two years later.
After unsuccessful attempts of bussiness recovery,
C.'s parents decided to move to Bucharest to take it
over again. They did not manage to adapt, so none
of her parents is curently working. Her mother gets
out of the house exclusively for psychotherapy
sessions or for various medical checkups and her
father is isolated at home, their savings allowing
them to have a good standard of living.
In college, in Bucharest, C.’s preoccupations for
Arab and African culture intensify. So she starts
being a part of a virtual group of African and
Muslim people. She keeps in touch with the
members and a period of time she has virtual sex
with them, along with dating men from social web
sites. She is attracted to those who care just about
their bodies and are not interesed by their
intellectual development ("black men with eight
packs abs"). She involves in a relationship with a
black athlete from the virtual group. Although she
has a great passion for him, she is not sad at his
death; she behaves as if nothing happened and
moves easily on to the next partner with an "eight
pack”, with whom she is in a long-distance
relationship at the moment.
She graduates college and finds a job in her field
three years later - thanks to her parents -, as a
secretary at a well-known law company. At work,
even though she says she can deal with her tasks,
she can not focus, is behind the tasks and has a
dysfunctional relationship with the boss, which she
considers terrible, difficult, uncomprehending.
Her only close friend, Elena, whom she met in the
same virtual group, is married to a black man and is

her ally in her relationship with M., C. constantly
asking Elena to collect all sorts of information
about M.
The patient is very emotionally involved in her
relationship with M., a Nigerian athlet who lives in
another city of Romania, with whom she keeps in
touch mostly just over the Internet and by
telephone. C. is feeling used in this relationship
because she supports him in his career (she found
him an agent) and she also pays a lot of his
financial expenses - when they see eachother she is
the one who pays for food, for hotels, for clothing
and other of his whims, but she also sends him
money whenever he asks. C. is "going crazy"
because of her relationship with M, but she does
not want to let him go, neithter accept him as he is,
but hoping he will change in the way she wants.
Although she is aware of the cultural differences
between M. and her, she can not understand how
important his family and religion are to him. On
one hand, M. asks C. to trust him blindly, claiming
he is not married to G., a woman with whom his
parents would agree, and with whom he has a
relationship for 9 years in Nigeria. On the other
hand, C. is worried and tries to find all kinds of
evidence to determine if M. is married to G.; she
even manages to hack almost all his passwords,
after she tried thousands of combinations
(Facebook, E-mail, Messenger), and she keeps
spying on him with the help of a mutual friend,
Elena. Although she has evidence that M. and G.
are married (her statement, their messages), C.
continues to seek evidence (pictures from their
wedding, their marriage certificate) before breaking
up with M, even if she feels betrayed and used.
B. Medical History
Other health problems and undergoing treatment:
HPV infection.
Medication for the Bipolar Affective Disorder:
- Past psychiatric prescription - Ixel 100 mg,
Valproic Acid.
- Current psychiatric prescription - Abilify 20 mg
per day for 6 months, reduced then to 15mg per
day.
C. Temporal status
The patient is spatio-temporal orientated, has an
euthymic disposition and her speech suggests a
slight depression.
D. DSM-IV diagnosis (***, 2000)
Axis I: Bipolar Disorder Type I. The last episode
was a manic one, with severe psychotic symptoms
(the thought echo, June 2011).
According to DSM IV, the duration and instensity
of the manic episodes are important for diagnostic.
In the last episode, the patient was hospitalized for
22 days, the episode started about a month before
and she manifested significant manic symptoms in
the first period of her hospitalization. She presented
psychomotor agitation, with a tendency to
behavioral
disorganization,
sleeplessness,
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decisional instability, absence of criticism, the
desire to have fun, to be in the company of black
men.
Her only psychotic symptoms is the thought echo, a
specific feature of this case because it precedes
every new manic episode, the thinking perturbation
preceding the emotional perturbation.
The patient does not consume substances nor has
other illnesses that better describes her condition.
One year ago she had a manic episode, which was
caused by Ixel 100 mg, and the onset of her
disorder was a hypomanic episode when she was
14.
Axis II: Nothing clinicaly relevant. C. presents
some personality traits from the borderline and/or
narcississtic personality disorders.
Axis III: Nothing relevant, except some
interdictions in the sexual area, because of her
previous behaviour in manic episodes (unsafe sex,
HPV)
Axis IV: She is overwhelmed by a lot of aspects of
her life (insecurity in her relationship, her partner’s
infidelity, her tasks at work, her license exam) and
she has too little social support (C. interacts just
with her parents and a single friend, besides her
economic status).
The conceptualization of the case from the
cognitive-behavioral perspective
A. Etiologic factors
Perhaps the intense preparation for a very
important exam for C. (trigger), the desire to be
"the best", her expectation of coping with the
competitive and high performance environment
(predisposing factors), and her impossibility to
adapt to a new school context: the exam,
determinant for her admission to school (favoring
factors) started and maintained her first hypomanic
symptoms, and also the psychotic symptoms (the
thought echo). C. was expecting to obtain good
results at an exam that required serious preparation.
Instead, as the deadline was approaching, she
started hearing the echo of her thoughts in an
embarrassing and parasitic way, disrupting the
entire learning activity, compromising the desired
results.
B. The evaluation of her psychotic cognitions and
behaviors
A particular problematic situation of this patient is
related to her first hipomanic episode, when she
was 14. The onset of the hipomanic episode seems
to be related to the patient's inability to generate
alternative explanations, ones that are culturally
and socially acceptable for hearing the echo of her
thoughts. She describes this phenomenon as being
embarrassing and parasitic. The fact that she could
not find a cultural acceptable explanation may be
due to the distorted picture she had on his own Ego
and because of her previous social experiences.
She always saw herself as "the best of her class",
image maintained by the unconditional and non
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discriminatory approval of her mother, by her
performances in competitions in English and by her
desire to prove herself she can cope with the
competitive environment of the class. Perhaps, all
of these factors determine C. to not tolerate the
abnormality of this phenomenon. The lack of
boundaries set by her parents makes it hard for her
to form a real self-image and contribute at
maintaining the statements regarding to herself- the
best of the class hears the echo of her own
thoughts.
This distorted image favors the activation of
dysfunctional cognitive and behavioral responses.
She uses a type of congnitive distortion for
predicting the future : "I won’t be able to pass this
exam", this thought amplifying the vicious circle.
She, „the best of her class”, can not accept hearing
her thoughts anticipating her failure at this exam,
but because it keeps repeating, her behaviour starts
changing and she starts preparing less for the exam.
As the previous mentioned cognitive distortion kept
reactivating more often, so did the thought echo,
leading to a greater unacceptability of her
interpretations. In terms of behaviour, she
concentrates even more on study, emphasizing the
mental fatigue. Although she hears the echo of her
thoughts C. is not delirious, nor has auditory
hallucinations, she is aware of what is real and
what is not and knows that this phenomenon is
something unusual.
Because she was always praised and appreciated
for every success, and she was supported to obtain
anything she wanted, her image of her Ego is very
amplified: She is a good student who can achieve
any goal; so good that she understands that an
unusual phenomenon is happening to her, but the
phenomenon is even more unacceptable in her
position - "the best of her class". All of these
interpretations contribute to the onset and
maintenance of a negative emotional affection, of
hypomanic intensity, and the related physiological
reactions (insomnia) (Holdevici, 2005). (figure 1)
Following the same model of cognitive and
behavioral interpretation, if we follow the fixation
C. has in relationship with M., we obtain the
following description from figure 2.
C. Longitudinal evaluation of the cognition and
behaviour
C. grew up in a family with extremely protective
and permissive parents who did not set any limits
for her, allowing her to do anything she wanted,
and to decide alone in difficult and important
moments. Her responsibility was to be "the best of
her class" and "the most beautiful girl on Earth and
Stars", while her parents ensured her all she
needed, even when she changed her mind because
she could not accomplish what she previously
planned. Her life experiences led to the
development of a cognitive scheme of grandeur,
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dominance and claiming of personal rights,
which developed onto a narcissistic personality
structure (Young, 2003).
Her belief that she is better than the others, no
matter what, started in her childhood. Because of
her parent’s money and status in the provincial
town, because of her great results in primary school
and because of her mother's words (you are „the
best”), she starts feeling superior than others.
When her image about herself is not validated by
others or by her results, she percieves them as
constraints or threats to her self-image and so she
developes a "narcissistic wound". Instead of
learning to accept and master her normal frustration
and inferiority in the new class, C. considers she is
treated unfairly. So, she either develops active
compensatory strategies to strengthen her
convictions about her Ego (she starts studying
English intensively and participates in national and
international competitions where she obtains good
results) either she avoids the situations that make
her feel vulnerable or uncomfortable (she isolates
herself from her classmates; to them she remains
"incomprehensible" and "distanced") (Beck,2011)
or she becomes angry, defensive and depressed,
when her other coping mechanisms no longer work.
In high school, this compensatory strategies
continue, following the same pattern: C. becomes
very preocupied with the Arab and Black culture
and becomes an expert on this subject.
To maintain her belief that she is superior to others,
she positions herself as Saviour in relation to other
people who need help: she starts volunteering at a
nursing home, receiving admiration that confirms
her self-image. In college, she joins a virtual social
group of black people from Romania and starts a
relationship with M. (a man preocupied just for the
aspect of his body), validating her superiority. She
is more educated, richer and she helps him solve
his problems and supports him financially. Even if
she is aware of the differences between them and
she knows he has a girlfriend, she keeps trying to
be better and ignores any evidence she finds (M.
spends more time with the other woman, he talks
more on the telephone or via Internet with her) she
starts getting angry, hostile and aggressive.
Her belief that she has special rights and privileges
was formed throughout her childhood. Because her
family was wealthy, she had access to things that
were out of reach for other children (cultural and
travel experience in Africa; international
competitions) and structured and maintained this
conviction. Her mother’s permissive style, who did
not know to set some limits encouraged C. to
develop this belief. In this way she learns that she
deserves everything, even if she does not respect
other people’s feelings or rights and she is not
aware of the principle of reciprocity in
relationships. Currently C. lacks interest in
other’s needs and feelings, whether they are small

things, such as M.’s interdictions of having sex
before matches, or even in more complex issues,
such as his desire to not feel responsible for her
suicidal tendencies ("He doesn’t want someone
whose life depends on him") (Beck, 2011).
C. learnt that she can get whatever she wants, as
she wants, even if it is getting in a high
performance class, going on holiday to Africa, or
having a homosexual relationship in adolescence.
C. learns to impose, to control other people’s
behavior, in accordance to her own desires. Having
no limits, when her desires are not easily fulfilled,
she learns to insist, whether what she wants is
resonable or not. Amid the unconditional
acceptance from her mother, a new narcissistic
wound occurs in adolescence, after being
abandoned by her girlfriend. Currently, her
egocentric behavior is activated in her relationship
with M., because she wants him to be perfect.
Every piece of evidence that contradicts her
idealistic requirements causes anger, hostility and
aggression ("All those love and sex messages... It
drives me crazy... It’s all I can think about... It’s
too much, too much... ").
C. is highly ambivalent about life. On one hand,
she states that life "satisfies her very little", on the
other, she has fantasies about how it would be if
she would live forever, and her black boyfriend
would be perfect.
In common terminology, C. is extremely stubborn,
denying the reality, playing a game which is
borderline psychotic, her mental strength facing the
reality barrier.
The patient has a borderline personality structure,
and in a long and profound psychotherapeutic
approach she can become depressive, because she
is a reflective person, who would do anything to
keep her boyfriend close (including "scams",
fantasized relations and games of addiction). A
genuine therapy should consider building a sense of
trust, decreasing the negative defending
mechanisms and cancelling her ambivalence. It has
to make her stronger against the triggers that cause
her psychomotor agitation and insomnia, as
symptoms of each new episode.
Conceptualization of the pharmacologycal
scheme
Initiation of the medicamentation
- She was injected with Abilify immediately after
admission, around 11 AM, and the next dose
was administered in the evening, along with
1000 mg of Valproic Acid.
- The next three days she was treated with two
vials of injectable Abilify, along with 1000 mg
of Valproic Acid.
- Further, her treatment consists of 10 + 10 mg
Abilify and 500 + 500 mg Valproic Acid, and
she kept taking her medication for about 6
months.
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The reasons which led to administration of Abilify
included the following arguments:
• She did not want to gain weight;
• She wanted an effective treatment for the two
symptoms that, as she states, disrupt her life:
excessive sleepiness and the thought echo;
• The necesity to control her psychomotor
agitation;
• The need to control her tendency to thought
disorganization (her subjective feeling of
"dispersion") and her decisional and pulsional
instability.
Results / benefits for the patient:
- The dose of Abilify was 20 mg per day for the
first 6 months, followed by its reduction to 15 mg
per day since February 2011, this being the current
dosage as well.
- The Abilify was added to the Valproic Acid
which the patient was taking as a background
treatment even from the onset of the disease, but
which she interrupts for about two months.
- In the short term, Abilify controlled the
psychomotor agitation in an effective manner since
the second day of administration. In the long term:
so far there is no relapse occurred. A slight
depression was present before the decision to lower
the dose of Abilify from 20 mg to 15 mg.
- The patient began to show interest in school work,
succeeded in passing her license exam, which she
failed in the previous session.
- She is cooperative and understands the necessity
of treatment. She easily accepts, Abilify more than
Valproic Acid (because of the positive impact on
weight control).
- Has a positive response to medication.
- The subjective experience is of contentment,
related to finding an “activating” drug that is not
amphetamine/antidepressant,
because
she
understood their contraindications and her risk of
manic turn.
- Feedback: "I hope I would feel like living. I hope
I won’t feel this drowsiness anymore. I am glad I’m
not hearing the thoughts in my head anymore"
- Quality of life: Management of her will, raising
her energy level, lower her "need for sleep".
- Current Status: Euthymic, her speech suggesting a
slight ideate depression.
The defense mechanisms against which we
believe the Aripiprazole acted:
- Separation of the symbiotic relation between Self
and her parents; building the ability to sense
between her own depression ( because of her
affective
disorder)
and
the
depression
unconsciously taken from the family
- Significant decrease in her need for sleep;
wavering of the daytime reverie as a defense
mechanism;
- Fading to extinction of the symptom related to the
area of mental automatism;
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- Decreasing the feeling of embarrassment
regarding her own symptoms at cognitive level;
- Building the ability to develop relationships (she
has a long distance relationship with an African
man, but the idealization is not prevalent anymore;
she sees him and interacts with him as he really is,
not as she imagines him);
- “Breaking” the affective flattening / Wavering the
„not to be present in your own life” attitude,
unconsciously conveyed;
-Awareness of the risk of psychotic disorganization
of thought and emotions;
- Understanding that the locus of control lies within
being, a subjective feeling that was conferred only
by Abilify, as the patient states.
Benefits in the relational area:
- Acquiring the ability to be in reality, in life, not
only in reverie;
- Building an internal state of feeling more
protected in relation to what she can retrieve as
feelings and primitive affects taken from the
parents (the whole family spends a lot of time
together, without leaving the house, but without
communicate with each other! );
- Management of control of her own thoughts,
disappearance of the thought echo phenomenon
- Detachment from the experience of existential
depression, active mobilization of the will, increase
of energy and active involvement;
- The comprehension of the symbolic meaning of
the initial choice of sexual orientation, of the
intercultural interests, of choices modelled by the
same pattern (African males, athletes, lacking
intellectual or academic training, immature,
engaged in relationships exclusively in the virtual
space - Facebook, internet, social networks)
Benefits in the area of self-perception and
functioning in a relationship:
- C. unconsciously chose to present herself to
others as being depressed. It is an "existential
mood" that if she gave up she considers she would
lose the center of her being;
- She instead gave up her self-destruct mechanism
if she is rejected by another person;
- Prior to her last episode, she lived a love story
with an African male with a narcissistic structure,
immature, wanted by all the ladies, the team’s sex
symbol
- Prior to hospitalization, all the relationships which
she built were intensely marked by the aura of lack
of sufficient and valid information because they
were virtual relationships marked by primitive
fears, angers and jealousies
- Today she is with another African male, one that
seems to be interested in her life, health and
professional trajectory. She is satisfied and does not
express complaints related to the sexual pleasures.
There are only multiple medical interdictions
related to this (because of her previous manic
behaviors - unprotected sex, HPV
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Benefits in the area of affects management:
- The ability to calm her impulses and introduce
thinking between the desires / emotions and
actions. C.'s marked problems were in the field of
commissioning the impulses in act:
- Aggressive = each new manic episode brings a
discharge of anger, hatred and hostility against the
mother (in the absence of mania, C. is the fusion
with her, on a "balanced” model specific to mother
- daughter relations in TAB);
- Nourishment = compulsive eating;
- Suicidal = borderline-like= at the beginning of her
first hospitalization she had concerns (ideational
and pulsional) related to euthanasia
- She manages to distinguish between: what is
happening, what might have happened and what
she wanted to happen.
Social benefits:
- She has plans related to her career path. She was
motivated to learn and get her college degree.
Other concerns are the interculturalism and the idea
of visiting Africa and helping the poor and
traveling alone.
- She diminished the narcissistic wound related to
the fact that she was left by her girlfriend for two
years when she was a teenager. A huge insight was
to realize that the unconditional acceptance of this
situation by her mother did not help but hindered
her developing a dropout.
- She realized her immaturity in choosing partners.
- She could not give up the feeling of being
unhappy, but she "learned" how to use it in her own
interest.
- She found two useful activities to make her
happy: one is to go as a volunteer at a foundation
where she is taking care of the elderly, the other is
at a "Mystery Shopping" company where she
enjoys the "incognito" aspect as a "transitional job"
in trying to be more mature.

Conclusions
Key tips for clinical conduct:
- Choosing the injectable method of commencing
the therapy with Abilify starting from the first
moment of time, due to the marked psychomotor
agitation.
- Finding significant elements of the patient’s
history, which Abilify could have had a positive
effect on. In this case:
-the importance of weight in the history of life of A
and
-her mental readiness to mobilize her will in this
direction.
- Her satisfaction to having found a drug that works
on the thought echo which also has an „activating
force” without the risk manic turn
- Aripiprazole’s potential to calm psychomotor
agitation within two days
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„I hear the echo of my own thoughts”

It is embarassig and parasitic

„I am the best of my class”
„I can cope”
„I am better than the others”
„I have to ace my exam”

„I will not ace my exam”
* excessive learning

* very permissive parenting style
„I can do whatever I want”

* depression
* aggression towards her mother
* insomnia

Figure 1
What happened? (intrusive character)
She worries her boyfriend might be married to G.
She remembers the pictures evidences of their marriage
How can I interpret these things?
„I can’t, I can’t, I can’t”
„It is awfull”
„I don’t understand”
„I want everything to be as I want it to be”
Beliefs about herself and about others
„I want M. to be as I want him to be”
„M. is using me”
„G. is stupid and she lies”

What do you do when this happens?
„I hack his accounts”
I impulsively call him and I
ask him to be <<one for
another>>”
I seek evidence in an abusive
way, involving other people,
too”
I read about commiting suicide
”This is all I think about”
Figure 2
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Life experiences
Hyperprotective and
very permisive parents
Psychotrauma at the age
of 11
First pshychotic episode
at the age of 14
Being left by her
girlfriend

How do all this things make
you feel?
Angry: „I can’t, I can’t,
I can’t”
Sad: „I am sad most of
the time”, „Everything
is terrible and very
hard”
Dead tired
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Abstract
The borderline personality structures met in adolescence require new educational
techniques, because these students posses particular motivations, sometimes atypical, even
bizarre, self punishment needs which can significantly reflect in their school performances,
and can be in total disagreement with their IQ, intellect, knowledge and general culture.
Borderline teenagers do not respond to classic educational techniques, having a paradoxical
reaction to punitively, low grade punishments, not validating their eccentric behavior. They
respond through devaluation, self mutilation, blackmail, and dropout. This work emphasizes
the importance of educational alliance (similar to the concept of therapeutic alliance) with
the student’s admired teacher (knowing the idealization mechanism) .
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The psychologists face daily the challenges of
leaving behind the standards of their base
formation and setting the base for new interactions
regarding the therapy sessions with the youngsters
that today receive a different education, with an
easier access to information, and a new trending
socializing current, the online.
The essential element of the borderline
personality structure is the unstable and intense
relationship pattern as well as the use of primitive
defense mechanisms. When referring to the DSM
diagnosis criteria of the borderline personality
structure, we have in mind that there should be at
least 5 of the following criteria:
1. Desperate effort to avoid real or imaginary
dropout
2. Unstable and intense relationship pattern,
moving fast from idealization to devaluation
(devaluation being a familiar and painful
experience for the therapist, used by the patient as
an unconscious strategy to maintain self esteem at
an acceptable level, higher/ better than others)
3. Identity disturbance characterized through a
marked and persistently unstable self image or self
conscience, with possible sudden changes in the
plans and opinions related to their plans, career,
sexual identity, values and types of friends.
4 .The impulsivity manifested in at least two of
the potentially self prejudicious domains
(gambling,
irresponsible
money
handling,
compulsive eating, substance abuse, reckless
driving or dangerous sexual relations)
5. Recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, threats or
self mutilating behavior.
6. Emotional instability due to significant mood
reactivity, which lasts a couple hours and only
rarely more than a few days
7. Chronic feelings of void
8. Intense, inadequate anger and real difficulties
in managing that anger
9. During periods of extreme stress, a transitory
paranoid ideation can occur or dissociative
symptoms (depersonalization)
Due to the pattern of undermining this personality
type, with no real and adequate social support,
these teenagers show a high risk of dropout and
even leading up to suicide. Because there is a real
concern about the dropout issue, this is a reference
point for creating a therapeutic alliance and
ensuring a different environment from what the
teenager is familiar with. Idealization allows for the
relationship and creating/ maintaining short term
(1-2 years) relations which would favor the
prevention of school dropout. As long as there will
be a reference person as a support in their lives,
who can offer them a base of safety, they will make
an effort in the direction of their pursuits.
At a behavioral level, these teenagers are many
times missunderstood, due to the fact that their idea
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of valorization does not work the same as that of
their peers. They will try different methods to
attract the attention of the person they are
investing, even if that means posing in aspects of
moral deprivation, even if that means exposing
themselves to risks. There is a difference of
standards and ethics, there are differences of
sensory level, differences in the way they
understand life situations. They can abuse
substances and can fantasize how would it be like
for the person they invested (lover, teacher,
psychotherapist etc.) to smoke with them. They can
choose a same sex partner or can act in a depraved
manner, from sexually provocative dressing to
(anti)religious poses like emo, satanic, gothic,
precisely to draw attention (this not meaning that
they lack moral or ethical personal principles).
They can abuse alcohol and expose themselves by
working at night in bars or night clubs, not because
they’re looking for a real job, but for experimenting
with the borders of a frail Ego that seems to have
no limits.
When they get to therapy, they will start a life and
death struggle on the line of control. An
appropriate way to approach this type of teenagers
is to establish and keep constancy of the limits
imposed. The therapeutic context is permanently
under attack, dis-invested, devalued, extending it to
the school context where the youngster will leave
class as and when they please, will verbally
provoke the teacher, won’t do their homework
properly not even for their favorite subject, which
will seem contradictory.
They are fighting with social norms to survive,
literally and figuratively.
In the case of non diagnosis, certain problems can
arise concerning educational approach, because the
borderline teenager is not easily contained,
understood or accepted as a personality by a
teacher lacking psychological competence. It is
quite difficult to handle their emotional storms,
which in the school environment can easily be
labelled as educational deficiencies, adversity,
rebellion, which can lead to real problems like
punishments, unexcused absences, grades lowering,
failing subjects.
Fonagy describes the insecure attachment of the
borderline patient and the lack of “reflexive
function” which could give meaning to their
behavior and others (Fonagy, 2000).
The first relation, maneuver, connection with the
parental figure is what Winnicott translates as the
concepts of “holding”, “containing”, “helding”,
which constitutes as a way of relating in the
rudimentary psychic of the newborn, which offers
him the knowledge of this continuous “to be”
(Winnicott,1960). In the case this continuum if
deficiently internalized, in case there is a soma –
psyche – mind breaking, there occurs a breack in
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the emotional connection and the newborn is faced
with a forced, adjusting adaptation, the fight or die
kind.
The construction of the Self is based on the
continuity of existence. The adapted environment
must be good enough to sustain this continuity.
There have been three attachment patterns
identified – presented for the first time by
Ainsworth and her collaborators (Ainsworth, 1971)
– as well as the conditions in the family context
which determine them:
1. Safety characterized attachment
The child is convinced that his parent (his
parental figure) will be available, responsive and
offer help if he were to be confronted with adverse
or frightening situations. Having this guarantee, he
boldly explores the surrounding environment. This
attachment pattern is supported by the parent in the
first years, especially by the mother – who is
immediately available, perceives the signals of her
child and affectionately answers when he is
looking for protection and/ or comforting.
2. Resistance and anxiety characterized
attachment
The child does not have the certainty that the
parent will be available or responsive, or that he
will offer help in case he requests it. Due to this
uncertainty, the child is permanently predisposed to
separation anxiety, tends to cling and manifests
anxiety about exploring the environment.
This is the pattern in which, obviously,he is
supported by a parent who sometimes is available
and helpful and other times not; also this pattern is
supported, as clinical study results show, by
repeated separations and threats of abandon used as
a means of control.
3. Avoidance and anxiety characterized
attachment
The child does not trust that, if he will seek
protection, his need will be met and helped; on the
contrary, he expects to be categorically refused.
When an individual shows a high degree of this
attachment, he tries to live his life without the love
and support of others, he tries to become
emotionally independent, and later on could be
diagnosed with a narcissistic personality or a false
Self, the kind described by Winnicott (Winnicott,
1960). This pattern in which the conflict is more
hidden, is the result of the fact that the mother
definitely, constantly rejected the child, when he
was asking for protection and comforting.
Fossaty et al. (Fossaty, 2003) attest the fact that
avoiding the dimension of attachment is associated
with avoidance, paranoid, schizoid type personality
disorders and equally with addictive, histrionic,
borderline ones.
The clinical experience faces us with the
importance of aggressiveness, its expression,
experiencing and understanding it in order to be
accepted.
Daniel
Lagache
said
about

aggressiveness: “From the beginning, the activity
appears as a concept wider than that of
aggressiveness; all the biological or psychological
processes are forms of activity. Aggressiveness
does not imply therefore, principally, but certain
forms of activity”. (Lagache, 1990).
The aggressiveness of a borderline teenager is
firstly internalized in such an extent that it will
extend in relation to psyche – soma. They will
starve themselves, self mutilate (they will cut
themselves and hide it) in a permanent attempt to
feel and externalize the pain that is overwhelming
them. For them the body is the final border, the
limit between themselves and the world they
confuse and try to re establish, the personal order
being extremely important to them.
Asides the cuts, they will test the limits of walls
or various frameworks that act as a limit,
consciously or unconsciously. If a teenager hits a
wall with a fist and is proud of this, seeking for
spectators but stops when experiences bruises and
physical pain, after the spectacle, a borderline
teenager won’t look for an audience and won’t stop
after having felt the physical pain.
He will continue to try to feel overwhelmed by
the physical pain which will cover the psychic pain
resulted from the conflict he is struggling with at
the moment. In this way, the physical pain will
ensure the perceptive reality and the Ego’s
continuity in time and space.
The personalized approach is hard to accomplish
in a group. Besides the fact that it’s difficult to
manage as a situation, we would have to consider
also the lack of authenticity of the intervention (in
regards to individuality) or the teenager’s
inadequate answer who seems to pose in the “I
don’t care” way more than understanding the
benefit of the situation in itself. To master the
group, generally we eliminate the disturbing
element, which in case of a borderline teenager will
be a lesson without the expected result by the
educating professor. Any lesson is a rule that a
borderline teenager will continually fight against.
Presently, all the therapies approaching a
borderline personality imply self destructive
limiting mechanisms, on the contract model, with
explicit rules. These rules have as an effect
obtaining the tolerance to frustration model and
accomplishing the ideal objective. To these limits
they will reply with anger.
The affective states are put in relation with what
Freud described in basic danger situations, such as:
1. Losing the significant attachment figure,
manifested through experiencing feelings of
abandonment which translate in a behavior of
anger, anxiety, guilt, depression.
2. Loss of love, manifested through experiencing
abandon, translated into behavior by anger, anxiety,
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guilt, feelings of decreased self esteem, the subject
regarding himself as unworthy to be loved.
3. Loss of bodily integrity that often is associated
with fear of mutilation or fear of harming the
sexual organs.
4. Lack of personal affirmation, in their personal
conscience, resulting in anxiety, shame, guilt,
depression. We might add here also the fear of
losing sensory, active control, the control of
thoughts and feelings (Freud, 1926).
Therefore, the relational patterns can include
expressions of the fear of rejection, the permanent
quest for insurance and reassurance of the
attachment object’s affect; expressions of guilt,
blaming, attributing guilt “it’s not my fault, it’s his
fault”, avoiding guilt “I wasn’t here”; expressions
of conflict about dependence through experiencing
the feeling of being suffocated, drowned and
oscillating between drawing close or pushing away
the loved ones. (PDM, 2006).
Although the relationship means everything to
them, reporting to it will be contradictory and the
teenager’s justifications, although seemingly
infantile, immature or provocative offer a vision
over the way in which they make a considerable
effort in trying to maintain an apparent stability in
their lives.
Lesch et al.,1996, have demonstrated the genetic
implications in the occurrence of anxiety, showing
that the shorter version of the gene that transports
serotonin would be to blame for the presence of an
increased anxiety in the population that has this
gene variant (Lesch, 1996). Glen O. Gabbard
mentions in the description of anxiety genetic
research that state : “The individuals that have one
or two copies of the allele shorter, show a neural
activity higher in the amygdale as a response to the
stimuli which provoke fear, than the individuals
with the longer version” (Gabbard, 2007).
Also, he points out in his Treaty of
psychodynamic psychiatry that when establishing a
treatment, a clinician must consider many anxiety
disorders: “the nucleus of a neurotic picture is
mixed with anxious and depressive traits combined
with a personality consistent pathology”.
J.B.Watson, the father of behaviorism, said:
“Behave with them (the children) as if they were
young adults; never caress or kiss them, don’t let
them sit on your lap (Watson, 1930). If you think it
is important, kiss them once on the forehead before
sleep and in the morning shake their hands.” On the
other hand, J. Bowlby said: “What constitutes “the
capacity to be maternal” cannot be thought in terms
or hours a day, but in terms of pleasure felt by the
mother and child in their mutual exchange.”
(Bowlby, 2011).
Mary Main, demonstrates that the attachment
experiences do not stop with childhood (Main,
1985). We must take into account that today’s
parents are the children of a generation raised in the
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Communist regime. Why does this interest us?
Because the way in which we educate our children
is the internalized way of relating in the way we
learnt from our parents. The parents educated under
Communism had a certain type of education that
they transmitted trans generational, they have
conceptualized in a certain way spirituality,
religion, family and relationships. During
Communism, our psychology/ psychiatry has
known the “back night”, and although we consider
ourselves more evolved now, the mentality about
going to see a psychologist still pays tribute to
those times.
In working with teenagers that are borderline
structured, a psychologist disposes of fewer
resources if the approach is done outside the
hospital, due to the specific relation type, the
critical aspects of the therapy being largely
undocumented.
The limits of this work are presented in the
evaluation methods, in finding the mutual language
and concerning the action team that surrounds a
teenager with this issue, because the deteriorations,
the capacities and incapacities differ and hold a
mark on the functionality and evaluation along with
age, practically postponing an axis II diagnosis.
We are taking into consideration the fact that
usually extra information is required, besides the
clinical judgment we need the teamwork of the
psychologist with the psychiatrist, class master,
teacher, parents in collecting data about the
Romanian population, psycho education, and active
intervention in preventing dropout.
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Abstract
In our approach we will make reference to the financial sources specific to each ecclesiastical
institution belonging to the Romanian Orthodox Church, meaning the eparchies, the cluster of parishes,
the parishes and the monasteries.
The financial sources specific to the central units (B.O.R., 1979, a) are the following: state
budget subsidy, income from the believers` donations to support the cult, income from the religious
subunits` donations, income from the adjoining household and other economic activities specific to the
eparchies.
The second part of the study focuses on the joint financing sources of the religious cult units
provided by the agricultural and economical activities.
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1. State budget subsidies
Budget state subsidies represent the fixed
contributions used to remunerate the clergymen and
the non-ecclesiastic personnel. These fixed
amounts of money are transmitted annually by the
State Secretary for the Cults.
The amounts of money are necessary for the
partial monthly remuneration for the clergymen
from the eparchies and the subordinate units. In
addition, other subsidies from the state budget may
be given for various actions initiated at the level of
the eparchies, respecting the current law
regulations.
2. Income from the believers` donations to
support the cult.
The religious services which take place in the
cathedrals generate effective incomes for the
eparchies. The following income categories can be
mentioned here:
 Financial income coming from charging
for the various religious services. The religious
services, in turn, are divided into individual
religious services and also collective religious
services. For instance, the baptism or the wedding
services are categorised as being individual
religious services, while the liturgy performed
daily, with the typical exceptions specific to the
Orthodox Church, is considered to be a collective
service.
 Collective
contributions
from
cathedrals; Money collections take place during
the divine public services by using different
methods according to the customs of the place.
Therefore, these are usually organized under the
form of dish offerings or the mercy box. The
amounts collected are written in the Minutes of the
Church and constitute an effective income for the
eparchy.
 Giving exemptions or the eparchy
consistory meetings; These amounts of money are
charged as a consequence of giving the religious
blessing for performing some individual services in
the lives of the Church members such as the second
or the third marriage, or the church divorce, but
also from the taxes established as a result of
constituting the judgement and discipline organs
which belong to the eparchy.
 Income from selling candles, calendars,
religious cult objects and religious magazines or
prints. The costs of production for these products,
but also the effective income from the distribution
of these products to the eparchial cathedrals, but
also to the religious cult units subordinated to the
eparchial centres, are established by the economic
department of the parish.
 According to the current statutory
regulations or the parish decisional organs a special
fund for the support of the eparchial centre may
be constituted. This special fund will be the
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responsibility of the religious cult units and
subunits subordinated to the eparchial centre.
 Donations received from the believers in
the country or those abroad.
3. Income from the adjoining household and
other economic activities specific to the
eparchies
Important financial resources for the Eparchial
Centre consist of the amounts of money which are
charged from the religious cult units and subunits
subordinated to the eparchial centre, coming, for
instance, from selling the products from the their
own workshop, shop, fields or orchards belonging
to the eparchy.
In addition, the eparchial centres can increase
their financial resources with the help of the
following activities:
 Renting locative spaces or spaces having
a different use
 Visiting fees and other economic activities
specific to the eparchies
 Money collection for the Central
Missionary Fund; according to a release issued by
the
Romanian
Patriarchy
(http://basilica.ro/stiri/colecta-pentru-fondulcentral-misionar-_15035.html, accessed at the 1st
July 2014) the Central Missionary Fund is destined
to support the social, missionary and pastoral
activities of the Romanian Orthodox Church. The
establishment of this Fund had in view numerous
objectives. Therefore it pursues the continuation of
the programs unfolded by the Church and for
supporting the poor parishes. The decision of
establishing the Central Missionary Fund was made
during the Patriarch Justinian Marina`s period,
during the Meeting of the Sacred Synod on 18th
September 1956. The parishes from the centralwest area (Ardeal) were affected by the lack of
financial resources. As a consequence, as it is
presented in the release of the Romanian
Patriarchy, it was decided that the Ardeal parishes
should be subsidised in order to complete the
wages of the priests in the poor parishes and this
would be done from the Central Missionary Fund
which would be established as part of the
Patriarchal Administration with the help of The
Biblical and of Orthodox Mission Institute of the
Romanian Patriarchy. The feeding of the Central
Missionary Fund is done, according to the release,
by taking into account the existing churches.
Therefore, besides the donations of the eparchies
from their incomes, carrying a dish in all the
country`s churches, in the Orthodoxy Sunday, has
the aim of sensitizing the believers of the religious
cult to the needs of the Church in its entirety. We
mention the fact that, for the first time, in the
Romanian Orthodox Church, in 2011 the money
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collection took place outside the borders of the
country, as well.
 Other incomes established by the
management of the religious cult unit; here we
mention, for instance, the subsidies which can be
received from the Painting Commission. These
subsidies are given through the Patriarchal
Administration as a result of the standards decided
upon and sanctioned, which have the purpose of
painting the church. Numerous other sources of
income can be established following the current
legal regulations which can aim at the religious
assets insurance fund or at those with other
purposes.
To conclude this subchapter, we mention that,
at a smaller scale than the budget of an eparchy, the
financing sources of the vicarages and the arch
parishes, as intermediate units, can be classified as
those of the eparchies.
4. Joint financing sources of the religious
cult units provided by the agricultural and
economical activities
4.1. Exploiting the agricultural fields of the
religious cult units
According to a release of the Romanian
Patriarchy, as well as the art. 169 and 170, from the
Status for the Organisation and the Functioning of
the Romanian Orthodox Church, the joint assets of
the parishes, the hermitages, the monasteries, the
arch parishes, the vicarages, the episcopates, the
arch episcopates, the metropolitan seats and the
Patriarchy, the associations and foundations
established by the Church, among which the
agricultural fields, the woods, the pastures, the
vineyards, the orchards, the gardens etc. are part of
the Church`s belongings. These are managed
according to their destination for maintaining the
churches and monasteries, as well as for supporting
the
missionary-pastoral,
social-philanthropic,
educational and cultural activities of the Church.
The biggest part of the Church units (poor
parishes and monasteries from the rural
environment) which own agricultural lands have
them in a tenancy system (lease) and the land agent
is the one who, according to the law regulations,
receives the subsidy from the State budget and has
the obligation to justify the manner in which the
money received was spent. The income resulted
from the lease of the agricultural lands is used by
the church units for the maintenance of the
churches and their social-educational activities.
The church units which own larger agricultural
lands and have the capacity of working them on
their own, have to justify as well the subsidies
received from the State, according to the current
regulations. In this case, the harvest obtained is
used for maintaining the church unit, personal use,
as well as for catering for the social institutions of

the Romanian Orthodox Church (bakeries,
canteens, shelters for children, the elderly people
and for those with disabilities etc.)
According to the statutory regulations and the
decisions of the Sacred Synod, the eparchial centres
have the responsibility of supervise the correct
management of the assets, belonging to the church
patrimony, by each parish and monastery. In this
respect we mention the fact that in the bookkeeping of each church unit the income from the
exploitation of the agricultural lands is registered
separately and annually the eparchial centres check
the book-keeping, the financial-accounting
accuracy and the manner of managing the assets,
including the income from the tillage of the
agricultural lands and their usage.
In conclusion, the active farmer status invoked
by the APIA (Agenţia de Plăţi şi Intervenţie pentru
Agricultură/ Payment and Intervention in
Agriculture Association) representatives, whose
meaning is not legally defined yet, cannot be
refused to the church units which own and cultivate
agricultural lands, mentions the Press Department
of the Romanian Patriarchy.
The role of the authorities which have to
supervise responsibly the correct use of the money
received as subsidy from the State of from
European funds is not excluded. The release shows
that some church units have founded, by
associating themselves, agricultural production cooperatives in order to cultivate as efficiently as
possible the agricultural lands which they own,
being an example of modern and efficient
management of the lands.
Currently, the main problem remains the fact
that the church units have been returned to only a
part of the agricultural lands and woodlands taken
abusively by the communist regime, as the release
emphasizes
(http://basilica.ro/stiri/bunitatilebisericesti-pot-indeplini-viitoarele-criterii-pentruacordarea-subventiilor-agricoleb_15889.html,
accessed on the 4th April 2014).
4.2.
The Monopoly of the Church on
producing some goods
The economical activities are organised
separately and then they are capitalized by the
church units belonging to the Romanian Orthodox
Church. The activity of the publishing houses, the
workshops which manufacture religious cult
objects and of the candle factories belonging to the
eparchies is prescribed by the statutory settlements
but also by the current law regulations.
Law no. 103/1992 (Monitorul Oficial no. 244
on the 1st October 1992) regards the exclusive
rights of the religious cults to manufacture cult
objects. Art. 1 stipulates that the Romanian
Orthodox Church and the other religious cults have,
exclusively, the right of manufacturing and selling
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cult objects and garments, as well as printing
religious cult books, the theological ones or those
having a religious content, necessary for the
practice of the cult. Art. 1, paragraph 2 mentions
that by cult object, legally, we understand liturgical
dishes, lithographic or metallic icons, crosses,
crucifixes, church furniture, small crosses and
pendants with religious images specific to the
religious cult, religious spreading objects and other
similar objects. The religious calendars are attached
to the cult objects, as well as the incense and the
candles, excepting the decorative ones and those
used for weddings and baptisms. Art. 1, paragraph
3
mentions that by cult garments we also
understand the specific fabrics and embroideries,
necessary for tailoring the respective garments. Art.
1, paragraph 4 attaches to the cult objects the
religious cult printings, the theological textbooks
and courses necessary to the unfolding of the
activity in the religious educational institutions of
the respective cult.
Art. 2 mentions that the manufacturing or the
selling of the goods presented at Art. 1, by people
or companies other than the religious cults, can be
done only with the previous authorization given
under the conditions established by each religious
cult regarding their own exclusivity. The decision
of the Sacred Synod no. 10.831 on 29th October
2013 concerning the endorsement by the eparchies
of some mutual manners of selling the liturgical
wine produced in the eparchy or taken from other
eparchies, especially prescribes this situation.
(http://patriarhia.ro/images/pdf/HotarariSinodale/20
13/10_831_29_octombrie_2013.pdf,
accessed
today, the 7th of June 2014)
Art. 3 stipulates that the picture poscards, the
brochures, the art albumes and the documentaries
presenting churches or religious art objects,
excepting those which belong to the national
cultural patrimony, can be produced only with the
previous authorization of the respective cult.
Finally, art. 5 stipulates that the manufacturing
and the selling of the objects and products
necessary to the cult activities mentioned in art. 1
are exempt from taxation.
In any democratic State, the authorities support
actively and differently the religious cults for their
important role in society. In Romania, such a
support is constituted by Law no. 103/1992
concerning the exclusive right of the religious cults
to produce cult objects. The income resulted from
the selling of candles and other cult objects are
used for the maintenance of the churches, the
social-missionary or the educational and cultural
activities of the church. Because of the juridical
status of the cults as private right units, but having
a public utility, these develop numerous social
activities; therefore the exemption from taxation is
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a necessity. This exemption is clearly conditioned
by using the funds obtained from the donations of
the believers and other economic activities
(manufacturing and selling candles, calendars,
religious books, liturgical wine and other church
objects). In addition, we mention the fact that the
church units pay taxes and social contributions for
the wages of their personnel, exactly as every
social-professional categories in Romania.
4.3. The problem of patrimony retrocession
In what concerns the State-Church relation
regarding the retrocessions, we still expect “a truly
fair solution for all those involved, because the real
estate asked by the cults are not holiday cottages
abandoned on the picturesque Romanian hills, but
headquarters of some vital institutions such as
schools, hospitals and museums. On the other hand,
the state has to offer real alternatives, to make
justice for the religious communities which
accumulated, while waiting, not many passing
assets “(Preda, 2002, p. 73).
“ In what concerns the patrimony concerns
existing between some religious cults in our
country, these are difficult to understand for those
who have not been confronted during their history
with imposing by force of arms some religious
beliefs or with the situation of abusive takings by
the state of the church fortune. Therefore in the
majority of the democratic states there has not been
reached an absolutely fair solution in what
concerns the patrimony situations determined by
some historical phenomena (the Reform, the
Counter-reform, the Uniatism, the religious
persecutions, massive migrations etc.) In this
context, for a correct informing of the public
opinion, the Romanian Patriarchy wishes to present
the real situation of its relation with the GreekCatholic Church. The situation of the Romanian
Orthodox Eparchies in Transylvania and Banat,
which have made the object of litigation between
the Romanian Orthodox Church and the GreekCatholic Church, is presented as it follows:
o
Real estate (churches, parish houses,
agricultural lands etc.) whose juridical situation
was resolved through dialogue: a number of 111
o
Retro cessed real estate through verdicts in
the court: a number of 20
o
Real estate which has become the
possession of the Greek-Catholic Church by
abusively occupying these: a number of 81 –
churches in which there are alternative services: a
number of 15.
o
Cases in which, although there are final
court verdicts favourable to the Romanian
Orthodox Churches, the respective verdicts could
not be applied: a number of 14. […] Having the
conviction that the Romanian and international
public opinion will be able to know, objectively
and impartially, the realities of religious life in
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Romania, we hope that those who write such
annual reports regarding the religious freedom in
Romania, will take into consideration, in the future,
the information offered by the Romanian
Patriarchy, so that the credibility of these reports
will
not
be
diminished
even
more.”
(http://www.patriarhia.ro/ro/documente/comunicat_
46.html, accessed in October 2013).
The articles 23 and 24 from the Ordonanţa de
Urgenţă no. 96/ 2012 regarding the establishment
of some reorganizational measures in the central
public administration and alteration of some
normative documents, establish that the Autoritatea
Naţională pentru Restituirea Proprietăţilor
(National Authority for the Estate Retro-cessionspecial body of the central public administration,
having a juridical status) and the Secretariatul de
Stat pentru Culte (State Secretary of the Cultspublic institution having a juridical personality
totally financed from the state budget)
are
reorganized as special bodies of the central public
administration and pass from being subordinate to
the Ministerului Finanţelor Publice (Ministry of
Public Finance), respectively of the Ministerului
Culturii şi Patrimoniului Naţional (Ministry of
National Culture and Patrimony), to being
subordinate to the Government, under the coordination of the Prime Minister, through the
Office of the Prime Minister.
Conclusions
The viewpoints on financing the Church are
quite varied. After the secularization of the
fortunes, the Church had to bear the intrusion of the
state in its affairs. The State, said the historian N.
Iorga “has taken possession over it, sometimes step
by step, but at other times with large, unexpected
hits, taking one after the other its estates, the other
fortune, the rights, the autonomy supported by the
canons, its own culture, its special schools, the
authority and the prestige, following with these
actions, at times the Russian examples with the
Enslaved Church, and at other times the Western
example with the church being in some cases
totally banished from the official life, but only after
they have taken almost all its through which it
could have supported itself” (Iorga, 2011). The
Church has the right to own material goods and to
access them (Harosa, 2011).

Notes:
***, Biserica Ortodoxă Română, Clasificația
și
Veniturilor
cheltuielilor
bugetelor
eparhiilor, 1979.
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Abstract
The research in accounting with specific application on capital markets represents a special resort
of accounting research. The development of such studies was favored by the evolution and strong growth of
capital markets in our daily contemporary life and by the extention of base accounting concepts to
international level. In such circumstances, studies regarding the evolution of concepts like value relevance,
efficient markets, accounting information and its dissemination, fair value, are welcomed on the field of
accounting research with applicability to the capital markets. This study comes to outline some positions
regarding this topic of accounting research.
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Introduction
During time, researchers were interested
by the component of the relevance of accounting
information on different specific markets, and the
capital market, being an extremely dynamic one,
brought the attention for such researches. The
economic literature contains such studies,
approaching the subject of accounting information
relevance in the process of market value evaluation
of specific entities and in the process of generating
the stimulus that can lead to best possible decisions
for investments on stock exchanges and in specific
capital market instruments. This kind of studies are
important as the market value of companies
activating on capital markets is sensitive to the
changes of accounting information and to different
accounting indicators, as they fundamentally
accompany the decisions of investors based on
such information.
Considerations regarding the
accounting
research with application on the capital market
Research studies presented within specific
literature, have played an important role in
accounting orientation toward connecting it with
the capital market, thus appearing in this line of
analysis, a direction of research called Market
Based Accounting Research, devoted to the study
of the behavior of capital market entities through
the use and usefulness of accounting information in
decisions taken by management.
This type of accounting research, aimed
among objectives the analysis of the financial
results in connection with accounting information
that affect the profitability of financial instruments.
Such accounting information influences thereby the
market value of financial instruments as accounting
information that is showing a real change in the
financial position of an entity determines a change
in the market price of financial instruments such as
shares, while the changes that have not a real
economic implications at the level of economic
entities activating on the capital market, lacking
informative content, do not affect the present value
of expected cash flows and any associated risk, and
thus, should not lead to changes of the market price
of financial instruments.
A special relevance has the concept of
efficient market, which is nothing but an extension
of microeconomic theory about the market
behavior of investors, assuming that investors
observe and understand the signals released by the
information medium and that market prices
incorporate all information available on them.
The first who managed to blend theory
with empirical evidence, was Eugene Fama, this
researcher emphasizing the importance of this
theory of efficient markets, by correlating
accounting indicators with the market value of the
firm. Its theory (Fama, 1970) assumes that an
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efficient financial market in terms of information
will cause a change in the price of a financial asset
that incorporates instantaneously the sum of all
available information related to that specific
financial asset. An efficient market includes
systematically and immediately all the developing
events, but it also reflects predictions about the
future. According to this researcher, there are some
pre-conditions for this hypothesis to meet: (a) there
are no costs related to trading, (b) there are no costs
for obtaining information, (c) all capital market
participants agree the influence of accounting
information on price changes of financial assets
and their future benefits. Moreover, Eugene Fama
presents three possible situations of capital market
efficiency, having considered the information to be
incorporated into the final price of the market:
- strong form efficiency, which implies that the
capital market is efficient when the price of a share
reflects both public information and private
information. In this situation, no group of investors
is able to access inside information regarding prices
of financial instruments. The negative aspect that
he found is that no group of investors may obtain
huge profits. The reality shows that this situation of
strong form efficiency, which implies that prices
convey absolutely all the existing information on
the market, is purely theoretical because investors
form groups with different objectives and the
information cannot be disseminated in an absolute
manner and it is not perceived by all investors in
the same way.
- semi-strong form efficiency implies that all
relevant information is public, and they are rapidly
incorporated into the market price. This market
price reacts to the publication of any relevant
information, by replacing price in a new
equilibrium level.
- weak form efficiency implies that there exists not
a correlation between current and future prices, so a
current or a future price cannot be estimated using
information from the past.
Another important perspective regarding
the relevance of accounting information on the
capital markets can be divided into two research
currents. The first stream includes works
implemented mainly in the 70s and 80s and they
believe that if prices are efficient, they reflect the
present value of expected cash flows, becoming a
reference point in terms of accounting information
related to future cash flows . But these models are
restricted in their efficiency by some aspects and
among these we enumerate imperfections in
relation to efficient markets hypothesis and issues
connected to the fact that attention is focused on
the utility of accounting information in the sense of
being a determinant of the market price of financial
instruments without having analyzed the ability of
accounting information to capture data of interest
to investors. In this form, the financial instruments
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valuation model used is that of the dividend
actualization one. The problem of determining the
value is reduced to estimating the future dividends
and the discount rates, and thus, whether the
accounting information generates a change in
market expectations about the microeconomic
future of entities operating on capital markets, the
impact will be felt in the price of financial
instruments.
The second current includes studies that
have appeared since the mid-90s. This studies,
attempt to use accounting information to predict
future market price and thus were distinguished
from previous studies that have focused on
evaluating abnormalities seen regarded to efficient
markets hypothesis. The deviation of the market
price by comparing it to its intrinsic value and
therefore, the existence of a yield, is argued by the
existence of accounting information that can be
used to determine the value of that deviation. A
step forward in the development of a theoretical
model was made with the advent of the theoretical
model of residual benefit brought by James A.
Ohlson (Ohlson, 1995), a model which brings the
required theoretical framework for selecting
accounting variables needed to be incorporated into
the model, relying on accounting data known and
not on forecasts. However, the researcher
concludes that accounting information depends on
dividends and the fact that dividends depend, in
turn, on accounting information, providing a twoway approach research.
The authors Begona Inchausti Giner,
Maya and Miguel Arce Carmelo Reverte Gisbert
(Inchausti et all., 2002) consider that the value
relevance studies represent a progress from initial
studies, admitting that prices are the reflection of
investors' expectations about the future of an
economic entity and the most attention must be
given to those accounting information that relates
to these expectations of investors. Without having
developed a theoretical model to justify the choice
of certain accounting variables considered
significant, it is recognized that accounting
information is selected and this process is based on
professional judgment and intuition.
A different approach from the perspective
of the relevance of accounting information on
capital market was conducted by the researcher
Robert E. Verrecchia. He divides the researches
realized in this area (Verrecchia, 2001) in the
following segments:
- those whose objective is the represented by the
way in which the external dissemination of
accounting information is associated with changes
in the activity of investors acting on the market as
individual agents who want to maximize their
investment value. He calls this type of research
association-based disclosure, and this is
dissemination based on association. Common to

these studies is an attempt to quantify the effects of
external dissemination of accounting information
on cumulative change or sudden change in
investors' reaction through the equilibrium price of
assets and trading volumes,
- those whose purpose relates to the discretionary
attitude that managers are having to the publication
of accounting information already known within
the company. The author calls these types of
research
discretionary-based
disclosure
of
information, and these are research regarding
dissemination of information based on discretion.
The distinctive feature of these studies is
represented by the consideration of accounting
information dissemination as an endogenous
variable, given the tendency of managers and
economic entities to not publish accounting
information in its whole or in its detailed elements,
due to the cost implied by the full release of
information. To this end, as profit maximization is
often a primary goal of managers and if there are
costs associated with the dissemination of
information, managers will establish a balance
between the dissemination of those informations
that promote market price and the lack of
disclosing unfavorable information about their
company. Author Robert E. Verrecchia believes
that this situation is specific to capital markets,
because this is characterized as unique consumer of
disseminated information,
- researches who bring in the attention which type
of accounting information disseminations are
favourite, given that there are no previously
published information. This type of researches are
called efficiency-based disclosure, and they are
releases based on efficiency.
The second segment of the above
mentioned researches has generated the most
concern from researchers in the field of accounting
because it proposed to explain why a complete
dissemination is not a beneficial one, but on the
contrary, it can be damaging to economic entities. I
would like to mention here the research conducted
by Michael Alles and Russell Lundholm who are
analyzing in an article (Alles, Lundholm, 1993)
how the public dissemination of accounting
information can enhance the welfare of investors
and financial market players, given that some or all
of them may have access to expensive private
information, along with public information that are
required by the supervisors of capital markets and
by the accounting regulators. In this segment there
is also analyzed the importance that the structure of
private information on the capital markets is having
on generating demand from investors for further
dissemination of relevant information. The value of
public information disclosed under regulations may
also differ in terms of relevance when companies
are given the opportunity to change the
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composition and the size of private information
they disseminate.
Regarding this second segment analyzed
in this research, there were critics who brought to
the attention of research that the professional,
cultural, financial and educational diversity of
capital market actors generates a difficulty in
accounting disclosure that benefits all the
categories of participants, and among those who
have studied this phenomenon is included Oliver
Kim, who analyzed (Kim, 1993) in a study such a
conflict arising among different investors, and in
this line he highlighted situations in which well
informed shareholders will prefer to disseminate
less information than those less informed.
Furthermore, the researcher points out that the
structure of mandatory public information needed
to be reported is the result of such a conflict
between different investors willing to take different
risks and with a different access to internal
information, and who, as an intention, want
different stages and levels of dissemination of the
information to other users.
Turning now, one of the solutions
proposed by researchers in order to improve the
options for choosing the type of information
dissemination (Verrecchia, 2001) is represented by
reducing information asymmetry, with an emphasis
on information asymmetry relative to the cost of
capital, this being the factor through which the
investors reduce the cost of capital they firmly
supply in anticipation of transaction costs that may
arise thereafter. These costs are transaction costs
that the original, base investors must support in the
situation they decide to liquidate their equity
holdings at some future moment and in the case of
the impossibility of quantifying or at least
anticipate them, their investments will be
conducted at a level below the potential. That is
why a commitment to a wider dissemination of
accounting information in turn reduces information
asymmetry and thus investments on capital markets
are supported. Advertising information on the
markets, which he calls positive or negative
information for investors, has consequences for the
price of financial instruments on the capital
markets. This type of information, usually affect
more than proportionally, the price of financial
instruments. Negative information doubled by risk
adversity can produce a greater adverse collective
effect, in terms of capital market participants'
expectations. This shows that the dissemination
does not necessarily have a beneficial role for
perfect markets, damaging in some circumstances
even on imperfect markets. The conclusions of
such early studies were therefore, that the benefits
of dissemination are rather illusory, and in the
worst case can even be harmful, in the context in
which we relate also to the concept of market
efficiency.
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If we assume that the number of investors
on the capital market is undetermined, prices reflect
a combination of the decisions of all participants on
the capital market at an aggregate level. The
individual actions of the agents have no effect on
prices. In a perfectly competitive market each agent
acts as if his behavior or his actions have no effect
on the market price. When markets are perfectly
competitive, the first effect of information
dissemination is to redistribute wealth among
market participants. There are researchers who
have addressed the concept of market efficiency
starting from such ideas. Thus, Charles, M. C. Lee,
addresses this concept (Lee, 2001) and brings to the
attention of researches of the usefulness of
accounting information on capital markets, the
need to consider the capital markets efficient
through the tools these markets have at their
disposal, in addition to other markets, and to this
end, he brings to discusses the arbitration tool that
can balance, together with the forces of supply and
demand, the information asymmetry and correct the
efficiency of a specific capital market. In the case
that a certain information with relevant value is not
incorporated in the price, there will be sufficient
economic incentives to discover and trade it as a
consequence of his knowledge, as a derivative of
the financial instrument to which it is attached. As
a result of these forces of arbitrage, the price will
adjust until it fully reflects those relevant
information. In such a manner, capital markets are
in a permanent state of adjustment. Individual
market actors can act irrationally of course, and
sometimes divergent, but market arbitration forces
will lead prices towards the line of market
efficiency, where all relevant information will be
incorporated in trading prices. As a summary,
Charles M.C. Lee points out that the accountants,
as economists of information, have a comparative
advantage in addressing information signals that
instill price movements on the markets and to
exploit this advantage, they must have a clear
picture of the efficiency of markets and the
dynamic nature of discovering market prices.
Another researcher who approached issues
regarding the relevance of accounting information
on capital markets is William H. Beaver, and he
grouped the existing literature in several research
groups, which are considered to be those that have
contributed most to this line in the last ten years
and among them are: market efficiency, value
relevance,
analysts
behavior,
discretionary
behavior. This researcher (Beaver, 2002) concluded
that in at least three cases, prices do not behave in
an efficient manner and they are: (a) the
announcement of results, (b) the ratio between the
market value and the book value (market-to-book
ratio), (c) relational aspects with accounting
context.
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Regarding the situations derived from the
announcement of results, Beaver noticed that the
first of the various issues affecting market
efficiency is the daily availability of data on yields,
an issue that increases the explanatory power of the
analyze models used, compared to those models in
which the data are used on a daily or weekly basis.
The evidence that abnormal returns are associated
with an inefficient process of announcing the
financial results is a complex one. The deviation of
the prices of financial instruments from the
expectations, once with the announcement of the
results, is due to the way in which the results are
forecasted by analysts and to weaknesses in
processing accounting information. If analysts
could process accounting information in a fair
manner, the estimated prediction error would be
zero. In addition, the analysis module of the
analysts does not explain all the process since in
less capitalized companies, the effect is more
pronounced. So there is a link between market
inefficiency and the analysis module of the analysts
and of the financial intermediaries.
Studies regarding the behavior of market
prices of financial instruments at the moment of the
results
announcement,
which
involves
dissemination of accounting information, are
important because the changes of the results and
the forecast’s errors have a low correlation
compared to other explanatory variables of market
inefficiency, such as for instance, the ratio between
market value and book value, report known as
market-to-book ratio. The negative association
between the market and the book value and the
corresponding yields appears to be a significant and
unexplained one by conventional measures of risk.
Recent research attempts to replace market-to-book
ratio with the market-to-value ratio, as with recent
researches, the market-to-book ratio is viewed as a
measure of market inefficiency and since the
market prices fail to reflect some factors that are in
relation to the value equivalent that is reflected in
the book amount, or that includes factors that
hardly could correlate with those values.
From this perspective, we can widen the
concept of value, incorporating herein fundamental
accounting variables, outside the book value and
thus, initiating a line of investigation that has the
theoretical basis formulated by Feltham and Ohlson
model (Feltham, Ohlson, 1995), which estimates
the intrinsic value based on book value, profit and
the forecasts of analysts. Reports regarding marketto-value ratio, according to some researchers, are
associated with the highest abnormal returns. This
appearance is consistent in the framework in which
the estimators of the value succeed to become
substitutes of the fundamental accounting variables,
managing to identify those financial instruments
that are valued on the market at a price above or
below the optimum one. Market-to-value approach

is the one that is prevalent today in the activity of
professional researchers, especially because this
gets closer the study of value relevance to the
concept of fair value.
Accounting information plays a key role
in the functioning of the financial system, as an
efficient allocation of the available capital
resources depends on financial position and
performance evaluation of economic entities and
the accounting standards, that for entities operating
on the capital market should be understood at
national, regional and international level, are the
key to ensure that this evaluation is done in a way
that reflects the economic substance and
comparability between different entities and an
adequate dissemination of the resulting accounting
information.
The critics of fair value are addressed to
problematic situations, but the solution proposed to
restrict its use remains unconvincing from at least
several reasons. The critics do not propose (Veron,
2008) any viable alternative, they ignore the
negative impact that would result from the loss of
information that are currently provided in the
financial statements and affect the distinction
between accounting and prudential concerns, which
have in fact different objectives and should be
separated with greater attention.
Fair value is the central element in this
picture outlined by the International Accounting
Standards but its implementation brings serious
concerns in terms of financial stability. The use of
fair value is supported (Sun, 2014) by the fact that
it provides more relevant information based on
economic substance and this information is more
useful to investors even if it introduces a degree of
volatility in the financial system.
Although imperfect, at the current stage of
research (Masood, Bellalahb, 2014) the processing
of information based on fair value connected
accounting provides a better range of information
about the reported positions and is a better platform
for any compulsory or voluntary dissemination of
accounting information than assessment based on
alternative models, including here any form that is
based on historical cost. The advantages of an
accounting system connected to fair value (Khan,
2014) exceeds those of a system connected to the
historical cost if markets are liquid and
competitive.
Conclusions:
The research activity regarding the
relevance of accounting information on the capital
markets has been a subject of scientific endeavor
for many researchers. These studies are, however,
analysis of a particular niche, as capital markets are
recognized in the academic area and in economic
research for their specific particularities, and thus
need to be addressed taking into account the
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characteristics of these particular markets. In this
framework, there is a concern of research on some
key issues that relate to the efficiency of markets,
the assessment of prices for financial instruments,
the dissemination of accounting information and
the influence of this process on the present value of
economic entities activating on the capital market,
the usefulness of accounting information for
investors, the relevance of value and the concept of
fair value. Nowadays, there is a trend of research
on the way of how to connect the creation of
accounting information on capital markets to the
principles of fair value accounting and
subsequently their public release and presentation,
accounting based on the fair value concept
representing several advantages over any other
version that underlies design of accounting
information.
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Abstract
Ignored for centuries, communication starts to be more and more important in influencing the course of the
business. This trend appears mainly because the simple act of selling is not enough, sharing products is
constantly supplemented by services which enrich the seller offers, and together are highlighted by the
quality of communication. During the same period, the appearance of globalization and multinational
organizations makes the culture being more and more important in tranzactions. In this context, the
existing connections in the business environment changes radically, management acquiring new meanings.
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Business communication in corporations
appears
in
the
context
of
accelerated
industrialization era as JoepCornelissen considers
(2008, 2004) and starts diversifying under the
economic boom and the constraints of
overproduction crisis of the 1930s. Peter Drucker
observed after this period the great impact that
global conflicts have, the need diversification of
non-communist Asian country which tend to lead
the increased production and productivity and
consequently the amount of information and
informatics applied to industry and society in
general (1970).
Followingthese conditions, communication is
unstructured and without necessary background,
with multiple accusations of unfair competition and
lack fairness in media (buying columns, defamatory
articles or advertising) situation which leads
companies to attract press agents within companies,
people specialized in "external communication"
(Drucker, 1970). At this momentwe see for the first
time a fine line between corporate communication
and public relations both aimed to informing the
public, opposite the marketing company
actionswhich were focused on products and the
market. Since the 80s, the two concepts come
together
under
one
concept:
corporate
communication and even if the origin of the two
concepts is not clear, they appear naturally as a
necessity into the market (Cornelissen, 2004).
Even in this moment, when the terms were
basically defined, there are still overlappedareas
with public relations, communication technology, at
micro or macro level within the company,
(Macnamara, 2004). JoepCornelissen emphasizes
the role of communication discipline (2004) and its
evolution throughout the twentieth century from
promotion, advertising or informing groups and
individuals to its integrated use into the dynamic
context in corporation that constantly develops. We
can see Marshal's opinion in 2007 (apud Dolphin,
1998) as we can "confuse" -in a simplistic
approach- terms like public relations, public affairs
or commercial communication forms as they are
limited to messaging and public perception, so we
can emphasize the complexity of notions and their
approachon theCornelissenstructure (2004) with a
moreconcise approach.
Concepts have evolved in complexity and areas
of communicationstarting from Marketing Public
Relations (MPR) and Corporate Public Relations
(CPR), clearly overlapped in some respects, but not
having the same structures entirely, in the end the
two concepts to be included in Integrated
Marketing Communication (IMC) and Integrated
Communication (IC).This means that businesses
develops dedicated communication parts at
structural and managerial level, but also
diversification plans which extends due its benefits.
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Hystorical Models of Public Relations are
presented in Table 1.
To strengthen Cornelissensynthesis and to
partial explain the existence and involvement of
marketing in companies, McDaniel structured
chronologically seven stages of marketing concept
as the main basis for the development of
communication in the last two centuries within the
companies and ranging from the XVIIIcenturythe
sale stageto the XXI century, online marketing
(Boone and Kurtz, 2011).
Action and Overlapping Medias in Corporations
are presented in Figure 1.
It is believed that communication today is a
mutual comprehension, as intercomprehension
(emphasis on another person’ssubjectivity under its
intentions and reasons), (Denes, 2009). The new
communication models take into account circular
communication (alternating participants in the
communication roles of transmitter and receiver),
individual differences in mastering communication
codes, opinions and attitudes role in the
communication process, the importance of cultural
and social context of the exchange, including also
educational
communication.
Moreover,
representatives from Palo Alto School believe that
everything is communication and formulates
axioms of human communication.
The
importance
of
economic
communication can not be studied isolated but in
the light of interdependence and constant changes
occurred in contemporary society and economy.
Following a utopic idea, if the state interfearsless
the market mechanisms,the economic role of
communication increases as part of the strategies of
placing companies on advantageous positions in the
world ranking and so it is felt increasingly more
production information as a non-factor. This idea
along the ability or managers’using knowledge as
decisive influence suite classical factors of
production, the notion of informational resource is
new born. Following unequivocally appear notion
of
knowledge-based
economy,
which
is
characterized by "transforming knowledge into raw
materials, capital goods, inputs essential economic
processes in the economy and in which the
generation, healing, buying, learning, storage,
development, knowledge sharing and protecting
becoming prevalent and decisive condition for
profit and economicthe long termnsustainability
(Nicolescu andNicolescu, 2005)."
Corporate communication can be analyzed
both in terms of theoretical studyand practical
work through manifesting, organization or
individual level. Academic theorists are more
involved in mapping theories, managers or
employees of corporations being more interested in
its practical applications, and hence approaches and
different study interests (Cornelissen, 2004).
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Traditionally, the interaction between the two
perspectives
is
confrontationalseen,
some
theoreticians wanting to abstract information,
seeking to go to the generalization of concepts,
while practitioners focus on practical ideas helpful
in communicating corporations. In terms of
Cornelissen (2004), useful for knowledge-based
corporations is especially near and interrelation of
the two viewpoints, the intersection of creating
value in their companies, the end result can be used
instrumentally conceptual or symbolic (2004),
introducing it as a reflective practitioner or critical
terms, depending on the approach we have.
Theoretical
and
practical
corporate
communication is presented in Figure 2.
Culture linked with communication is a model
oftacit assumptions, learned by a group as solving
their problems of external adaptation and internal
integration, because it worked well enough to be
considered valid and therefore can be taught to new
members as a way of perceiving, thinking and
feeling in relation to those problems (Schein, 2009).
Defining organizational culture Schein finds other
parameters that can define culture quantification
involving "learning" as training and development
element of the group (2010). He found delimitation
within organization, which is the central point of
studying while in Hofstede case, people act both in
and outside their organizations within "their mental
software" (2010), so the author introduces the
notion of "own idea about what it could mean an
organization."
Linda Smichich analysis(Figure 3.) 1983
highlights the interaction both in practical and
theoretical concepts of communication, marketing
and organizational culture as a development
environment and corporate development, describing
schematically for the various theories, concepts and
appearance inextricable links of these, making a
review of the transfer of anthropological notions of
culture treated by the organization as a theory based
on marketing research to concepts of organizational
theory.
Edgar Schein believes that although an abstract
notion organizational culture should not be ignored
and that its study is imperative in today's business
environment to ensure success. The author defines
two parts of organizational culture: organizationenvironment relationship external and internal
achieving integration focusing on relationship
management and employees outside the company.
The author explain that we can think of culture as a
cumulative sum of learning elements of a particular
group covering both the expression and emotion or
cognitive in a functional whole. With this stability
and a shared history, the human need for stability,
consistency and shared meanings create various
elements to form patterns that may possibly be
called culture (Schein, 2010). Meanwhile Schein

(2004) sees organizational culture as "a dynamic
phenomenon" that surrounds us all the time
continuously being enhanced and developed our
interactions with others and shaped by managerial
activity, other studies and researchers creates maps
and measures therefore indicates broad and
differentiated.
Under these circumstances we find useful
approaches to such authors as Wiliams, Dobson and
Walters that structure elements of organizational
culture on three levels:
- Beliefs and convictions. They are often
embedded in the consciousness of staff accessed
rarely aware;
- Values and attitudes generally aware retrieved
and displayed by members of the organization;
- Individual and group behavior.
Verboncuand Nicolescu (2008) recall another
view of organizational culture and it is divided into
three levels:
- The outer level consisting of behaviors,
slogans, documents and other observable items of
organizational culture;
- The secondlevel, supported by values and
norms shared by employees, risk taking,
organization and employee development, services
etc; these being visible symbols and language used;
- Tertiary/ deeper level, bringing together faiths,
beliefs organization members, their major
assumptions regarding the meaning and modalities
of the activities within the firm; (D. Roberts, cited
NicolescuandVerboncu, 2008).
Moreover, both professors point out the deeper
levels of organizational culture to be analyzed
closely linked to the subcultures that make up the
specialist writings are mainly two criteria for the
study: organizational affiliation and occupation of
employees Fig 4, (NicolescuandVerboncu, 2008).
Considering the growing importance of these
organizations and pursuing the business world,
several new studies have been launched in the last
thirty
years,
important
figures
being
FonsTrompenaars, which focuses largely on
transculturality, bringing discussed terms like
hyperculture. Charles Hardy, like Hofstede,
studying
cultural
characteristics
observed
correlation between a company and its
organizational arrangement, identifying four
cultures which correspond to certain specific
structures:
• Culture focused on power, being that the
decision-making power is held by a small number
of people.
• Culture focused on specific tasks
organizations that are focused on completing a
mission, the team results.
• Culture focused on people is that employees
feel their importance in the decisions of the
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company, and the company strengthens their
feeling of power and empowerment.
• Culture focused on the role determined by
clear delegation of people to support their
specialization and qualification in order to get the
best results through more informed decision making
the field of work.
Linda Smircichdetailed analysis in 1983 shows
two different approaches of organizational culture
that is as variableor as metaphor, each of them
being a different aspectsof the same concept, on the
one hand including culture in the organization, and
secondly as a manifestation form of expression of
consciousness (Smircich, 1983). In her view,
culture is seen as a key values and beliefs, fulfills
four functions:
1. Give sense of belonging organization
members, allowing them to identify with corporate
values
2. Facilitate development commitment to full
members so that it can also guide and shape the
behaviors (Smircich, 1983) higher than a personal
commitment
3. Increased system stability in terms of
social
4. Guide the participants playing the role of
"compass" for the conduct internal organization
members (Smircich, 1983).
Note that content approaches organizational
culture, even if they differ in significant extent,
have a common element - the identification of
several overlapping levels. This prompted the two
known teachers in the European Union,
FonsTrompenaars and RinoSchrender to make the
analogy between organizational culture and an
onion in that both integrates multiple layers, of
which only the exterior is apparent at first.
According to Schein, any group or organization
must develop its own concept of how to survive
ultimately reducing the "reason to exist" and, from
that starting point to develop the organization
functions in connection with its external structures.
Opening the correct knowledge of the business
environment can be seen managers 'interest in
finding the most suitable manner of managing
employees by developing' the most suitable culture
(Schein, 2010) to adapt to the economic success of
the company. In terms of the relationship with
shareholders and investors, the organization can
assert its identity or wishes to be confused with the
general community here comes the mission and
strategy, which are largely management decision.
Basically "one of the central elements of any
culture is the assumption that members of the
organization share the identity, functions and its
mission" and are closely related to strategic
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decisions that the organization makes (Schein,
2004). In the same way, people inside the company
have their word in their strategic decisions because,
as Schein concludes the ultimate goal of a corporate
mission is to reach the expected outcome measure
its performance and management strategies require
group consensus for success.
The organization as a "socio-technical"group is
strongly influenced by environmental problems,
which are interrelated and intedependente
especially because if there was a conflict within the
group or subgroup can cause failure or success of
the company as a context switch: can be external or
internal source the potential for learning and
adaptation (Schein, 2004). In addition, the obvious
functions of organizational culture, to support the
survival and adaptation required knowledge and
latent functions of the organization that the author
superimposed a company mission is manifested
primarily by managerial decisions. So support the
area's economic resources and the revenue engine
of the community by offering jobs with the training
of local residents to the needs of the organization
and explicit demand for raw materials from which
the company belongs community are functions that
organizations îndeplinec default, records Their
made only if the activity or closing movements of
business (Schein, 2004).
Culture is an aspect that can be used
strategically to influence the course of
organization;Scheinbelieved that management can
find those ways of modulation and creation of
organizational culture to support economic
goals.Personalities who have left their mark on
organizational culture researches had different
views over the functions that it performs inside and
outside the corporate culture. If Trompeneaars
believes that culture are more obvious functions
within organizations about marketing, research,
development staff and managers in this regard will
seek to share some ethical and professional
guidelines (Trompeneaars, 1997), Schein believes
that it is found in all structures of the organization
and is reflected in employee behavior and corporate
image (2010).
"The vision of management is to direct
resources and energies towards the achievement of
an organization's desired future conditions"
(Nastase, 2014). John Key (2001) considers that
essential part of success with corporate strategy,
value creation, coordination and cooperation is to
open and support the professional and contractual
relations. Clearly these relationships are supported
by management decisions and communicating their
different environments. How the decision is made
to adopt a communication strategy it is essential
however.
In terms of Marian Nastase (2004),
organizational culture can define functions closely
related to the ways of manifestation: the symbols of
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organizational values, norms of behavior, stories,
myths and rituals or ceremony. So, if you look
through the organization as a system of symbols, it
is to keep order and make functional organization.
The representative function of symbols does not
refer to them as such, whether tangible or
intangible, but the significance of the relationship
becomes complex organizational, managerial
interest in this case is ultimately create congruence
between company identity (employee’s perception
of the company) and company image
(outsideexpression).
Organizational values explicitly stated, running
both inside and outside the organization are
designed to lead to a result, to draw up guidelines
and rules by which a firm determines its members
to unfold according to the order, safety and growth.
These values have an important impact within the
company emotionally, but to be able to be seen
inside the business activity it is necessary to
manifestcontinuously.
Behaviouralnorms find their function of
maintenance and behavior the employees for a
proper functioning of the organizational system and
to maintain the company image in other persons
mind. Although largely involves formalizing
employee actions rules and substrates include habits
or informal language, their application bringing
order into the organization.
Rituals and ceremonies have their own function
within the organizational culture, being "the most
visible form of manifestation of symbolic behavior
in an organization" (Nastase, 2004), and their
function is to send fixed messages about the
identity of the organization to inform members of
the company not only about obvious organizational
matters.
The manager aims to predict, organize,
coordinate, motivate, monitor and evaluate
effectively the available information, the volume
and the quality desired. For this he must constantly
communicate with the company's own and external
environments (subordinates, employees, partners,
managers or shareholders or investors higher
position), and communications effectiveness
depends on the communication system designed,
produced and used within the organization through
the prism of its values (NicolescuandVerboncu,
2008).
For the two specialists, the role of
communication in the organization, for the
purposes of ensuring proper functionality and
effectiveness of the company is mainly generated
by:
- The volume, complexity and considerable
diversity of objectives of the organization and its
subsystems. The impact of variables to adapt to the
culture of communication through national and
international environment is defining;

- The profound changes occurring in
dimensional and functional characteristics of the
company. Change and implement the new
economic, managerial, technical and technological
development are constant sights integral
multinational in this respect, although relatively
cheap and easy access through new methods of
communication (telephone, internet, videocommunication) are adaptations occur both at
management level regarding culture and
communication;
- Groups, designand procedure of organization.
The link between groups and constituents through
communication flexible but also strengthens their
existence.
- Business management, how to structure their
working time to enable the decision making and
operational functions, given that a manager affects
about 80% of his time to communicate, assign
value to the roles (interpersonal: symbol, leader,
liaison and information agent: active observer,
speaker, spokesperson), (NicolescuandVerboncu,
2008).
Analyzing
organizational
communication
through its elements, Gargiulo (2005), says that it
would not exist without the target, channel, tools,
and by understanding the relationship that develops
between them, and without understanding it we can
not use.
As the target audience referring to the moving
message, uses a classification as simple as it is
comprehensive: Internal, External, Partners,
Nonspecific. Communication channel using the
term refers to the way information is delivered
classifying them: Formal, Social, Personal,
communication analyzing the conceptualization of
the two axes, can be seen in the table 2.
According to A. Hristache corporate
communication is the conceptualization of creative
thinking and strategic relationship management
firm entrepreneur. Following this synthesis through
the theory developed by Hofstede see ways to
measure communication ability of nations and of
corporate default. Given the size modeling we can
say that communication is necessary when you set
and recognize cultural affiliation partner: Power
Distance (PDI), Individualism versus Collectivism
(IDV), Masculinity and Femininity (MAS),
Uncertainty avoidance (UAI), Time orientation
(LTO)
constraintsversus
indulgence
(IND)
(Hofstede, Hofstede, Minkov, 2010 , p.30), are part
of dimensions that give the most appropriate
approach to business communication.
Schein (2010) believes that the organization
functions and influence on the individual differs
depending on the degree of integration of
individual and organizational culture how strong
force is exerted on people from the core values,
taken without filtering (relationship with the
environment, human nature relationship with time
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and space, human relationships, to those with a
higher degree of consciousness as the physical and
social environment or visible but hard reconoscibile
(technology, art, audio and visual behaviors), (Jung
et all, 2007)
Through organizational culture are preserved
and transmitted the firms’ values and traditions so
changes in the management system must take
account the specific values, concepts and
organizational habits that are perpetuated to
empower
enterprise
controllingand
direct
employees and groups formed within the company
in order to support the company's goals, the
economic part being in the end the leading path for
every manager.
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Figure 2. Theoretical and practical corporate communication
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Figure 4. Types of organizational subcultures
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Abstract
During the past twenty years, numerous multinational enterprises have entered the Romanian economy,
among which a significant number of internationally renowned corporations having their headquarters in
Germany. The purpose of the work is to present the core elements for implementing the Lean concept, while
pointing out the potential obstacles faced by German companies when implementing Lean in their
activities developing within Romania. Moreover, the paper highlights the significance of country-specific
cultural features, which are further analyzed with the aim of determining their input in implementing Lean
principles. The authors conclude that implementing Lean requires comprehensive understanding of the core
concept, while placing local culture at the forefront of its successful implementation.
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1. Introduction
Widely recognized studies performed at
international level reveal the fact that there are
numerous nation-specific cultural differences
materializing through more or less powerful
manifestations of certain cultural characteristics.
The way a culture is being defined influences how
enterprises are being created and perceived within a
country. Enterprises take in the effects of such
cultural differences, as in the case of German
companies which have entered the Romanian
market.
Since the beginning of Romania’s transformation
into a democratic country and its openness towards
capitalism, many enterprises having their
headquarters abroad have
been opening
subsidiaries in Romania. Successfully entering
local market commands an in-depth analysis of the
economic, political, demographic and social
factors. Furthermore, said analysis is necessary for
consolidating their position on the market.
Nevertheless, the situation changed in the years
since the beginning of the financial crisis, when
change became the dominant feature to describe the
ongoing mentality, strategy and actions of the
multinational
companies
with
Romanian
subsidiaries. In order to maintain their competitive
advantage, said companies must implement new
concepts and processes, such as the Lean
principles. This is especially the case in current
times when competition is fierce and there is an
increasing pressure for reducing costs, while
striving towards continuous improvement by
innovation. Due to its significant impact on the
organization and to the high implementation costs,
Lean process must be efficiently prepared and indepth analyzed. To this end, analyzing all processes
and services, all risk factors and the impact on the
organization and is not enough; an overall analysis
of the national cultural is to be considered and
effectively performed. A nation’s culture influences
numerous factors at the level of an enterprise, such
as employees’ motivation, their involvement and
openness towards new approaches. A cultural
analysis is required also for identifying the
optimum methods and concepts for delivering the
objectives and implementing Lean in the attempt to
be successful on the market.
2. Method
The methodology comprises a secondary research
based on a literary review, including relevant
studies about Lean concept, while a comparative
analysis between the Romanian and German
cultures is being performed with the aim of
emphasizing their relevance in the effective
implementation
of
the
Lean
principles.
Furthermore, a correlation between main Lean
implementation problems and referred cultural
dimensions is being proposed and analyzed.
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3. Results
Lean concept was first developed in the automotive
industry. Taiichi Ohno had implemented the system
in Japan around 1950, within Toyota. The Lean
principles were then extended to Toyota’s suppliers
and partner companies, later being implemented in
the production units outside Japan. Starting 1990s,
James P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones (2003) have
analyzed the concept and concluded that it has a
universal
approach,
being
suitable
for
implementation not only in the automotive
industry, but in many other different domains. As a
result, the Lean concept has become increasingly
popular in most recent years, being adopted by
numerous internationally-renowned companies.
Lean system is based on a rigorous analysis of all
processes within an enterprise with the aim of
determining a standard process capable of
producing the setout results in the most efficient
manner. As such, Lean method focuses on
eliminating all types of waste and the misuse of
available resources. In order to achieve this, the
core of Lean concept comprises of five essential
principles, i.e. specifying value in the eyes of the
customer; indentifying the value stream and
eliminating waste; making value flow at pull of the
customer; involving and empowering employees;
continuous improvement in pursuit of perfection
(Womack and Jones, 2003).
Value is the central element when seeking
efficiency. Creating value must be further analyzed
from the customer’s perspective. Performance
holds value as long as it is in line with the
customer’s needs and requirements. The value
chain must be identified and strategically
highlighted down to the level of specific
department/process within an enterprise in order to
recognize all sources of waste. The objective is to
eliminate all types of waste from the process,
which further allows for the fluidization of work.
Fluidization of work operations represents
organizing the value chain activities into a
continuous flux and balanced and equally
distributed work load. Such reorganizing requires
also a change in the perceived status of the
employees. In this context, they are viewed as the
experts capable of representing the process, as they
are the ones handling it directly. The employee is
no longer an enforcer, but a member of a complex
management team responsible for the process itself
and
its
continuous
improvement.
The
aforementioned Lean principles should be
considered as a quality system where each process
stimulates and corrects another process. Such an
approach allows for transparency and the
identification of potential problems within an
enterprise, while ensuring a long term permanent
improvement process.
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General Lean Implementation Problems
Despite its popularity and implementation in
numerous domains, companies and countries, Lean
concept is being criticized by those who emphasize
the problems encountered when implementing
Lean principles. Studies are being conducted on the
elements which make it difficult for the Lean
system to be implemented and on the factors which
prevent its successful implementation. A study
conducted by Lixia Chen and Bo Meng (2010)
analyses the causes leading to failure in
implementing the Lean concept in China’s
enterprises. The problems the authors have pointed
out are:
 Paying attention only to lean tools
Numerous enterprises which acknowledge the need
for improvement are open to implementing the
Lean system, yet they are reducing its complexity
to comprise of only several well-known
instruments. Lean system is a comprehensive and
aggregate concept which cannot exist by itself and
requires integration in the enterprise’s strategy.
Lean concept serves directly the achievement of the
enterprise’s objectives, while its instruments are
just the means for transporting its core principles.
Although effective, this approach is not always
well received by the employees who consider that
an unachieved Lean objective signifies the failure
of the Lean methods. This is due to the fact that a
profound understanding of the Lean mechanism is
still missing. Nevertheless, at the core of Lean
system are the employees, while its instruments are
just means for achieving objectives.
 Hoping to achieve quick results
Lean concept does not represent a method with
short term revolutionary outputs. This misguided
approach results in the selective implementation of
just a few Lean measures with the expectation of
having visible results in the shortest time possible.
This leads to unachieved objectives, which were in
fact wrongfully set out because of lack of complete
information about the Lean concept. Ultimately,
this leads to a skeptic attitude towards the Lean
system and most times to the abandonment of its
implementation.
 Indiscriminately imitating and copying the
practices of others
Successful implementation of the Lean concept is
conditioned by numerous factors, such as the
enterprise’s management system, its status among
its competitors, the local environment and the
cultural influences. Simply duplicating a system
which is functional in an enterprise does not
guaranty the success of same methods in another
organization.
 Mastering the superficial knowledge without
understanding the essence of the lean
production
Utilizing the Lean instruments in an enterprise and
a good familiarizing of the employees with said

instruments does not necessarily mean that the
company is on the way of becoming more
effective. The key for success is the comprehensive
understanding of the Lean concept. It is important
to understand that a selection of a certain number
of Lean methods to be implemented does not really
mean that the enterprise is practicing Lean. That is
because the instruments themselves have no value
outside the enterprise’s strategy and its general
improvement mechanism. Only through sound
theoretical and practical knowledge about the Lean
concept and long term experience one can start to
successfully implement the Lean system.
Despite the fact that the above study is limited to
enterprises within China, the identified problems
have a universal approach, thus justifying their
further analysis when implementing the Lean
concept
in
Romania.
More
specifically,
implementing a concept initially based on the
Japanese tradition and culture in multinational
enterprises of German origin developing their
commercial activities in Romanian subsidiaries
represents a complex and difficult process. This is
further depicted by highlighting the cultural
component of the process as representing one of the
most important factors.
Significance of culture in successfully
implementing the Lean principles
The aforementioned problems met when
implementing the Lean system comprise also of
cultural aspects, i.e. the culture of a nation and of a
specific organization influences the way concepts
and ideas are applied in an enterprise.
Geert Hofstede (1980) defines culture as “the
collective programming of the mind that
distinguishes the members of one group or category
of people from another”. Thus the cultural
differences become evident only through
comparison. The main characteristics defining a
culture are: perception, attitude towards time and
space,
thinking,
language,
non-verbal
communication and social relations (Maletzke,
1996).
Cultures can be differentiated on the basis of Geert
Hofstede Model using the following four
dimensions: power distance, individualism versus
collectivism, masculinity versus femininity and
uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 1983). Said four
dimensions have been complemented with two
more dimensions, Long-Term versus Short-Term
Orientation, as a result of Michael Harris Ford’s
research from 1980, and Indulgence versus
Restraint, as a result of Michael Minkov’s
research from 2000. Main characteristics of the six
dimensions (indexes) are presented below
(Hofstede, 2011):

Power distance describes the attitude of the
members of one culture towards the fact that
the individuals within one society are not
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equal. It represents the extent to which the
less powerful members of organizations and
institutions accept and expect that power is
distributed unequally. The higher the value,
the grater the power distance.

Individualism
versus
Collectivism
represents the degree of interdependence a
society maintains among its members. It
refers to the way the members of a society
define themselves in terms of “I” or “we”. A
higher rating shows a greater manifestation of
individualism.

Masculinity versus Femininity defines a
society based on gender characteristics.
Masculine societies are defined by
competition, achievement, success, while
feminine societies by tolerance, compassion
and caring for others. A high score indicates a
more masculine society.

Uncertainty avoidance analyzes the degree
to which the members of a society feel
threaten by unknown factors, by a future
which is yet to be known. A high score
indicates that societies will most likely create
rules, contracts and laws in order to avoid
uncertain events in the future.

Long-Term Orientation versus Short-Term
Orientation analyzes the degree to which the
members of a society are orientating their
actions in long or short term. The values
relating to long term orientation are
perseverance, patience, organizing capability,
while those relating to short term orientation
are tradition, task achievement, and face
saving.

Indulgence versus Restraint refers to the
manner society members are reacting when
handling their desires and impulses. Indulgent
societies have a greater tendency towards
gratification, while the restraint societies tend
to ignore and even condemn their desires.
The importance of culture when implementing
Lean principles in an enterprise comes from
various perspectives, such as:

As Hofstede’s studies demonstrate, the
cultural differences between countries are
significant and they are manifesting including
in enterprises and other organizations.

Lean concept focuses on all important
processes within an enterprise, while
modifying fixed structures and emphasizing
the importance of changing perception. The
perception and the approach towards change
are deeply rooted in a nation’s culture.

Lean concept requires also the deployment of
a Lean culture within the enterprise, which
can take place only if the cultural features of
the enterprise’s members are being
considered.
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Cultural differences between
Romania and Germany
The aforementioned cultural analysis instrument
proposed by Geert Hofstede allows for comparison
between two countries with the aim of identifying
the cultural differences. Figure 1 depicts the
cultural differences between Romania and
Germany on the basis of the six cultural dimensions
according to Hofstede’s methodology (Hofstede
and Hofstede, 2005).
In 2005, a study was performed in Romania, which
had the purpose of verifying the hypothesis and
results of Geert Hofstede with regards to the
Romanian cultural dimensions (Luca, 2005). With
few differences, the study had drawn the same
conclusions about Romania as those of Geert
Hofstede. This is discussed bellow and compared
with the results for Germany in terms of same
cultural dimensions according to Hofstede’s
methodology.
In terms of power distance, Romania’s high score
indicates that the employees working within
enterprises prefer a positive relationship with upper
management, even if this means hiding problems
which could have a negative feedback from
management. They prefer and accept an
authoritative leader, while the decisions are being
taken by upper management and communicated to
the subordinates. The employees are acting on the
premises that the enterprise’s objectives are to be
handled exclusively at management level, while
their responsibility is limited to job description.
Unlike Romania, Germany’s score is relatively
lower showing that the employees expect and
support a participative management style, where
they are being asked to be part of the decision
making process.
Further interpreting the indexes illustrated in Figure
1, Romania represents a collectivist country, where
employees follow the group rules and consider
work relations subject to morality. Germany, on the
other hand, is an individualist country, where
employees have very close work relations with
fewer colleagues on the basis of preferences and
not constraints. Within organizations, such
differences between Romania and Germany
become visible especially when the two culture
members need to communicate for a common goal.
There are numerous communication differences
between the two countries which need to be
surmounted, such as communication style,
approach and ways of transmitting the information.
In terms of masculinity/femininity, once more the
two countries show different behavior. While
Romania is a relatively feminine country, where
employees within enterprises tend to solve conflicts
through mediation and compromise with the aim of
getting a unanimously accepted solution, Germany
is a more masculine country, where enterprises are
characterized by employees more able to make
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decisions and more responsible, thus showing more
performance.
According to Hofstede’s afore mentioned study, the
uncertainty avoidance level is higher in Romania
than in Germany. The aforementioned Romanian
study, positions Romania at a score close to that of
Germany. This indicates that both countries have a
tendency to avoid the unknown and to be guided by
generally-accepted rules and believes. At
enterprises level, this translates into a higher
resistance to new concepts or ideas, a more intense
need to be informed prior to the initiation of a new
activity, a bigger urge to get integrated into
structures.
The long term orientation is a value characterizing
Germany much more than Romania. While in
German enterprises this translates into a higher
perseverance in achieving the objectives and in a
bigger investment in the future starting from
present, in Romanian enterprises the short term
decisions are more preferred, while being
orientated more into the past than the present and
the future.
In terms of indulgence versus restraint, Germany
shows a higher score than Romania, yet both
countries scoring the lowest values when compared
with the other cultural dimensions. Germany is thus
indulgent in terms of employees’ gratification and
their desire to be reworded for their work, while
Romania is more restrained, being more cynical
and less orientated towards employees satisfaction.
Significance of results for the implementation of
Lean concept in Romania
Analyzing the cultural dimensions and the
problems they pose always represents a beneficial
tool for management, policy and marketing
strategies formulation (Neculăesei and Tătăruşanu,
2008). As indicated in Table 1, the generic issues
identified as being problematic for the
implementation of the Lean concept are actually a
manifestation of the aforementioned cultural
dimensions, thus being directly linked to it.
4. Discussion
The identified problems, such as paying attention
only to the Lean tools and not the entire Lean
Concept can be justified by a greater power
distance between the employees and management.
The employees are accustomed to being delegated
assignments without questioning the decisions of
the management team. There is a risk that
employees do not report an indentified problem in
order not to undermine the authority and
competence of their superior. Similarly, short term
orientation creates the premises for the employees
having Lean education to prefer not to complicate a
specific situation due to a wider perspective over
the Lean methods. Aiming at obtaining fast results,
the employees are focusing strictly on using the

conventional Lean instruments, hoping that they
will work in a specific case as it happened in the
case of other enterprises. The Lean methodology is
being implemented within Toyota enterprise for
over 40 years, yet the people responsible for this
process consider that the implementation process is
still unfolding. Such approach cannot be efficient
for an enterprise wanting short term results.
Hoping to achieve quick results can be explained
by the short term orientation, uncertainty avoidance
and restraint. The employees are being directed to
achieve substantial results in short term. As such,
important steps are being over-passed, such as
ensuring the support of the management team,
analyzing all processes within the enterprise or
employees training. Furthermore, restraint can
determine the orientation for quick results, without
the desire for long term achievements and
satisfaction.
Imitating and copying the practices of others can
represent a manifestation of power distance,
collectivism, femininity and uncertainty avoidance.
The employees are content to utilize methods
validated within other enterprises, disregarding the
potential differences. Successful implementation of
the Lean concept especially requires adapting Lean
to the specific type of company, domain, activity,
employees, economic situation, strategy and
objectives. Usually, the enterprise’s management
team forces conventional methods, while the
employees coming from collectivism characterized
cultures tend to follow the instructions without too
much understanding of the issue. Fear of
approaching new directions represents another
issue explaining why enterprises prefer to follow
already validated ideas with the hope of benefiting
from the same success. The misconceived approach
in this case is that success is the output of utilizing
a certain instrument which should work the second
time, as long as it did the first time around.
Mastering the superficial knowledge without
understanding the essence of Lean production
occurs when management teams operating in
structures with great power distance are not willing
to view their employees as partners in
implementing the Lean system. When the
management team has all the expertise, but does
not involve, consult or exploit the experience of the
employees facing the targeted changes, a core
element of the Lean principle is being omitted:
each employee contributes to change, while change
is affecting everyone. Furthermore, short term
orientation and time pressure are hampering an indepth understanding and a comprehensive analysis
of Lean concept.
Therefore,
the
problems
regarding
the
implementation of Lean concept do not occur
exclusively in enterprises from China; such
problems can manifest to a certain degree in
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enterprises from countries such as Romania or
Germany.
Considering Romania’s generic cultural profile, it
can be summarized that all four above problems
concerning the implementation of Lean can occur
within Romanian enterprises. Unlike Romania,
Germany’s cultural profile indicates that German
enterprises are not as exposed to indiscriminately
imitating and copying the practices of others due to
the fact that it represents a society characterized by
masculinity and individualism. Nevertheless, the
other three types of problems can occur also within
the German enterprises.
Implementing the Lean concept within German
origin multinational enterprises operating in
Romania can bring significant benefits in terms of
process optimization, turnover increase and
employees satisfaction. The analysis performed in
present paper indicates towards the fact that the
problems identified in literature regarding the
implementation of the Lean process can also affect
the multinational enterprises operating in Romania.
Moreover, when referring such multinational
corporations, the strategy, concepts and processes
are generated and transferred from the main
headquarters, e.g. Germany, to the local operating
market, e.g. Romania. This further creates
interferences within the cultural dimensions
interferences.
Apart from the aforementioned four problems
regarding the implementation of Lean concept,
present paper further proposes another essential
issue to be considered, i.e. the omission of
analyzing the cultural dimension of an enterprise,
implicitly of the society where said enterprise
operates. Well-known studies have shown that
there are numerous examples where the time being
saved before implementing Lean system, e.g.
omitting analysis and preparatory steps, is being
wasted afterwards for correcting, optimizing and
communicating the new process being under
implementation. Such approach can cause
employees discontent as a result of not being
informed, trained and properly included in the
process or as a result of them not supporting the
concept and even sabotaging it. One of the central
issues that should be considered when
implementing Lean concept within multinational
enterprises is the way the concept is being
communicated and introduced from an intercultural
perspective.
The biggest challenge when performing a cultural
analysis is always the fact that the analyst himself
is part of a certain culture and cannot fully analyze
in an objective manner without being influenced by
its own culture. Notwithstanding, “the best defense
against ethnocentrism is an awareness of the
tendency towards ethnocentrism” (Müller, 1996).
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Table No. 1
Lean implementation problems and cultural dimensions
Lean implementation problems
Cultural dimensions
Paying attention only to lean tools
Hoping to achieve quick results
Indiscriminately imitating and copying the
practices of others
Mastering the superficial knowledge without
understanding the essence of lean production

Power distance
Short term orientation
Short term orientation
Uncertainty avoidance
Restraint
Power distance
Collectivism
Femininity
Uncertainty avoidance
Power distance
Short term orientation
Restraint

Figure No.1 Cultural comparison: Romania and Germany. Source: Hofstede and Hofstede (2005), The Hofstede
Centre (2015)
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Introduction
In an over simplistic and general way
history deals with the past or with past events. We
have our sources and their interpretations
throughout the ages. Although we are used to the
expression that appears in various forms, of which
one is that if one does not learn from history, one is
doomed to repeat it, history has a practical side to
it. It offers precedents to countless problems and
situations that today’s culture is facing. Of course
that there is a matter of context, but the principles
behind the actions are close or even identical to the
principles that lie behind contemporary issues.
Throughout the ages various scholars and
specialists from both humanistic and technical
circles tried to understand, explain and offer
solutions to the problems that confronted their
contemporaries. Most appealed regularly to past
events, found in writings, in order to prove their
arguments and offer an informed solution to current
problems. This issue of problem solving is as actual
as ever. Humanity is constantly faced with real life
threatening situations that demand quick answers.
The easiest way to offer such answers is to find
what others din elsewhere or throughout history.
This paper aims to present the 14 joining
principles that Jeremiah Burroughs (1599-1646), a
puritan scholar and preacher, described in his work
Irenicum, To the Lovers of Truth and Peace,
described in order to help the Christian parties of
his time to work in unity, in spite of their
theological diversity. In other words, Jeremiah
Burroughs argues that unity in diversity is possible
and desirable. The purpose of such unity is to
create a peaceful and respectful environment in
which each individual, Christian or non-Christian,
could live in peace, in spite of obvious and
acknowledged differences in opinions. Even if his
book was written in the religious context of midseventeenth century denominational variety, as well
as a result of the debates within the Westminster
Assembly, the question is whether his 14 joining
principles apply today to modern issues in various
fields. This paper argues that these principles can
help in today’s problems. Furthermore, Burroughs’
principles constitute themselves as useful tools to
aid future problems and inter-human relationships.
His writings may be almost 400 years old, but the
underlying teachings in his principles are valid for
any generation or historical era.
The principles that Burroughs presents in
his book are not left to the whims of human nature.
Instead he anchors them into the never changing
character of God. These principles are lived out by
the Christians in relation with those who have the
same theological perspective, as well as Christians
of other denominations, (Burroughs, 1653, p. 254)
but also with non-Christians. Burroughs argues that
these principles will have an effect only when
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anchored in the Person of God, not in man’s
person.(Burroughs, 1653, p. 256)
The “joining principles” is the first of five
sections that are organized in the last part of the
book. The other sections are “joining
considerations”,
“joining
graces”,
“joining
practices” and an “exhortation”. This article
focuses on the first part, the “joining principles”.
The theory behind these principles is that if they
are lived out by the members of churches or the
members of society, the development of healthy
interhuman relations will be facilitated at a greater
speed. The principles are basic truths that underlie
the argumentation of Burroughs, and he believes
that in order to achieve unity in diversity these
principles must be applied.
Burroughs is not an ecumenist, nor is he a
pacifist. First, he is not an ecumenist because he
does not believe that unity is based on a single
theological system. He does not argue that those
who believe differently from him should renounce
their faith and accept his. The opposite is true. He
does believe that there are differences between
people, both religious as well as social, but he
argues that these differences do not represent a
cause for division and hatred. In fact, people should
acknowledge that these differences exist, and they
should not be the reason for division. He does
believe in dialog, as well as in a sustained effort to
work together at fundamental issues that face
society. Second, he is not a pacifist because he
argues in favor of war, provided it leads to peace,
or if a war is aimed not to conquer, but to secure
peace. This does not mean that he agrees with any
kind of war, because he does admit that no war is a
good war, but as a worst case scenario, if war does
happen it should only happen with the specific
purpose of securing peace. Therefore, if Burroughs
is not an ecumenist, nor a pacifist, what is he? He is
an irenicist. He joins a select group of religious
scholars who wrote books with the title Irenicum,
and they all argued in favor of various ways of
obtaining peace between people, but not at the cost
of religious abandonment or religious theological
unity. Instead peace and unity can be achieved by
following a set of principles that lead, inevitably, to
a better relationship between people with differing
perspectives on various subjects.
The first principle: in the midst of all
differences of judgment and weaknesses of the
Saints it is not impossible, but that they may live
in peace and love together
Burroughs’first principle states that in
every-day life people have differences, not only of
opinion, but also negative differences, as
weaknesses. People constantly try to impose their
opinions on others. (Edward Stillingfleet, 1842, p.
xiv)As mentioned before, Burroughs is referring in
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his book to relations between Christians, and their
connection to the world outside the church.
However, this principle helps to better understand
the fact that the Church is not a perfect society of
people, but rather a society that strives to live up to
certain principles. The biblical Christian message is
that the believers must strive to become more like
Jesus Christ, through faith in God that is
materialized in good deeds towards fellow
Christians, and non-Christians. Burroughs offers a
recipe for healing human relations through an
appeal to reason and the heart.(Burroughs, 1653, p.
254)
Humans are not perfect, and their
relationship with God is faulty. Burroughs argues
that if that is true, than our relationships are
polluted too. However, one of the first warnings is
that people must renounce a preconception that
says that if people differ in judgment and practice,
here in matters of religion, there must necessarily
be hatred and division. Historically church division
were not caused by pure theological differences,
but by pride and lack genuine Christian
love.(Burroughs, 1653, p. 255)However difficult it
might seem, the Christian religion, in spite of the
commands is an easy, simple thing. (Edward
Stillingfleet, 1842, p. 95)
Burroughs does not say that Christians
should denounce their religious and theological
identity, but rather by knowing it better, to work
with others in the true and deep matters of
Christianity and society.(Edward Stillingfleet,
1842, p. 157) He does argue for an implication in
the world, but not through hate and bigotries, but
though a genuine understanding of what
Christianity is meant to be and do.(Burroughs,
1653, p. 255)
During this argumentation, Burroughs
refers to a Latin and Greek saying which he
translates by “variety of opinions and unity of those
who hold them, may stand together”. After this
saying he reminds his readers that there have been
countless attempts to unite differing opinions, and
these failed. Humans simply cannot all think in the
exact same way. The solution is clearly not war, or
any kind of violence. At times war is inevitable.
(Forbes &Selwyn, 1923, p. 98) However,
Burroughs argues that it might have started from
the wrong end. This means that as humans, if one
way doesn’t work, maybe we should find another
way. The greater good, in Burroughs’ perspective
is not an annulment of human individual identity,
but the creation of an environment in which all
humanity can flourish, in spite of the obvious
differences.in order to prove his point, Burroughs
makes
two
references
to
historical
events.(Burroughs, 1653, p. 255) The first is the
attempt of Emperor Constantine the Great to
reconcile Arius and Alexander and the second is
attitude of the Protestants at the Marburg Colloquy,

at the end of which they admitted they had different
theological perspectives regarding the real presence
of Christ in the Supper, but that is no reason for
canceling genuine brotherly love. In the ending of
the first principle Burroughs quotes Ephesians
4:11-12, in order to show that one day – he does
not say when, presumably in the after-life – the
believers will become perfect, and there will be no
need for preaching and any kind of
ministry.(Burroughs, 1653, p. 255)
Burrroughs’ first principle explains that
fellow people must be aware of their differences of
opinion, but also they must work for their unity in
understanding and love. If this principle is applied,
people will keep to their cultural, theological,
religious and artistic identities, without imposing
on one another a certain view that would cancel
such helpful and colorful diversity.
The second principle: that shall never
be got by strife, that may be had by love and
peace
Humanity has been seeking wealth in
various ways, either by legitimate gains, or by
illegal means. We also tried to conquer or wage
war against enemies for various reasons, but one
major reason was the desire to gain wealth. Wars
are bitter ways to assure the wealth of a society,
while the defeated were either killed, left for dead
or brought down into poverty. Burroughs looks at
the use of strife and argues that those who strive
and contend should only do so as a last resort and
only when there is no other way. This is one of the
arguments
against
Burroughs’
pacifism.
(Burroughs, 1653, p. 256)
Burroughs does speak about a person’s
inner desires, presumably they are not evil or
sinful. In spite of this Burroughs almost commands
people to try every possible way to gain their desire
by peace, not by strife, even if it takes a hundred
trials. Burroughs argues that this principle will
benefit the churches, the communities, the towns
and the families. This is the practical side of his
argument. He sees beyond the limit of the church
when he argues for his principles. Even if they
seem to apply only to church life, they also have a
practical aspect that can help society as a whole.
(Burroughs, 1653, p. 257)
In the church, according to the text in 1
Corinthians, the faithful have various spiritual gifts.
Some have more than others, some are more
important than the others. The purpose of these
spiritual gifts is the benefit of the other. This means
that if a believer has a spiritual gift, the only
righteous and correct way of living it out is to
invest in one’s neighbor. If these gifts are used for
personal gain, than it invalidates the command of
Scripture. For all these there is judgment.
Burroughs argues that if personal gain is pursued,
there is no place for love, and this is the only
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ingredient that can lead to unity. The way of love is
the engaging of hearts. Rules can set a frame for
human interactions which can lead to wealth or
control, however the best way, according to
Burroughs, is to achieve everything through love.
(Burroughs, 1653, p. 257) This kind of love is not a
superficial feeling, but an informed one. It grows
out of conviction and a knowledge of values.
The third principle: it is better to do
good, than to receive good
Burroughs starts this argument by setting
the stage of who is doing good and who is
receiving it. The true good can only be done by
God, His angels and the saints, but all the other
creatures can only receive their good. Being a
puritan, Burroughs believed that all believers are
saints. Such an idea would have to be an
encouragement for any believer because doing
good would be considered as an act of pure love.
He also believes that if one does good, regardless
whether that good is received or not, there will be a
desire to do more good. However, good deeds for
their own sake are worth nothing. The logic is
similar to the previous principle, meaning that
goodness has to come from conviction and a good
conscience. The love of one’s neighbor should
generate genuine, lively desire to do good on every
occasion.(Forbes &Selwyn, 1923, p. 106)God’s
love increases the more goodness He pours into His
creation. According to Burroughs people should
see God as a benefactor, not as an avenging judge,
although He is also a judge. God’s love towards
His creation is not infatuated be genuinely
concerned for the good of all. (Burroughs, 1653, p.
259) The fact that there is injustice in the world is
not explained by Burroughs. However, in the light
of puritan theology, all evil is the result of sin, not
the action of a vengeful God.
Burroughs presents the practical side of
this principle by appealing to imagination, but
inspired from real life. He says that genuine love
for one’s neighbor is manifested in the same way as
a man who saves a child from the dung hill or from
alms house, and makes the child the heir. The love
of the master is increasing towards the child also
because the child is now raised by the master. He
can pour his love into the life of the child, in the
same way that humans should pour their love into
one another. If humans only do good out of a desire
for greatness, the value of their deeds is
diminished, the impact will not be as secure and as
fulfilling as when the goodness is done out of
conviction. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 259)
The fourth principle: the good of other
men is my good as well as theirs
In the Protestant church the believers are
considered the body of Christ. Each has a place and
a purpose, and none is more important than the
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other. The entire body suffers if one believer
suffers and the entire body rejoices if the believer
rejoices. This kind of communion(Irenicum, 1775,
p. 60) should provide the church with a sufficient
argument in order to pursue peace and unity in
genuine brotherly love.(Irenicum, 1775, p. 152)
Burroughs acknowledges that there is visible body
of Christ, visible in the sense that it is constituted
by the believers. In such a context Burroughs
argues that if one believer enjoys a goodness, the
entire body enjoys the same goodness. The
believers should do good because that good is for
the benefit of the entire body. (Burroughs, 1653, p.
260)
The biblical passage Burroughs turns to is
1 Corinthians 3:22, based on which he argues that
the Church community should never divide over
the preachers or the pastors, instead it should keep
to the teachings of the apostles, because they are
inspired by God. This is not blind faith, nor is it
obscurantism. It is a practical faith, manifested
through love.(Tennent, 1749, p. 130) The term love
is fundamental for Burroughs because it involves
an element of care and long suffering for all who
seek the good of the other. A common
misconception that Burroughs identifies is that
people believe the good of the neighbor is
necessarily evil for them. The result is that such a
man will either try to take the other’s good by
force, or act in such a way that the man who has the
good will not enjoy it. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 260)
The solution that Burroughs presents is
that those who want to do good should work
together in order to change the context they live
in.(Burroughs, 1653, p. 260) At a much greater
scale the change is to be done in the social,
economic, political and religious environment. All
these can be changed not by a certain church, but
by the believers of all Christian denominations.
Such a change will result in a system
rearrangement that will also change the educational
system. The future generations will learn in a
natural, unforced, and well informed way that
doing good will also benefit oneself, as well as
others.
The fifth principle: my good is more in
the public than in the myself
This is a sensitive issue because in spite of
the interconnections of people via the internet and
the social networks, there is still a sense of egotistic
individuality, a strong sense of hedonistic gains,
and a blatant disregard for one’s neighbor.
Burroughs did not have the social media or the
social networks, but egotistic personal gain and
seclusion was an issue of his time as well. He
argues in favor of a simple idea: all tensions among
Christians, as well the contentions with the nonChristians would simply vanish(Tennent, 1749, p.
74), if our spirits were more public, or people
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oriented. In fact, it is not easy to be public. If
people were secluded in Burroughs’ time, they will
surely be cautious with their actions in a society
that is extremely visible and recorded. Burroughs
expects sacrifice and involvement on the part of the
Christians. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 261)
However, he does not disregard the grand
gestures of those that never had his faith. He
exemplifies with the gesture of Paulus Aemilius
who shouted at the death of his children that the
judgments of the gods should befall him, rather
than the commonwealth. This example is relevant
to prove that the earthly church is not perfect, but it
should be made up of people who try to perfect
themselves not for a purely selfish gain, but mainly
for the good of the others. Burroughs is sickened,
he writes, by the seclusion and non-involvement of
some Christians. Being involved in the needs of the
world, or even the needs of the local community
would create an environment that generates
healthier human relationships. An involved group
of people who do good not for goods sake, but for
the good of other fellow men, can raise a
generation almost naturally inclined towards the
needs of others. Cohabitation, collaboration and
care, argues Burroughs, could severely limit evil
and contentions. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 261)
The sixth principle: what would I have
others do to me, that will I endeavor to do to
them
Communion and human bonding require
harmony in the relationship. Disruption can be
caused by various factors, but the fellowship can be
restored at any time. Burroughs identifies this
principle as a means to join in the life of the other.
When one suffers, the other shares the suffering,
when one rejoices, the other rejoices as well. This
ideas was presented above, but in this context it
gains a new facet. As humans we have expectations
from others and we impose our will onto them.
Here lies the problem that Burroughs mentions: if
people want to be treated well, they must treat
others as such. The must be an example of unity
that Christians can relate to, namely the unity
within God. (Johnson, 1847, p. 354)The same
problem mentioned before appears here, as well:
what if someone does good and receives evil?
Burroughs does not answer such a question, but the
idea behind the principle is that there is a
community of fellowship that can protect, at times,
and further a noble cause and a certain healthy
behavioral pattern, such as caring for others.
(Burroughs, 1653, p. 261)
The principle has a judicial side to it.
Burroughs argues that it is a law of justice, which
has peace as a direct result. Such a principle would
require a constant search for the value of the
neighbor. It is not a simple search, but one invested
in praising the true nature of goodness.(Beveridge,

1842, p. 237) There are times when a single good
word can make the difference between joy and
sadness, if not worse. In the case of Burroughs, the
example he gives from a sermon of Chrysostome
has another facet. This principle is usually applied
to the things such as praising. However, there is an
aspect that can be overlooked. He argues that if
someone cannot take criticism, he or she should not
criticize others. He does not tell his readers to
correct this flaw of not being able to take criticism.
Instead he argues in favor of not expressing the
thing one hates onto others. It is the same with
deception, for example. He argues that someone
hates to be deceived, he or she should not deceive
others. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 262)
The practical side of this argument is that
it can be applied to any human interaction level.
There is no limit to what context it can be lived out.
It can be put into practice by CEO’s and janitors,
by drivers and pedestrians, by presidents and other
political representatives. It is of such universal
value that if people were to live according to it, a
great deal of tensions would be canceled. It does
not solve all the problems, but it constitutes itself as
principle that can be applied, and the only obstacle
in applying it is will.
The seventh principle: it is as great an
honor to have my by yielding, as by overcoming
This principle is perhaps the most difficult
to apply. Burroughs describes the natural, but not
normal, reaction that most people have when
wronged, as a result of anger: revenge or getting
even for an evil suffered.(Barrow, 1859, p. 195)
Burroughs argues that if someone was truly
wronged, the best way to become better than the
man that wronged you is by forgiveness. This
principle is not so much about the other, or control
over one’s enemy, as it is about self-control. The
principle is best understood only relationally. It has
a wide application, but the excuses against
forgiveness can be countless. The problem faced by
the wronged man is that there must be some justice
at one point. The justice, in this case, is at the level
of the individual. Forgiveness, honest and true, not
simple words that are part of a plan of revenge, can
make the other angrier, besides the fact that it
makes the one who was wronged untouchable.
Sometimes,
though,
there
is
need
of
excommunication from the church, as there is need
for imprisonment for wrongdoing. None of the two
cancel forgiveness. (Thorndike, 1844, p. 832)The
act of forgiveness cancels a great deal of evil, but
making the opponent incapable of reaction. Hatred
is fuelled also by wrong reactions towards others.
Strife is desired more than peace. And in this case,
forgiveness can be most difficult expression of love
and self-control anyone can exhibit. (Burroughs,
1653, p. 262)
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The practical aspect of this principle is that
applying it to the everyday events that can
degenerate in contention and strife, a great deal
could be disarmed. Coworkers and employers,
school children and faculty, are just a couple of
examples where such a deep reaction of genuine
forgiveness can generate an environment of peace
and collaboration that would benefit us more than
the lack of it.
The eighth principle: I will never
meddle with any strife, but that which shall have
peace to the end of it
This the shortest argument of Burroughs.
It refers to war. This is a delicate mater, but it
shows that Burroughs was not a pacifist. He
justifies war only if the end is peace. The difference
between this idea and the countless wars waged in
the name of this idea, is that Burroughs lays a great
burden on the shoulders of leaders. First they
should seek peace to the uttermost extreme. War
should never be the fastest or the easiest way to
solve the problems between nations, or within
one’s country.(Ben Salmon, 1921, p. 104)
Burroughs argues that there is no good war, in spite
of any justification one might bring in favor of it.
However, there is, says Burroughs, only one true
justification for war: if it aims at peace.
(Burroughs, 1653, p. 263) The way this principle
has been abused over the millennia is proven by the
countless descriptions of wars and the reasons that
started them. Burroughs refers to the club of
Hercules that was made out of olive tree wood, a
symbol of peace. In trying to deal with war, and the
horrors of it, it is almost impossible to understand
how a man of God can argue in favor of war.
The ninth principle: no man shall be my
enemy, that is not more his own then mine, more
the enemy of god than mine
This principle can be controversial, and
could even be used as an excuse for strife and
contentions. Burroughs believes there are various
forms of offenses. The first one is the case of a man
who wrongs someone else through weakness. This
means that he does something involuntarily, not
willfully, but rather as a reaction. In this case,
argues, Burroughs, such a man is not an enemy to
him who was wronged, nor to himself. Such a men
should be understood and helped to get in control
of his reactions. There is no need for any kind of
punishment.(Hinton, 1864, p. 10) This kind of
offence brings more inner distress to the one who
offended, than to the one who was offended. Even
if the one who was offended suffered some loss, it
is not as big, or as important as the suffering of the
offender. There should be no cause for worrying or
revenge. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 263)
Burroughs describes another situation
which is far worse than the first one. In this case,
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Burroughs says that if someone is offends willingly
and on purpose, the real enemy is not the one
offended, but the one who offends. This kind of
reaction, in Christianity, has a deeper meaning,
because it places the offender face to face with
God’s anger. The offender is not only his own
enemy, but the enemy of God, as well. This is not
an image for peace, but God is just and this means
that He will protect the spiritual status of the
believers. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 263) This principle
may not be adopted by nonbelievers, but there is no
hindrance to behave in a forgiving way towards the
offenders.
The practical application of this principle
is reacting justly, but in love towards the offender,
specifically because if no one corrects the
wrongdoing, it will be repeated.
Burroughs does not argue in favor of a
non-reactive pacifism.(Priestley&Rutt, 1817, p.
328) Instead he believes that the offended should
correct the offender, but in a correct, wise and
loving way. That means understanding that the
offender is one’s own worst enemy. The love must
stem from the conviction that the offender is a
valuable human being. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 263)
The tenth principle: I had rather suffer
the greatest evil, than do the least
Of all the principles this might present
itself as the most difficult to implement. If
conscious and honest forgiveness is difficult, a
conscious desire to suffer the greatest evil, without
taking any measure to counteract the evil is defined
by Burroughs as madness. One of the advice is not
to care what others say. Burroughs argues that the
opinions of other must be taken into account, but
one must not be defined by such opinions. Not
taking heed to what others say can be egocentrism.
Burroughs believes that if someone inflicts
suffering and the reaction is of the same kind, the
offended will now have a new enemy, oneself. This
is what the offended must avoid at all costs. The
relationship between people is to be kept in perfect
order and balance. Lack of unity can create
persecution, for example, and with it great
suffering. (James DabneyMcCabe, 1874, p. 322)
The power or the capacity to react properly is
within the control of the offended. Burroughs ends
this short principle by arguing that no man on earth
can force someone to sin, except by their own
volition. With this idea, Burroughs believes that
each individual is responsible for their own actions,
no one else can be blamed. (Burroughs, 1653, p.
264)
The eleventh principle: I will labor to do
good to all, but provoke none
In contemporary society people are much
more exposed to various cultures, trends, and
specific behaviors found in certain parts of the
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world. This kind of experience provides the basic
understanding that we are all different and we share
the same planet. When Burroughs wrote his book,
in 1646, the geographical knowledge was not that
which is today, neither was the knowledge about
the variety of cultures that exist on earth.
Burroughs’ principle applies, in the same way the
other principles do, to the relationship within the
church, as well as outside. Burroughs believes that
the balance in society is determined by the
relationship within families. He argues that if a
father, as the head of the household, can relate
properly to his children, and the relation is
reciprocated by the children, that man will have
more influence and will impose respect in his
friends, neighbors and even the superiors. (Mozley,
1892, p. 214)This kind of respect is earned, not
imposed. In such a relationship care for one
another’s wellbeing will become a priority. This
means that the good of one’s neighbor will be a
priority and people will not provoke a willful evil
towards anybody else. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 264)
The twelfth principle: peace with all
men it is good, but with God and my own
conscience it is necessary
A good relationship does not start from
outside, but from within. A great many people can
come and teach us throughout our lives, but only if
we decide to live the taught principles, do we begin
to change. For Burroughs the goodness of any man
begins with and in God, while the conviction to live
out a good, loving and caring life for our fellow
men must be a consequence of adopting the
Biblical principles of love and care. If people have
inner peace, born out of a rational and emotional
process of inner development, can only flow to the
outside as goodness towards any man. This is point
that Burroughs makes clear. A good man will
spread goodness towards any man, even if that man
will be evil or will try to do evil. The satisfaction of
doing good will cancel any hatred or long lasting
offence.(Thomas Paine, 1859, p. 153)Such a man is
like a river pouring out constantly, as a cleansing
process. Even afflictions and troubles will be
resolved much faster and easier. (Burroughs, 1653,
p. 265)
This principle is applicable to everyday
life, and it should be applied as such, because it
requires a constant shaping of one’s personality and
the conscious effort to life in peace and goodness
towards one’s neighbors.
The thirteenth principle: if I must need
erre, considering what our condition is here in
this world, I will rather erre by too much
gentleness and mildness, then by too much
rigour and severity
All people make mistakes, and Burroughs
argues that this is not something new or inevitable.

However, the way people react to others is what
makes the difference between a good relationship
and a bad one. Burroughs mentions the fact that
there are two types of people: the rigorous and the
lenient. The rigorous believe that they are behaving
correctly and that God is rigorous just like them,
only better, and that he is of sour spirit, just like
them. The lenient this the same way about God, but
in accordance to their way of being. Burroughs
believes that God is both, and more, because there
is love and hatred in Him, but not in the way people
are evil and loving.(Thomas Scott, n.d., p. 286)In
spite of this, Burroughs argues in favor of a God
who works with His children in governing the
church. This happens in spite of people’s
shortcomings. In other words, if God is good and
gentle with the believers, the believers should be
good and gentle with all people. This is because the
church is not outside the world, but lives in the
world. The goodness must be professed and lived
out. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 265)
Being good and kind is not a sign of
superficiality or a weak and shallow mind, but the
mark of a mature mind and an experienced soul.
Living out such a behavior is not impossible or
difficult. It only requires the conscious exercise of
the will.
The fourteenth principle: peace is never
bought too dear, but by sin and baseness
This last principle is focused mainly on the
wounds of the body and the wounds of the soul.
Burroughs gives the example of Emperor Trajan
who used to bind the wounds of his soldiers with
his own clothes. Burroughs believes that we should
take good care of soldiers, who suffer greatly to
keep us safe, but these are not the only wounds that
need healing. He argues that the wounds caused by
divisions within the church and society are just as
bad. These might cost us greatly, but the price paid
for their healing is smaller than the price paid for
leaving them open and unattended. There should be
a constant care for the problems that society faces.
(Harington, 185AD, p. 193)Answers can come
from various fields of inquiry, but for Burroughs
the answers are provided by theology. In his case,
theology is not to be used only for the church, but
also for the world. (Burroughs, 1653, p. 266)
Burroughs makes an interesting remark
when he writes that we may give peace to buy
truth, but we may not give truth to buy peace.
Peace is based on truth, and peace is not always
what it should be. Only the peace that is a direct
consequence of truth can last and mend the wounds
of bad relationships. (Burroughs, 1653, pp. 266–
267)The Christians and non-Christians cannot be
base in pursuing truth and peace,(George Bull (bp.
of St. David’s. ), n.d., p. 236) because these are the
elements that can assure unity in diversity, and
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healthy collaborations and interactions in a world
of colorful and diverse minds and personalities.
Conclusion
Human beings are diverse and in spite of
their diversity they can come together in
relationships and at their work place. The way they
unite in their diversity is manifold, and the advice
can come from various fields of expertise. In this
paper the attempt was to prove that old ideas are
relevant and useful, even applicable to modern day
problems. The 14 joining principles of Jeremiah
Burroughs prove this point by appealing not to
some external factor for unity, but to the inner
being of every man. Burroughs is a puritan
theologian, so he has a specific theological identity.
However, his principles manage to go beyond any
theological barriers, as well as social, political or
economic one. His principles are like the
foundation on which all the interactions in various
fields are built.
In order to live in peace and unity there is
an existential need and desire to connect to others.
Some connect in a positive, others in a negative
way. Having considered this, a good relationship
depends on what principles a person or a group will
adopt. Burroughs believes that his principles, once
adopted and spread, can become the healing factor
for unity in diversity.
Unity, fellowship, collaboration, love,
care, and valor, Burroughs’ principles apply in,
apparently, any historical context .the main issues
with his works is that they are almost four centuries
old, they are partly or completely unknown. This
books might fall under the suspicion that they are
useless because they are old. In order to stay united
and develop our humanness, we have to explore
and know the past. Books such as his do not only
depict ancient times, but offer theoretical
arguments that have practical application in real
life relationships.
His arguments and principles may not be
taken into consideration by non-Christians, or nontheologians,
but
that
would
prove
counterproductive, because Burroughs himself uses
various examples from older books, even ancient
literature to prove his points. This, together with
the way he builds his arguments, prove that the
principles are easily applicable to non-ecclesiastical
environment. This makes his work universally
acceptable and easy to implement
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Abstract
The financial crisis has caused huge problems in the European financial systems, problems whose solutions
often involved the use of public money. In this way the lesser evil was chosen, namely the accumulation of
public debt and the emergence of possible situations of moral hazard, as opposed to the negative effects of a
major economic and financial disaster. In such circumstances, the need for a new framework for financial
stability, this time at an European level, similar in some respects to that of the monetary policy, is fully
justified. This paper proposes a critical and applied analysis of the main changes implemented in the
European framework of regulation and financial stability, in response to the recent crisis.
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1. Introduction
Financial stability is a priority to be pursued by any
economic model. A sound financial system has the
potential to do much good in an economy,offering
holders of economic resources the possibility to
invest themsafely and offering potential
entrepreneurs easy access to finance and thus to the
resources needed to create new jobs and wealth. At
the same time, a financial system vulnerable to
lowest economic fluctuations of any kind,
including of external nature, creates many negative
effects on an economy by preventing access to
needed finance and has even the potential to block
the natural course of economic activities and create
a state of general panic. For this reason, authorities
around the world pay a great importance to the
financial systems in which they operate, and this
translates by a more careful regulation and
supervision than in other economic sectors. The
extent to which the state should be involved in the
private financial activity and the extentit should to
let the markets decide alone is a very debated issue
both in economic science and in the political and
civil society.
Firs of all we must clearly define what we mean by
financial system. In principle, the financial system
represents all institutions, public or private, whose
work involves financial intermediation in all its
forms. These include banks, non-bank financial
institutions, insurance companies, investment
funds, pensionfunds and the authorities governing
them. The central bank is an actor who has a
special role by the fact that although it can be in
some cases a very active player in the financial
markets, its main objectiveis not profit, but to
ensure and maintain price stability. In many states,
including the Eurozone and Romania, the central
bank has supervisory functions of commercial
banks in those economy, thus having an equally
important role in maintaining financial stability.
The financial crisis has shown how vulnerable all
financial systems are and how difficult it can be to
stabilize them, trust being the most valuable asset a
financial institutioncan have. The world seems to
be in a consensus that the crisis must determine
significant changes in the mainstream economic
models and, due to the fact that it first erupted in
the financial systems, this sectors represent one of
the areas where these changes should be
implemented.
Having as a premise the idea of benefits of a
common and freemarket, the European Union is an
economic area slightly atypical in that the fiscal
policy is, for the most part, the responsibility of
each Member State government and the monetary
policy is common in most states (in EuroArea), but
not all. At least until the financial crisis, financial
stability was the responsibility of each individual
Member State, whether it was part of the Eurozone
or not. This last feature seems to be one of the main
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changes proposed as long-term solutions by
European policy makers,which translates in
introducing a single supervisory mechanism (SSM)
and creating the European Banking Authority
(EBA).
This paper is divided into four parts and proposes a
critical analysis of the main changes already
introduced or under implementation in the
European financial stability. After the introduction,
the second chapter is dedicated to the presentation
of the main features of the European financial
system, focusing on what in the authors' opinion
generated the crisis or favored its negative effects.
The third chapter proposes an overview of the
proposed and implemented changes at the
European level in order to ensure long-term
financial
stability.
In
addition
to
the
administrativechanges, otherwise important, this
chapter will also presentthe core changesin the
financial accounting and regulation, namely
theBasel III agreements and the changes in
prudential and corporate governance. Chapter four
is dedicated to conclusions.
2. The European financial systems before the
financial crisis
The European Union was created in the early 1990s
by the Treaty of Maastricht and has its roots in a
political and economic idea of the early twentieth
century concerning the advantages of a common
European market that contributes to economic
development and political stability on the European
continent. A common market in the financial sector
caused an intensification of financial flows between
Member States, which led naturally to the idea of
unifying economic policies, especially those
ofmonetary nature. In 1993, the Maastricht Treaty
established and outlined the Eurozone and the
European Central Bank, a project that was
implemented in 1999. In principle, all European
Union countries should join the Eurozoneat some
time, however the Maastricht treaty explicitly
providessome exceptions to this obligation only for
the UK, Denmark and Sweden. However, accession
to Eurozone is up to each Member State. Currently,
the European Union comprises 28 member states,
13 of them joining after 2005 and comprises of 18
Eurozonemembers.
Despite the existence in the Treaty of some
provisions on fiscal and budgetary policies which
Member States should pursue (budget deficit below
3% of GDP and public debt below 60% of GDP),
fiscal policies are left to the discretion of each
government,
almost
all
Member
States
systematically violating these limits in the period
before the 2008 financial crisis. [Huidumac C.,
Popa A. C. (2012). The European crisis and its
consequences. Proceedings of the 6th International
Management
Conference
“Approaches
in
Organizational Management” 15-16 November
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2012, Bucharest. Retrieved from http://conference.
management.ase.ro/archives/2012/pdf/17.pdf.]
Before the crisis,the financial stability was in the
responsibility of each Member State, with only
some small European cooperation mechanisms in
this area through the Committee of European
Banking Supervisors (CEBS). This should have
create concern because the financial stability and
reliability means that household and other
economic operators savings are kept securely in
financial institutions. Basically, the value of money
was ensured by the ECB in the euro area
byproviding and maintaining price stability, but the
safety of those savings were in the responsibility of
each Member State. Another problem stemmed
from this situation and brought with financial crisis
was the thankless situation in which the European
Central Bank was forced to choose between price
stability and financial stability in the short term.
Each Member State of the European Union and the
Eurozone had their own rules regarding the
regulation and supervision of financial systems,
some opting for stricter rules and others for more
deregulation and more lenient capital requirements.
However, the crisis has shown that the main
vulnerability of these countries, but also some for
some outside the Eurozone, was given primarily to
derivatives purchased from international markets
and not from the specific activity carried out within
their economies. At least in the Eurozone, the
financial crisis has led to some redistribution of
resources from the most stronger members in
financial terms to the most vulnerable ones in order
to avoid negative externalities that a widespread
collapse of financial institutions in a particular part
of the Eurozone would be able to create to the
whole area.
Member States outside the Eurozone also had their
own rules and responsibilities in ensuring financial
stability. As not being part of the Eurozone they
didn’t benefit from substantial support from the
ECB or the European Commission, but instead they
could calibrate their monetary and fiscal policy
measures to exit the financial crisisas quickly and
with fewer problems as possible. With the
exception of Great Britain, the main vulnerability
of these states were not the financial instruments
purchased in the US financial markets, but rather
the dependence on external financing which was
massive in the years before the crisis.
One of the ways in which we can analyze the
vulnerabilities of a financial system is by looking to
external risks, i.e. the comparison of external
balance sheet assets and liabilities. Figure 1 below
highlights this gap by analyzing the major
differences between deposits (foreign assets)
abroad of EU Member States outside the euro area
and loans from foreign banks. It is noted that most
of these states had a similar trend: with the EU and
liberalization of capital accounts significant funds

of foreign capitalwere obtained, often beyond the
natural capacity ofeconomies that are still under
developmentto absorb. This money led to an
explosion of prices in real estate assets and the
strong growth in consumption. In most cases, the
loans were granted in foreign currencies to
commercial banks in the respective States thus
creating an additional risk of exposure to exchange
rate variation. Many commercial banks have
preferred to pass on this risk to consumers who
needed credit lines, a situation favored by the
significant differences in monetary policy interest
rates used by countries outside the Eurozone (were
typically higher as this countrieswere still
struggling with inflation). This tendency was strong
in a short span of time between joining the
European Union and the outbreak of the global
financial crisis. The crisis has rapidly changed the
rules and initiated a rapid process of deleveraging
in the developed countries. This is not necessarily a
bad thing because it tends to lead to balance and to
better financial stability, but at the outbreak of this
process, in full crisis, this created serious problems
for governments and monetary authorities in those
economies.
All these issues were highlighted in the financial
crisis of 2008. The first reaction of European states
was to protect their financial systems by all
possible means, primarily by ensuring a sufficient
level of liquidity. The crisis has shown how
important is the confidence of economic actors in
the financial systems. Even if a bank fulfilled the
criteria of solvency and capital requirements
imposed by Basel II agreements, at least at the
beginning of the crisis, liquidity was the indicator
that determined the survival or bankruptcy of a
bank. Most European banks passed through the
financial crisis well despite the fact that many have
turned to public money, in various forms, to
maintain afloat. One country stands out among the
rest as a failure in this regard, and this is Cyprus.
The main banks in Cyprus have failed although the
country is in the Eurozone. Neither the ECB nor the
European Commission or supervisors / regulators
in Cyprus manage to rescue the major
commercialbanks from failureand thereby, the
household savings from being lost. Being an
offshore center, Cyprus has faced additional
problems similar to those of countries outside the
Eurozone and recent joining the EU, but these
proved too big for such a small country. However,
the necessary measures needed to get out of the
crisis and the costs that they have required
prompted the European authorities to substantially
change the economic model for financial stability.
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3. Changes after the financial crisis
The global financial crisis of 2008 caused major
changes to financial systems worldwide, not just
those in Europe. Basel Agreements are a set of
recommendations on how the activity of
commercial banks should be regulated. Although
not legally binding, most banking regulators use
them as a guide for setting their own regulations.
Since the first version of 1988, these agreements
have been revised twice. First in 2004 and again in
2010-2011, in response to the financial crisis. They
focus in particular on capital adequacy requirement
on assets held by banks in their own portfolios and
the risks that they depreciate over time. In addition
to these requirements on accounting, Basel II
agreements are also proposing a set of tools for
supervisors to use them to assess a bank's financial
stability and to outline the recovery measures when
they are needed. The novelty in Basel II
agreements is a significant change in the way
supervisors act, from the pursuit that certain simple
indicators are within certain limits, to a more
complete evaluation based mainly on value
judgments. Even if these recommendations were
established in 2004, in many states of the Basel II
agreements were implemented on the whole only
shortly before the financial crisis, many experts
considering that theseagreementshave not had time
to make their effects felt.
However, the financial crisis that erupted in 20072008 led to substantial revision thereof.
Implementation of Basel III will be done gradually
and is expected to finish 2019 in most countries.
[Press release - Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (2010). Group of Governors and Heads
of Supervision announces higher global minimum
capital standards.]
Among the novelties introduced by Basel III, are
included the introduction of more stringent
thresholds for minimum capital requirements, the
introduction of liquidity requirements in the area of
portfolio assets (being a novelty and a response to
the difficulties that central banks faced in ensuring
liquidity in the system), as well as some
recommendations to increase the quality of banks'
portfolios. In addition, Basel III agreements
recommends a closer surveillance to major banks
from a systemic risk perspective (the so-called "too
big to fail"). In Europe these agreements were
transposed by EU Directive no. 36/2013 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June
2013 concerning access to the activity of credit
institutions and the prudential supervision of credit
institutions and investment firms and Regulation
no. 575/2013 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 26 June 2013 on prudential
requirements for credit institutions and investment
firms, and their implementation will be carried out
gradually until 1 January 2018.
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Basel III agreements represent only a tightening of
the Basel II recommendations, with no major
modification. The focus is still on the monitoring
synthetic indicators (even if now they have
introduced some variables on liquidity) and leaves
the regulatory and supervisory authorities to choose
the best solutions to ensure and maintain the
stability of financial systems.
A major problem highlighted by the financial crisis
and that the Basel agreements doesn’ttackle is
related to corporate governance of commercial
banks. [Huidumac C., Popa A. C. (2013).
Corporate governance role in transmitting the
subprime crisis in the European countries,
European Journal of Science and Theology, June
2013, Vol.9, Supplement 2, pp-pp. 175-183.]
Bank managers worldwide have acted almost
indiscriminately in taking risks and pursuing only
profits and bonuses. It is obvious that with the
fragmentation of the
shareholders,
their
involvement in establishing the guidelines on longterm banks management is becoming less and less
important. Thus the role of the executive
management of commercial banks greatly
increases.
[Greenspan
A.
(2008),
Era
turbulențelor. Aventuri într-o lume nouă [The Age
of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World].
Bucureşti: Editura Publică.]
Internationally, the issue of corporate governance
has been addressed by the OECD, an organization
which in 2004 published a series of
recommendations in this area in the paper entitled
"Corporate Governance Principles",which were
reviewed in 2014.
In Europe, the issue of corporate governance has
been addressed since the beginnings of the
European Banking Authority (EBA) and were
included in the above regulations.[European
Banking Authority (2011). Guidelines on Internal
Governance,
London:
Retrieved
from
https://www.eba.europa.eu/documents/10180/1038
61/EBA-BS-2011-116-final-EBA-Guidelines-onInternal-Governance-%282%29_1.pdf.]The main
novelty is that for the first time regulating
authorities include regulations on how bank
managers are played. For example, a bonus for a
credit is not immediately granted in some cases, but
only after a certain period of time and only if for
repayments were made according to the timetable.
According to the authors, these measures are
welcomed
because
they
limit
bank
managersappetite to risk, particularly in the
departments of sales, and to grant as many loans as
they can, including in some degree loans to
doubtful debtors by using different accounting
tricks or other waysof assessing collateral.
The changes outlined above are not necessarily
related to the European Union but they are adopted
and implemented worldwide in various forms and
timetables. However, the most important change in
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financial stability in the EU policy makers is the
decision to unify the policies of regulation and
supervision of the financial sector as a direct and
long-term response to the economic crisis. It is
undoubtedly a historic decision that had important
consequences for long-term stability of the
financial sector. There are two important pillars in
this field, the European Banking Authority and the
Single Supervisory Mechanism.
The European Banking Authority is an independent
European institution, created in 2011 on the
foundations of former CEBS, which mainly aims to
create a common regulatory framework (Single
rulebook) in all Member States on financial
intermediation carried out by credit institutions.
EBA is part of a European System of Financial
Supervisors (ESFS) system comprises the
European Securities and Markets Authority
(ESMA) and the European Insurance and
Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA).
Without a common regulatory framework at
European level, European financial systems have
proved to be highly vulnerable to financial crises
often caused by external factors. Another good
thing is that European policymakers have
understood that supervision and regulation of
financial systems must be seen unitary to all types
of financial intermediaries, whereas their activities
overlap very often (e.g. the US subprime crisis was
fueled also by companies in insurance guaranteeing
such loans and then packing up these guarantees in
the form of financial products and selling themon
financial markets to anyone willing to buy - banks
and investment companies alike). European System
of Financial Supervisors is an attempt to remedy
this shortcoming.
The Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) is the
second important pillar proposedby the European
authorities in response to the financial crisis. It is
coordinated at the European Central Bank and
requires close cooperation with national
supervisors. This mechanism includes all Eurozone
countries, and some countries outside the EU who
opted to join the mechanism (including Romania).
This ECB is directly responsible for the stability of
banking systems in countries that joined SSM,
dealing directly with major European banks (about
123 banks, holding 82% of total assets across the
Eurozone), while for the rest ECB will work
closely with national supervisory authorities. The
system will became active in November of 2014.
Along with SSM, in the EU Banking Unionit is
important to note the unique mechanism of
Resolution (SRM) whose main objective is to
ensure the efficient resolution of banks in the
process of entering into difficulties with minimal
costs for taxpayers and taxes. Due its new
supervisory powers, the ECB is the main institution
that will decide whether a bank is in the process of
entering the difficulty or may fall into difficulty.

Banking union and a single rulebook in financial
intermediation is an obvious solution to the
problems brought on by the financial crisis and to
the long-term political objective of the EU Member
States to act in an economic union within which
markets are open 100%. The decision is consistent
with that of the 1993 concerning the creation of
Monetary Union by the Treaty of Maastricht. What
is unfortunate, however, is that it took a financial
crisis to justify it.
4. Conclusions
Financial stability is a key aspect of any economic
model, which is determined by the particular
importance that the financial intermediation in the
economy represents. It has a role in supporting the
real sector, but when financial systems lose touch
with the real economy, this will only produce a
temporary and expensive illusion of wealth. The
financial crisis comes to restore this connection,
finally having a beneficial effect on the economic
balance. This despite the fact that it is an
undesirable phenomenon for the whole world
because of the costs involved.
Every crisis should prompt a thorough investigation
of those responsible in determining the coordinates
economic model to follow, political and economic
science specialists alike. Solutions must be found to
correct the shortcomings in order not to repeat this
phenomenon.
As regards to financial stability, measures taken at
European level are of two types: referring to
implementing solutions and recommendations by
competent international institutions, respectively
Basel III agreements and OECD recommendations
on corporate governance, and referring to
unification of regulatory and supervisory policies
similar to those in the field of monetary policy.
No crisis is like another and it is difficult to assess
at this point how effective will these measures be to
prevent a new economic and financial crisis, but we
should recognize the efforts made in this regard.
But these efforts were driven primarily by
European funds used to counter the effects of the
crisis and not by a correct and consistent vision of
the decision makers mentioned above. Perhaps this
is the merit of the crisis if we want to look at the
bright side.
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Abstract
The present paper aims to present a short analysis of the relevance that turnover, as an indicator of result
manifests both upon human resource performance and upon performance management in general.
Turnover thus represents an indicator of results with a fundamental role in characterizing the efficiency of
the activity carried out by a company. The present paper aims at illustrating the relevance of turnover for
the performance analysis of an enterprise, both by content analysis and also by processing real data
regarding a sample of companies.
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General aspects
Labor productivity can be defined in several ways
(Buglea & Lala-Popa, 2009), but the main idea
needed to be clarified is that it represents a
relationship between the effect of the exploitation
process, and the effort provided, for the first aspect
being used indicators as the physical quantities, the
quantities destined for sale, the value of turnover or
the value added.
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The objective of any organization, from this
perspective, would be to increase productivity and
streamline business activity (Buglea & Lala-Popa,
2009). An enterprise development is possible only
through continued growth of this indicator. When
referring to the analysis of the level and dynamics
of labor productivity, this can be determined in
several forms, as follows.
Comparing the three indicators in dynamics, there
can be identified the following correlations (LalaPopa & Miculeac, 2012):
> , the daily productivity index is greater
than the annual productivity index, determining the
daily productivity by eliminating waste of time for
days
>
, hourly productivity index productivity
index is higher than daily index, because hourly
productivity is determined at the actual time used.
The labor productivity is mainly influenced by:
- Technological and technical level of the
company
- The organization operating
- The quality of the human factor.
The term "performance" is used or discussed
increasingly in recent years in various fields, in
literature, being also considered a goal by all
enterprises. According to the findings in the
literature, "in any socioeconomic system,
performance becomes, in the current period, a term
of reference for both managers and performers,
being a form of manifestation of objectives and
results obtained. A performing organization can
better exploit the opportunities offered by the
environment, moves more easily over obstacles that
it can be put to it, it satisfies both quantitatively and
qualitatively certain segment of social need, gains
competitive advantage on the specific market
where is acting. (Verboncu et al, 2013).
Generally, the term „performance” is meant to
define "an outstanding achievement in a field", the
Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian language
explaining the origin of the French word
"performance" with the meaning of "particularly
good result obtained in sport, in a practical field of
activity " or " the best result given by a machine".
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Performance is present in every area and can often
be associated with efficiency, effectiveness and
competitiveness. From economic point of view,
performance at a company level "includes the
ability to access resources, allocate and use them
optimally in order to cover remuneration sufficient
to justify the risk assumed and the interest, for a
future sustainable developments path. The
performance lies therefore in the efficiency and
effectiveness of the resources consumed (effort)
and generated results (effect) that would ensure and
develop his sphere of interest." (Petcu, 2003). A
more precise point of view, however, at the
microeconomic
level,
characterized
the
performance as a state of competitiveness of the
economic entity, reached by a level of productivity
and efficiency which ensures a lasting presence in
the market (Niculescu & Lavalette, 1999). On the
other hand, the performance can be regarded as
being a special result obtained in management,
economic, commercial etc. involving efficiency,
effectiveness and competitiveness of companies
and their procedural and structural behaviors
(Verboncu & Zalman, 2005) or a tool that
demonstrates her ability to progress thanks to
constant efforts (Albu & Albu, 2005).
Professors Bărbulescu and Bâgu (Bărbulescu &
Bâgu, 2001) state that performance represents the
level obtained at the best results. Performance is
therefore met in any field, and may be associated
with any activity. In the economical-financial field,
the concept of “performance” gains different
meanings, such as: growth, profitability,
productivity, efficiency (Colasse, 1999), or even
successful result of an activity or action
(Bourguignon, 1995).
Relating to financial activity, performance has
many facets: economical performance, economical
and financial performance, financial performance.
Economical performance is considered being "the
extent to which a sector can achieve the goals or
objectives of companies operating within it.
Performance meets multi-dimensional forms,
covering aspects of profitability, innovation,
product development, quality and growth
"(Macmillan Dictionary of Modern Economics,
1999).
Economic and financial performance is defined as
"a qualitatively higher level of economic and
financial activity carried out by undertakings which
are assessed using several indicators, such as
turnover, return on capital, labor productivity,
return on capital, gross profit and the net annual
rate of renewal of fixed capital, effective use of
resources etc." (Bistriceanu, 2001).
Financial performance on the other hand, is the
relationship between income and expenditure unit,
as reported in the income statement. So,
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performance or nonperformance of an enterprise is
reflected in the income statement and is given by
the ratio between the income that the achievement
will generate future cash flows and expenses that
arise by using the resources of the period.
Turnover as as indicator of result
We selected the turnover as a relevant results
indicator for the expression of the level of
performance. For this indicators dynamic analysis
we selected 8 companies which are representative
in Caras - Severin, following their evolution over
four years (2010-2013), for which were calculated
as follows:
- Absolute deviations with fixed-basis and chain
basis
Δ CA BF = CAn – CA0
Δ CA BL = CAn – CAn-1
- indices with fixed basis and chain basis
ICA = CAn / CA0 * 100
ICA = CAn / CAn-1*100
- Growth rates along the selected period
RCA = CAn / CA 0 *100 – 100
RCA = CAn / CA n-1 *100 – 100
Selected entities occupy the first eight positions in
the Top Companies in Caras Severin, in the field of
manufacturing food products. Data available on the
website of the Ministry of Finance indicate the
following situation on the 8 companies (As shown
in table no.1)
After realizing the calculations for determining the
absolute deviations, the indices and the growth
rates, there were obtained the following results:
1. the absolute deviations with fixed basis and
chain-basis (As shown in table 2 and table 3).
We find that absolute deviations calculated for the
previous established timeframe varies from one
enterprise to another. Some highlight an increase in
turnover over time, others, on the contrary, a
significant decrease.
Comparing the values at the end of the period with
those of the basis year, the most significant
increase is recorded in the case of the sixth
enterprises, while the weakest progress is recorded
in the second entity.
2. Indices with fixed and chain basis (As shown in
table 4 and table 5).
3. Case study
The case study elaborated consists in determining
the bond between three indicators, namely the
profitability of the enterprise, the turnover and the
labor productivity, respectively. For this, we have
selected a number of 20 enterprises in the city of
Resita, for which we illustrated the values of the
above mentioned indicators (shown in Table 6).

The data was selected from the online webplatform of the Ministry of Finance (for the first
two indicators), while the values representing the
labor productivity were calculated individually by
the authors. Using the EViews 7 software, we tried
to determine the nature of linkage between the
three indicators in the case of the 20 companies
selected. All of these are active at present and
obtained a positive return according to the balance
sheet available for the year 2013. It is also
important to mention that all of them are
enterprises that operate in the field of food
production or processing.
We further analyzed through Eviews 7, the
influence of the labor productivity and turnover
upon the result obtained by an enterprise. The
enterprises selected were not only SME’s but also
big enterprises, with more than 250 employees.
The variables considered were the thus the turnover
and the labor productivity as independent variables
and also the variable profit, the latter being a
dependent variable.
The relationship between the three variables can be
illustrated by the following regression line (Figure
no. 1)
Conclusions
We can state that the factors acting upon
productivity exercise the following influences:
- The average number of hours worked by an
employee directly determines the change in the
level of labor productivity in proportion to the
level of the base period hourly labor
productivity.
- The variation of the average working day
determines productivity change through the
influence upon the average hours worked by an
employee in direct proportion to the
corresponding levels of the base period average
number of days worked per employee and
hourly labor productivity.
- Average number of days worked per employee
affects the change through the influence of the
change in the average number of hours worked
by an employee in direct proportion to the level
of the base period hourly labor productivity and
the duration of the current period average
working day.
- Changing hourly labor productivity directly
affects labor productivity change in proportion
to the current period average number of hours
worked by an employee.
- Changes in production structure affects labor
productivity change through the influence of
hourly labor productivity change in the same
direction and proportional to the current period,
the average number of hours worked per
employee.
- Changes in hourly productivity product
generates productivity change through the
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influence of hourly labor productivity change in
direct proportion to the current period , the
average number of hours worked per employee.
According to data obtained in Eviews, the value of
the Student test (t-statistic) to C (1) is 2.114041,
C(2) is 1.477831 and C(3) is -0,368900. Following
these calculations, and based on the values of the
coefficient, the equation will be:
RETURN=203661.9 + 0.007006*turnover + (0.083609)*W_LPROD
We observe that the value for C(2) and C(3)
respectively are different. While the first one is
higher than 0, indicating a direct relationship
between the turnover and profitabilitaty, this
linkage is still a weak one, the coefficient tending
to 0. At the same time, the C(3) coefficient gains a
negative value, of -0,083609, which indicates a
weak and indirect linkage between the labor
productivity and profitability.
The tabular value of the standard variable (T
critical) is determined from the table of the Student
distribution, according to v=n-1 degrees of freedom
and the probability /2. In our case, v=20-1=19
degrees of freedom and probability 0.05/2=0.025.
According to the Student repartition quintiles, the
tabular tcritic value corresponding to the error
0.025 of degrees and 19 degrees of freedom is
2,093< tc (1), 2,093 > tc (2), tc(3). The three
parameters, c (1), c(2) and c (3) are significantly
different from 0, the model is therefore statistically
correct, rejecting the null hypothesis.
According to available data, the value of Durbin
Watson test (Durbin Watson stat) is 1.857817. We
determine two tabular values, one lower and one
upper, depending on the level of significance of the
test the number of observations
(20) and the number of k factorial variables (in our
case 2, since this a multiple factor regression
model). Values are tabulated dL=1.10 and du=1,54.
In this case, d=1.857817 >dL and >du, which
means that the random variable autocorrelation
hypothesis is based on indecision, being suggested
the acceptance of positive correlation.
According to data obtained in Eviews, Fisher test
value (Fstatistic) is Fc=1.205727. Table or critical
value chosen from the table distribution Fisher Snedecor according to the levels of significance
(0.05) and the number of degrees of freedom (19) is
Ft = 4.38. By comparing the calculated value Fc to
the tabular value Ft results that Fc< Ft, and the null
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hypothesis is rejected with probability p = 1 –
= 0.95%, which means that the model needs to
be revised in order to draw a pertinent conclusion
regarding the influence of a variable upon the
other.
R-squared regression coefficient in calculations
acquires the value of 0.124228, value> 0,
demonstrating a direct but weak linkage.
We thus consider the above obtained equation as
adaptable to other samples of enterprises, through
the following changes:
RETURN = α + β* TURNOVER + γ* w_LPROD
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Tables
Table no. 1 – The turnover of companies
2010
2011
2012
2013
1 2.438.537
2.972.476
3.000.242
4.353.830
2 5.315.713
5.364.529
4.993.114
4.730.891
3 8.546.415
9.193.297 11.838.809 12.119.108
4
1.189.408
3.040.225
4.861.746
5 8.060.340
6.903.915
6.709.876
7.575.051
6 27.835.217 25.880.044 26.988.843 34.134.403
7 18.586.539 19.826.641 21.381.376 22.660.023
8
617.372
391.611
435.840
351.776
Source: Balance sheets available on the website of the Ministry of Finance
Tabel no. 2
Δ T 2012/

Δ T 2011/ 2010

Δ T 2013/ 2010

2010

533.939
48.816
646.882
-1.156.425

-

-1.955.173
1.240.102
-225.761

Δ T 2011/ 2010

Δ T FB
561.705
-322.599
3.292.394
1.850.817
1.350.464
-846.374
2.794.837
-181.532
Tabel no. 3
Δ T 2012/
2011

1.915.293
-584.822
3.572.693
3.672.338
-485.289
6.299.186
4.073.484
-265.596

Δ T 2013/
2012

Δ T CB
561.705

27.766

1.353.588

48.816

-371.415

-262.223

646.882

2.645.512

280.299

-

1.850.817

1.821.521

-1.156.425

-194.039

865.175

-1.955.173

1.108.799

7.145.560

1.240.102

1.554.735

1.278.647

-225.761

44.229

-84.064
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I T 2011/ 2010

Tabel no. 4
I T 2012/

I T 2013/ 2010

2010

121,89%
100,92%
107,57%
85,65%
92,98%
106,67%
63,43%

I T 2011/ 2010

I T FB
123,03%
93,93%
138,52%
255,61%
83,25%
96,96%
115,04%
70,6%

Table no. 5
I T 2012/ 2011
IT
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178,54%
89%
141,80%
408,75%
93,98%
122,63%
121,92%
56,98%

I T 2013/ 2012

CB

121,89%

100,93%

145,12%

100,92%

93,08%

94,75%

107,57%

128,78%

102,37%

-

255,61%

159,91%

85,65%

97,19%

112,89%

92,98%

104,28%

126,48%

106,67%

107,84%

105,98%

63,43%

111,29%

80,71%
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Table no. 6
TURNOVER
4353830
4730891
2973185
12119108
2833723
4861746
762362
7575051
34134403
337969
790650
126432
22660023
121382
1116745
15757296
246690
79328305
1388173
6079067

RETURN
150405
612
270775
937034
337800
776360
1481
44078
1137530
132682
10380
46605
173285
20502
4218
351776
4532
279023
80869
189871

W_LPROD
94648.5
84480.2
228707
216413
97714.6
303859
42353.4
145674
310313
112656
131775
63216
276342
60691
1116745
1313108
61672.5
1101782
198310
506589

(Source: Balance sheets published on the official web-platform of the Ministry of Finance)

Figures
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Figure no 1 – linear regression for the above listed variables
(Source: Eviews 7 processing data provided by the online web-platform of the Ministry of Finance)
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Abstract
When the Romanian Criminal Code was enforced on 1 st February 2014, the Romanian
legislative landscape saw the appearance of a new offence called ”the compromising of the interests of
justice”, stipulated in Article 277 of the Criminal Code.
The new incrimination protects the social value of the justice’s accomplishment, namely it provides
the security of the data and of the information with a confidential character from criminal files which are
in the criminal prosecution stage. At the same time, it represents an additional guarantee for the innocence
presumption and it forbids the disclosure of the evidence means, of the official written documents and of
any information from a criminal case which is in progress; it hinders the creation of a wrong opinion
regarding the guiltiness of the suspected person.
The offence to compromise the interests of justice consists essentially in the disclosure of
confidential information, evidence means, official written documents as well as other information from
criminal cases which are in non public jurisdictional procedures by the persons who have access to such
files.
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I. Introduction
Justice has a social value with a special
importance because the juridical order in a
democratic society depends on its implementation,
representing one of the basic shapes of the state’s
power.
The fundamental law of the state (Boroi, 2014)
raises justice to the rank of supreme value
establishing at the same time that justice is
achieved in the name of the law, by the High Court
of Cassation and Justice and by the other trial
instances set out by law.
The implementation of justice has the purpose
of providing the legality of the social relationships
and to restore the security of these relations when
they have been infringed.
Starting from the essential role that justice as a
social value has within the contemporary society,
the Romanian legislator understood to protect this
supreme value by means of the criminal law, thus
the achieved protection being a consistent one. Just
as in the case of other fundamental social values,
the protection of justice is mainly achieved by
incriminating the deeds that prejudice it. This kind
of deeds represents offences against the
implementation of justice and is stipulated in the 4th
Title of the Special Part in the Criminal Code called
“Offences against the Implementation of Justice”.
The importance and the essential role in
providing the lawful order that characterises justice
are the arguments that determined the criminal
legislator to find for the offences against the
implementation of justice an entire title in the
Special Part of the Criminal Code. At the same time
it places this title on a high level in the hierarchy of
the social values that enjoy protection from the
criminal right.
The motive presentation to the Project of the
new Criminal Code shows that “in the new
regulation the offences against the implementation
of justice are stipulated in a different title in order
to confer the adequate importance to this authority,
which represents one of the three powers of the
state and not only an activity of public interest”.
Starting from this foundation, the Romanian
Criminal Code which entered into force on 1st
February 2014 brought essential modifications
justified and required by the realities of the
contemporary society, in the matter of the offences
against the implementation of justice. Namely
certain offences stipulated by the previous Criminal
Code underwent significant modifications in their
juridical content and at the same time a series of
new deeds was incriminated, deeds which do not
have a correspondence in the previous general
criminal law.
Among the new incriminations brought by the
newly enforced Criminal Code in 2014 in the
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Romanian legal landscape there are the offence to
compromise the interests of justice written in
Article 277 of the general criminal law of the state.
According to the motive presentation to the
Project of the new Criminal Code, this new
criminal deed was inspired by the realities of the
judicial practice but especially by the frequency, the
intensity and the manifestation way of these deeds
in recent years. It consists in the parties’ or their
representatives’ attempts to influence and to
intimidate in the shape of public slandering during
a trial. Thus the result is an atmosphere able to
vitiate severely the fairness of judges or
prosecutors, an atmosphere that may either help the
ones who use such means to take advantage in case
of obtaining the expected result, or it may cause
drawbacks by obtaining the magistrates’ hostile
attitude.
The specialty literature shows that the
regulation of this new offence is aimed first at
increasing the demanding extent to the clerks who
perform their activities in the justice administration
field in relation to the way of administrating data
and information which may be obtained during a
criminal trial and which may influence significantly
the finding out of the truth or the right to a fair trial
of the investigated or judged person (Dobrinoiu,
2014).
II. The Compromising of the Interests of Justice
(Art. 277, Criminal Code)
1.

Incrimination Structure

From the structural point of view, the offence to
compromise the interests of justice is presented in
three normative variants, namely the type variant
[stipulated in paragraph (1) of Article 277, Criminal
Code] and two mitigated variants [stipulated in
paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article 277, Criminal
Code]. The main differences among the three kinds
of incrimination are given by the quality of the
active subject, by the trial stage of the criminal
cause in relation to which the disclosure is
performed and by the object of the truth
concealment.
The type variant of the offence consists in “The
illegal disclosure of confidential information
regarding the date, the time, the place, the way or
the means by which the evidence is about to be
administrated by a magistrate or by another public
clerk who was informed about all that in the virtue
of the position, whether the criminal prosecution
may be worsened or hindered in this way.” The first
mitigated variant, described in paragraph (2) of
Article 277, Criminal Code, consists in “The illegal
disclosure of evidence means or of official written
documents from a criminal case, before ordering a
solution of not continuing the trial or an irrevocable
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solution of the case by a public clerk who was
informed by all that in the virtue of the position.”
The second mitigated variant stipulated in
paragraph (3) of Article 277, Criminal Code,
supposes “The illegal disclosure of information
from a criminal case by a witness, by an expert or
by an interpreter, when this interdiction is imposed
by the criminal procedure law.”
By incriminating the basic shape of the offence,
the legislator aimed at protecting the data and the
information with confidential character from the
criminal cases found in the trial stage characterised
by the non-publicity of the procedure, namely in the
stage of criminal prosecution (According to the
provisions of Article 285, paragraph 2, Code of
Criminal Procedure, “the procedure during the
criminal prosecution is not public”).
The incrimination of the mitigated variants aims
at consolidating the right to the innocence
presumption as a component of the notion “fair
trial” in the criminal matter, consecrated (Toader,
2014) from the European Convention of the Human
Rights. Precisely, the mitigated shapes of the
analysed offence have the role of protecting the
innocence presumption by forbidding the disclosure
of the evidence from an ongoing criminal case; they
prevent the existence of wrong opinions about the
suspect’s guiltiness. Thus, the withdrawal of
evidence from the file’s entire probation and its
bringing to the public knowledge may lead to a
wrong conclusion about the guiltiness or innocence
of the accused person, a conclusion which may
sometimes be hard to change.7
2. Pre-existing Conditions
2.1. Specific Juridical Object
Being an offence included in the category of the
offences against the implementation of justice, the
compromising of the interests of justice has as a
specific juridical object the social relations related
to the correct implementation of the criminal
justice, fact that involves keeping the
confidentiality of the activities that belong to the
criminal investigation strategy which aims at
administrating the evidence in a stage of the
criminal trial where the judicial procedure has a
secret character. The incrimination of the deed aims
at providing the confidentiality of certain data and
information that are related to the administration of
the evidence, of the probation means or of the
official written documents from a criminal case
which is not governed by the publicity principle. At
the same time, the incrimination of the deed
guarantees once again the compliance with the
innocence presumption as well as the right to
private life of the persons involved in a criminal
judicial procedure. (The jurisprudence of the
European Court of the Human Rights includes the
infringement of Article 8 of the Convention when

the press published excerpts from the transcriptions
of the phone conversations intercepted during the
surveillance operations, in this way: Case
Casuneanu versus Romania, Decision dated
16.04.2013, Case Voicu versus Romania, Decision
dated 10th June 2014. These decisions are available
in Romanian on http://www.csm1909.ro/-Sectiunea
Jurisprudentă–Hotărâri si decizii CEDO).
Also, in the subsidiary, the incrimination of the
offence to compromise the interests of justice has
the purpose of protecting the social relations related
to the dignity, freedom and patrimony of the person
affected in a negative way by the disclosing action
whereas these relations constitute in this way the
secondary juridical object of the examined offence.
2.2. Material Object
The offence to compromise the interests of
justice mainly lacks the material object because the
revealing / disclosing action does not have a direct
impact upon a material entity which contains a
concretised protected social value. Nevertheless, in
an exceptional way, precisely when the action that
makes the material element of the objective aspect
is clad in the transmittal shape, the examined
offence may also have a material object that will
consist in the document or the support which
contains the data, the confidential information, the
evidence means or the official written documents
from a criminal case, transmitted to a third person.
2.3. Subject of the Offence
2.3.1. Active Subject
In any of the three incriminating variants in
which it is presented, the active subject of the
offence to compromise the interests of justice is
circumstanced; the quality that qualifies the author
differs from one normative variant to another. Thus,
for the type variant of the offence [stipulated in
paragraph (1) of Article 277, Criminal Code], the
active subject is qualified by the magistrate’s
quality or by the public clerk’s quality.
In terms of the magistrate’s quality, in
accordance with the provisions of Law no.
303/2004 published again, such a quality belongs to
the judge or to the prosecutor appointed under the
legal conditions. As long as at the moment of
committing the offence, the active subject has the
magistrate’s quality, it is not important if it is about
an irrevocable judge/prosecutor or about a
probation judge/prosecutor because even the latter,
while fulfilling the tasks conferred by the law, has
access to data and confidential information which
he/she may disclose. Also, we believe that the
active subject of the examined offence can be a
judge/prosecutor who was suspended from the
position, taking into account the fact that he/she can
keep the magistrate’s quality even during the
suspension. It is obvious that in the case of the
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suspended magistrate the disclosing action must
have as an object the confidential information about
which the perpetrator was informed while fulfilling
the tasks specific to the mentioned position,
previous to the suspension from the position.
In terms of the public clerk’s quality, it is
important to show that such a quality is verified
according to the criminal signification of “the
public clerk” concept which is set out by Article
175, Criminal Code. However, the active subject of
the offence to compromise the interests of justice
cannot be any public clerk but only the public clerk
who saw the confidential information in the virtue
of the position. Being informed in the virtue of the
position means that the performance of the
activities circumscribed to the legal work tasks
confers the public clerk the chance to see and hear
certain dates and information related to a certain
situation or deed.
Namely, the active subject can be the public
clerk whose work activity is in relation to the
progress of the criminal prosecution and who has
knowledge about the confidential information from
criminal files (search body of the judicial police,
police body within the Department of Special
Operations from the General Inspectorate of the
Romanian Police that has the competence of
enforcing the judge’s authorisation to intercept
phone discussions and/or from the ambient
environment, the court clerk within the prosecutor’s
office or trial instance, the worker within the
Romanian Information Service etc.).
In the case of the first mitigated variant, the
active subject is qualified by the quality of the
public clerk who has knowledge about the evidence
means or about the official written documents from
a criminal case in the virtue of the position. The
quality required from the active subject in this
incriminating variant is identical to the quality from
the type variant of the offence; however, in this
case, the comprehensive scope is larger because the
offence in the mitigated variant may be committed
by the public clerk whose work activity is in
relation to the progress of the judgment from a
criminal case, not only to the progress of the
criminal prosecution.
In the second mitigated variant, the active
subject of the offence can be the person who has
the witness’, expert’s or interpreter’s quality in a
criminal case.
Pursuant to the criminal procedure norms, the
witness is the person who has knowledge about
deeds or circumstances which constitute evidence
in the criminal case; the expert is a specialist in a
certain field of activity, a quality in which he/she is
required to bring his/her specialty contribution in
order to find out, to clarify or to assess deeds or
circumstances which are important for the learning
of the truth whereas the interpreter is the person
called or appointed by the judicial bodies in order
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to contribute to the communication between the
participants to the trial. The witness’, expert’s or
interpreter’s quality in a criminal case is determined
by the existence of a juridical trial report between
the juridical body and the person heard as a witness
or used as an expert or as an interpreter (Dongoroz,
2003).
The witness’, expert’s or interpreter’s quality in
a criminal case is not sufficient for being the active
subject of the offence to compromise the interests
of justice; there must be a legal provision to forbid
the witness, the expert or the interpreter to disclose
the information from a criminal case.
The criminal participation is possible in all its
shapes but it is important to mention that in the case
of several co-authors, all of them must have the
quality required by the incriminating norm. The
magistrate’s, the public clerk’s, the witness’, the
expert’s or the interpreter’s quality required from
the author is a personal circumstance and is not
reflected upon the other participants; therefore the
instigator or the accomplice can be any person who
meets the general requirements in order to be held
criminally responsible.
2.3.2.

Passive Subject

The offence to compromise the interests of
justice has as a main passive subject the state in its
quality of holder of the protected social value, the
good performance of the act of justice whereas the
adjacent passive subject is the physical or natural
person who undergoes prejudice by the activity of
disclosing information, evidence means or official
written documents from a criminal case.
3. Juridical Content
3.1. Premise Situation
The offence to compromise the interests of
justice is conditioned by the existence of a premise
situation that consists in the pre-existence of a
criminal case.
The phrase ”criminal case” means the existence
of a criminal trial that takes place in front of the
judicial bodies qualified by law, respectively in
front of the criminal prosecution bodies or of the
trial instances.
In the case of the type variant of the examined
offence, the meaning of the phrase ”criminal case”
is restricted to those cases which can be found in
the first stage of the criminal trial, namely in front
of the criminal prosecution bodies. In the case of
the mitigated variants, the notion of ”criminal case”
has a larger comprehensive scope, incorporating the
cases that can be found during the criminal
prosecution as well as the cases which can be found
in the trial stage, regardless of the nature, of the
trial stage and of the ongoing jurisdiction degree
(the judgement of the complaint against the
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prosecutor’s solution of non-prosecution or nontrial, the procedure in the preliminary chamber, trial
in the first instance, trial in the appeal).
In the absence of the circumstance that
represents the premise situation, the offence to
compromise the interests of justice cannot exist.
3.2. Constitutive Content
3.2.1. Objective Aspect
Under the aspect of the material element, the
compromising of the interests of justice is achieved
by two alternative actions of disclosing or revealing
information, evidence means or official written
documents from a criminal case which is not
subject to the publicity principle.
In the description of the forbidden conduct act,
the legislator used different terms but with the same
signification in the case of the type shape in
comparison to the two mitigated shapes of the
offence. Thus, in the description of the type variant,
the used term is “disclosure” whereas in the
mitigated variants the term “revelation” was used.
Taking into account that the two used terms
(disclosure and revelation) are synonyms, we think
that by their alternative use in the content of Article
277, Criminal Code, the legislator wanted to point
out the difference that existed between the type
shape and the mitigated shapes of the offences
regarding the trial stage of the criminal case in
relation to which the offence is committed. When
the criminal case is in the criminal prosecution
stage (case of the type variant), the compromising
of the interests of justice is committed by the
revealing action. If the criminal trial is in the
criminal prosecution stage or in the trial stage, the
compromising of the interests of justice is
performed by the revealing action. The offence to
compromise the interests of justice is a committing
offence which can be achieved by omission
(inaction) (Dungan, 2010)
In most of the situations, the disclosure is
achieved by committing acts but it can also be
concretised in omitting attitudes (for instance, the
prosecutor leaves a home search warrant on the
desk in the office while several persons (lawyers,
police officers or court clerks) have access there
and thus have the possibility to see and to read the
content of the confidential document).
In the type variant of the offence, the material
element consists in the action of illegally disclosing
confidential information.
”To disclose” means to reveal, to present, to
confess, to inform, to transmit a secret to another
person (other persons) who has no right to find out.
The disclosing action can be done orally or in
written, directly or indirectly (for instance, by
communicating means at a distance) to only one
person or to several persons, to an interested person
or to an uninterested person in the criminal

prosecution in relation to which the disclosure is
achieved.
In order to achieve the objective aspect of the
offence which is subject to the present
examination,the disclosing action must have as an
object confidential data regarding the date, the time,
the place, the way or the means by which the
evidence is about to be administrated. The Criminal
Code does not define the notion ”information” but
we can find such a definition in Article 15, letter a)
of Law no. 182/2002 regarding the protection of the
classified information according to which the term
”information” has the following meaning: ”any
documents, data, objects or activities, regardless of
the support, shape, expression way or circulation
way”.
The confidential information is the information
which, due to their increased importance, must not
be brought to the knowledge of unauthorised
persons because thus it would cause negative
consequences.
The phrase “confidential information” in the
meaning given by the incriminating norm means
the dates, the situations and the circumstances
which, in the hypothesis when they are known by
unauthorised persons, may worsen or even hinder
the evidence administration and implicitly may lead
to the failure of the criminal prosecution. The
incriminating text shows that the area of what must
not be disclosed is limited to confidential
information related to the date, the time and the
place (for instance, the day, the time and the
address where a home search must be performed),
the way or the means by which the evidence is
about to be administrated (for instance, the
authorisation to use an undercover investigator, the
organisation of a flagrant, the restraint, the
surrender and the search of a postal reference).
The disclosing action has as an object
confidential information related to the date, the
time, the place, the way or the means by which the
evidence is about to be administrated. This action
must be done without the right, namely in the
absence of an authorisation of the legal or of the
competent authority. This requirement shows the
fact that there are also situations when the person
who has access to classified information from the
category of the information shown in the
incriminating norm has the right to transmit it, to let
other people know about it. In this case, the
disclosure is not circumscribed to the criminal illicit
(for instance, the prosecutor who, in the context of
a disciplinary search made about his/her
professional activity, makes available for the
judicial inspector, among others, a file of criminal
prosecution which is found in the own
investigation, in which there is an ongoing measure
of technical surveillance of the interception and the
recording of phone calls and from the ambient
environment).
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The objective aspect of the offence to
compromise the interests of justice, in the type
variant, also involves two time conditions so that
the disclosure could take place: 1) the time in which
the criminal case is found in the criminal
prosecution stage, 2) before the evidence
administration. A criminal case is considered to be
in the course of the criminal prosecution since the
moment when the criminal prosecution body
decides by ordinance upon the beginning of the
criminal prosecution with respect to the deed until
its finalization when the prosecutor gives either a
solution of non-prosecution and of non-trial (there
is a classification of the case or a renunciation to
the criminal prosecution) or gives a solution of
sending the case to Court by issuing the Indictment
Act. Nevertheless, in the course of the criminal
investigation, there is also the criminal case in
which the preliminary chamber judge decided upon
the restitution of the case to the prosecutor’s office
for the resumption of the criminal prosecution as
well as the case in which the prosecutor decided to
start the criminal prosecution again, a measure
confirmed by the preliminary chamber judge. The
condition that the disclosure should take place
before the evidence administration can be seen in
the legal definition of the offence that stipulates
that the disclosure of the confidential information
“may lead to the worsening or hindrance of the
criminal prosecution”. However, when the
evidence administration took place (for instance,
the search at the suspect’s domicile was performed
and the flagrant was achieved), the disclosure of the
information related to the date, time, place, way or
means of administrating the evidence cannot
worsen or hinder the criminal prosecution.
We notice the fact that the incrimination norm
does not require as a consequence of the disclosure
that the criminal prosecution was actually worsened
or hindered but it must have created such a
possibility. Obviously, when the perpetrator’s
illegal conduct caused such a consequence – the
hindrance or the worsening of the criminal
prosecution, this aspect shall be appreciated and
assessed as such within the operation of judicial
individualization.
The specialty literature showed the following:
when the disclosure takes place after the evidence
administration, then the constitutive elements of the
offence in the type shape are no longer achieved.
Therefore, the deed may constitute a mitigated
variant or it may even not have a criminal
relevance1
In the theoretical space there was the expression
of the opinion (Dungan, 2012) according to which
the offence can exist only if the disclosing action
had as a consequence the worsening or the
hindrance of the criminal prosecution. We consider
that this opinion has no legal support because the
grammatical interpretation of the juridical norm
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written in Article 277, paragraph (1), Criminal
Code (the legislator uses the phrase “can be...”)
leads unequivocally to the idea that the existence of
the offence requires the possibility to worsen or to
hinder the criminal prosecution.
The worsening of the criminal prosecution
means difficulties, obstacles, delays, postponements
or complications in the progress of the criminal
prosecution whereas the hindrance supposes the
impossibility and the cessation (entirely or
partially) of the criminal prosecution.
In the case of the first mitigated variant of the
offence, the material element consists in the
revelation without the right of evidence means or of
official written documents from a criminal case,
before making the decision of non-trial or of a final
solution to the case.
“Revealing” means to bring into the light, to
show, to de-conspire, to disclose, to confess, to
bring to the knowledge of another person who does
not have the right to know. The object of the
revealing action is limited to the evidence means or
to the official written documents from a criminal
case; for instance, the statement of the prejudiced
person, a medical and legal expertise report,
minutes of the intercepted and recorded phone
conversations and communications etc.
In the case of the mitigated variant stipulated in
paragraph (2) of Article 277, Criminal Code, it is
necessary to meet the time requirement and namely:
the disclosing action must take place before the
criminal trial which owns the evidence means and
the official written documents is finally solved. In
other words, the revelation of the evidence means
and of the official written documents must take
place before the criminal juridical report of conflict
is quashed as a consequence of the final irrevocable
solution. Concretely, the criminal case which is
mentioned by the perpetrator’s revealing action
must be either in the criminal prosecution stage or
in the trial stage; in the latter stage, the case may be
in front of the preliminary chamber judge or in
front of the “chair” judge. Nevertheless, we
consider that regardless of the judicial procedure’s
stage, it is essential for it not to be accessible to the
general public. The latter requirement devolves
from the very signification of the revealing action,
meaning that it is impossible to de-conspire
something which the general public has access to.
In order to bring together the offence’s
constitutive elements in this first mitigated variant,
it is necessary for the revelation to be made without
the right, namely the perpetrator’s deed must be
abusive, beyond the law.
In terms of the second mitigated variant of the
offence, the material element also consists in a
revealing action; only that this time, the revelation
object refers to information from a criminal case
about which the law of criminal procedure imposes
the interdiction for the witness, expert or interpreter
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to de-conspire them. Each time the criminal trial
law does not forbid the witness, the expert or the
interpreter to transmit to other persons certain
information that they found out as a consequence of
their quality from the criminal case, the activity of
revealing such information does not wear “the
criminal coat”. In this way, in order to exemplify, it
is important to mention the provisions of Article
352, paragraph (8), Criminal Code, which stipulate
the following: “The president of the judges’ panel
has the duty to inform the persons who take part to
the trial developed in a non-public meeting that
they have the obligation to keep the confidentiality
about the information they acquired during the
trial”.
The condition that the revelation must be done
without the right is also present in the case of this
last normative variant, being inserted in the text of
Article 277, paragraph (3), Criminal Code.
Immediate consequence. Regardless of the
shape under which it is presented (the type shape or
one of the mitigated shapes), the offence to
compromise the interests of justice has as an
immediate consequence the creation of a dangerous
state for the accomplishment of the criminal justice.
As it can be seen in the very name of the offence,
the consequence of committing the deed creates a
state of compromising the accomplishment of the
act of criminal justice; on one hand there is a risk
that the criminal prosecution bodies may not be
able to gather certain evidence that is necessary for
the learning of the truth; without them the criminal
investigation is heading for failure; on the other
hand there is a risk that the accused person may not
benefit from a fair trial as a consequence of
infringing the innocence presumption. The danger
condition for the accomplishment of the criminal
justice is supposed but it is not necessary for
anybody to prove its effective existence.6
The examined offence may also have an
immediate secondary consequence that may consist
in causing prejudice for the person in relation to
whom there is a disclosure or revelation of the
information, evidence means or official written
documents in a criminal case.
The causality connection. The offence to
compromise the interests of justice supposes the
existence of a causality report between the action
and the inaction that shapes the material element of
the deed and the immediate consequence which
consists in the creation of a danger state for the
good progress of the social relations regarding the
accomplishment of justice. Being a formal offence,
the existence of the causality report must not be
proved but it results from the materiality of the
deed – “ex re”. In other words, it is enough to
prove that the disclosing or revealing action was
committed under the conditions stipulated by the
incriminating norm in order to retain that there was
a danger state for the protected social value. In the

hypothesis when, as a secondary consequence,
there was a prejudice for the person in relation to
which there was a disclosure or revelation of the
information, of the evidence means and the official
written documents, then the causality report must
be proved.
3.2.2. Subjective side
The compromising of the interests of justice
represents an offence only when the deed is
committed from a subjective point of view with the
guiltiness shape of the intention. The intention may
be direct or indirect whereas the perpetrator realises
that by his/her disclosing or revealing action or
inaction creates a danger state for the achievement
of the criminal prosecution, wants the dangerous
consequence or simply accepts the possibility of its
production.
The guilty perpetration of the offence to
compromise the interests of justice does not bring
along the criminal liability.
The motive or the purpose of committing a deed
does not present any relevance for the existence of
the offence but all that shall be searched and
assessed within the operation of judicial
individualisation.
In case it is found out that the disclosing action
of confidential information from a criminal case
was performed in order to help the perpetrator
elude the criminal prosecution or the trial, that deed
shall be qualified as the offence to favour the
perpetrator (Article 269, Criminal Code) and not
the compromising of the interests of justice.
4. Attempt and Consumption of the Offence
The offence to compromise the interests of
justice is susceptible of any attempt but the law
does not any sanction for this kind of offence. The
consumption of the offence takes place while
disclosing or revealing the information, the
evidence means or the official written documents, a
moment when the dangerous consequence of the
deed is produced.
The compromising of the interests of justice can
be committed in a continuous form when it meets
all the requirements stipulated in Article 35,
paragraph (1), Criminal Code. In such a case, the
offence shall have an exhaustion moment which
shall be the moment of the last disclosure or
revelation.
5. Sanctioning Regime
From the perspective of the sanctioning regime
we can notice that the offence to compromise the
interests of justice can bring along the application
of punishments with a fine or with imprisonment
because the legislator stipulated in an alternated
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way the fine and the imprisonment for al the three
normative variants.
For the type variant of the offence, the lower
limit of the imprisonment is 3 months whereas the
upper limit is 2 years. For each of the two mitigated
variants, the special minimum is one month
imprisonment and the special maximum is one year
imprisonment. By making reference to the penalty
stipulated by the law and by taking into account the
overall vision of the new criminal legislator over
the criminal sanctions, we may assert that the
offence to compromise the interests of justice
presents a relatively low gravity.
6. Explanatory Cause
In the case of the offence to compromise the
interests of justice, the criminal legislator stipulated
a certain situation in whose presence the unjustified
illicit character of the deed is removed. Practically,
the committed concrete deed is adjusted according
to the abstract pattern (type) described in the
incriminating norm; however, its commitment is
authorised by another juridical norm so that it does
not constitute an offence.
The final paragraph of Article 277, Criminal
Code stipulates that “It is not an offence the deed
which discloses or reveals documents or activities
that are clearly illegal committed by the authorities
in a criminal case”.
As a remark, it is important to notice the fact
that in the presentation of the explanatory case, the
legislator preferred using the terms “disclosure”
and “revelation” which are terms used for the
description of the forbidden conduct in the type
variant and in the mitigated variants of the offence.
We think that this method was chosen in order to
forestall the existence of different interpretations
related to the application scope of the explanatory
case. By using both terms, the only interpretation
which can be given to the juridical norm in Article
277, paragraph (4), Criminal Code is in the
meaning that the text which stipulates the
explanatory cause is applicable for any of the three
normative variants of the offence to compromise
the interests of the country.
The reason that lay at the instituting base of this
explanatory cause was to encourage the de-
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conspiration of the abusive conducts adopted by
agents of authorities involved in the search or trial
of the criminal causes. Practically, the magistrate,
the public clerk, the witness, the expert or the
interpreter, when they learn about the existence of
illegal conducts, shall proceed to bring those
conducts to the public knowledge without fearing
that they might be accused of committing the
offence to compromise the interests of justice.
The explanatory cause may intervene only if
two essential conditions are met, namely: 1) the
abuse, the illegality to have a clear character,
precisely, to be obvious to anybody; 2) the holder
of the act or of the illegal activity must be a
representative of the state’s authority invested to act
on such a position in a criminal case.
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Abstract
This paper shows the importance and actuality of the approached problem. Romania, adhering to the
European Union, created opportunities for developing socio-economically, but also problems emerged. The
economy of the country became open for all the countries belonging to EU, countries where the productivity
of work is about 5 times greater than productivity of work in Romania. In these conditions, merchandises
originating in Romania will hardly compete with those from the other countries in EU; Romania will have
to face the situation (if the level of productivity of work is still reduced) of exporting raw materials, work
resources, to accept a negative net export, to transform itself in a colony of EU. In this context of “fears”,
the theme of “managing and determining the best periods to recondition the productive equipment in
Romania” becomes actual. Considering the general character of reconditioning, we can distinguish two
great types: financial-organizational and technological (6, page 52). For the second type, the main
successes of the enterprise depend not only on the volume of the investments made to introduce the
technique and modern technology, but also on the level of efficiency of using these funds.
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Enterprises, depending on their specific,
face unclear methodological problems regarding
the correct judgment of the efficiency of the
elaborated versions of the project caused by the
implementation of the new technique. Among these
problems, we mention: when, where, and why this
necessity of the complex analysis of the efficiency
of technique projects emmerges, modern
technologies; which are the conditions that imposed
the introduction and use of the new technique. In
our vision, the complex analysis of the economic
efficiency in enterprises in Romania must be a
continuous process. Enterprises must be part of this
continuity due to competition with other countries
from EU, to technical and technological progress,
to the wish of every enterprise to become a leader
in the respective economic activities. In the context
of the main economic aims concerning the
introduction of the modern technique, it is
necessary to determine the costs of the preparation
and execution of technical measures. The economic
efficiency of introducing the technique, of the new
technologies is a report between the costs of
introducing the respective technical measure,
regarding the partial or total modernization of
manufacturing processes or the means of work and
the effects obtained or those which are expected to
be obtained as a result of the application of these
managerial measures. The effects of introducing
the technique, new technologies can be: material
effects, like the physical volume of the production
obtained by the enterprise; value effects, expressed
through the economies of the enterprise as a
consequence of the reduction of work costs, of the
price of the final product; social effects, the ease of
working conditions and the rise of level of work
security and protection; ecologic effects, reducing
the use of toxic resources by the enterprise in the
productive processes. The recondition of the
productive equipment, having a low degree of
repeatability, many times being unique, raises
many problems. The modernization of the
enterprise is a complex problem, following the
limitation to minimum of the risk of emerging
flaws, in the conditions as small as possible work
costs. The most important effects of modernizing
the enterprise are the growing quality of the final
product and the growing duration of the equipment.
The solution of this problem is connected with the
organization based on the theory of management;
decreasing the work costs, materialized. Growing
the functioning duration of the machines and
equipment of the enterprise is a direct consequence
of improving the methods of selecting the options.
From a technical point of view, there is this
possibility of extending the life duration of the
equipment for ever; from economical reasons, the
equipment has to be inoperable after a certain
period of time, and the determination of the
functioning durations has to be the object of
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optimization calculations. We can distinguish
between the calendar duration and the effective
duration of functioning. The first one has to be as
small as possible is order to avoid the action of the
moral attrition; the second one-the efficient
functioning. The best duration of the running
equipment of the enterprise is connected with the
avoidance of the moral attrition, with the recovery
of the value of the equipment by inclusion in the
cost price in the fabricated production; it is
determined by the speed of renovation in other
countries of EU. The determination of the moment
of replacement of the old equipment with the
modern one can be realized through comparison
with the remained value of the old equipment with
the estimated accumulations of the new and old
machines, multiplied by the approximate number of
years needed for the old machine to be recovered.
When a new machine offers, in a certain unity of
time (due to technology and, consequently, to a
higher yield, due to the simplification and,
consequently, to the cheapening of the
maintenance, and also the growing level of safety
in functioning), greater accumulations than the old
one and a plus of accumulations, able to recover the
main value, keeping the old machines (the
equipment) working means, for the enterprise, loss
of work and financial resources. Effectuating, at
certain intervals of time, the comparison described
above, allows the establishment of the best moment
for replacing the equipment. In order for these
operations of reconditioning the equipment to be
effectuated, the manager of the enterprise has to
have access to the data concerning the working and
maintenance characteristics of the modern
equipment from the investigated area. The study
could be effectuated in those compartments of the
enterprise, where the system of record of the
working process of the respective equipment is
richer. The enterprises in Romania are the most
diverse ones, concerning the branch belonging, the
technological specificity, the destination of the
final product (used as a means of production or
good intended for unproductive consumption).
Through aggregation, the enterprises can be
grouped: electric and thermic energy; fuel (coal,
cocso-chemical, petroleum, extraction of the marsh
gas); ferrous metallurgy, including the extraction of
metal ores, non-ferrous metallurgy, including the
extraction of non-ferrous ores; building machines
and metalworking; the extraction of non-metallic
ores and products from abrasive substances;
construction materials, exploitation and processing
of wood; cellulose and paper, including the
exploitation of reed; glass, porcelain and tile;
textiles; leather clothing; fur and footwear; food
industry; soaps and cosmetics; polygraphy; other
branches of industry. We can add to these
agricultural enterprises, from the unproductive
spheres that beneficiate from fixed funds with
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unproductive destinations. However different
would be the enterprises, they share a common
feature: the methodology of determining the best
period of reconditioning the productive equipment.
The economic indicators of a company are
greatly determined by the age of the productive
equipment. The dynamic of the indicators is
connected with the income (Total Revenue), with
the costs of exploitation of the equipment in every
period. If the productive equipment is
reconditioned too often, then the company misses
the possibility of realizing extra profits; if the
equipment works, being very old, then the
company has bigger costs for exploiting the
equipment, and consequently, reduced profits. In
order to formulate a methodology, useful for every
company, we will examine an example. At the
company A, at the beginning of the period t=1,
there have been put into operation productive
equipment at the price of 300.000 lei with
exploitation costs of 10.000 lei and a total income
(Total Revenue) of 360.000. In the next periods,

t=2,3,…8, the income (raw produce) is reduced
from 355 to 220.000 lei, and the total cost of
exploitation grows from 70 to 225.000 lei; the
profit in the period t=1 is 360-300-10=50, in the
periods t=2,3,…,8 is reduced from 285 in the
period t=2 to -5.000 lei in the period t=8. (see table
1).
The problem is: determining the best
period when the productive equipment has to be
replaced with the new equipment, of the same
productivity. The criteria of optimization: the
maximum profit, realized by the enterprise, in the
period of functioning of the productive equipment.
The enterprise is considered a system. (Table 1).
The condition of the system is characterized by the
“age” of the equipment. The management of the
system is reduced to the determination of the period
(parameter) t of renovation or not of the productive
equipment. The decision of keep running the
equipment is represented by U1; of renovation
(replacement) by U2. We elaborate the functional
equation Bellman [5, p. 126]:

TR(t (k) )  TC(t (k) ), for the decision U 1
(k)
(t
,
U
)


k
k
TR(1)  TC(1)  K, for the decision U 2
Where K=300.000 lei-the costs of the new
equipment
t(k)-the age of the equipment at the beginning of
the period k, k=1,2,...,8.

(1)

In these conditions, the Bellman equation has the
form:

Π(t (k) )  C(t (k) )  Π k 1 (t (k 1) )
(k)
(t
)


k
max
Π(1)  C(1)  K  Π k 1 (t (1) )
t
(2)
Based on this equation and initial data from table 1,
we elaborate table 2. In the period t=8, the
company supports loss because the total cost of
exploiting the equipment (225.000 lei) overcomes
the total income (220.000 lei) with 5.000 lei.
It is correct to admit that the company A will take
the decision αi of reconditioning the equipment in
the period t=8. (Table 2)
In the option 8 (the last line from table 2), the
decision α1, the company A has reconditioned the
equipment in the period t=1; during the periods (18), the realizable profit is 955.000 lei. In the option
1 (the first line from table 2), the company A,
through the decision α8, has reconditioned the
equipment in the period t=8; during the periods (1-

8), the realizable profit is 1010.000 lei. The
variables α8, α7, α6,..., α1 represent the decisions
of the company A of reconditioning the equipment,
respectively in the period 8; 7; 6;...; 1. The total
maximum profit in the options 1, 2,..., 8 represent
max(1010; 1260; 1410; 1460; 1410; 1260; 1010;
955)=1460 (mii lei).
Problem 1 may be generalized (Table 3).
Based on the information from table 3, we
elaborate the possible options for reconditioning
the productive equipment, starting with their
recondition in the period t=T (decision αT); in the
period t=(T-1) (decision αT-1) etc. The period t,
when the company has to recondition its equipment
may be determined by the relation:
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T 1
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 t*  max   1   1t ;   1   1t ;...;   1   1t ;   1t 
t 1
t 1
t 1
   1
   1
  t 1
 (3)
  1

The algorithm for determining the best period for
reconditioning the productive equipment for the
considered problem: the company has to
recondition its productive equipment in the period
t=5; for the general case, the reconditioning period
is determined by the intersection of the line t* with
the diagonal “from right to left”. And, because the
number of lines and columns coincide, the best
period is t*-the order number of the line, where the
profit is maximum. In order to solve problems
similar to the examined one, it is necessary to
elaborate the algorithm-table: line 1 is made of the
initial data of the problem, excluding the last
period, where there are submitted the data of the
period 1; line 2 is made up of is the initial data of
the problem, excepting the last two periods, where
there are submitted the data from the periods 1 and
2 etc; for each line we determine the total profit,
realized in the examined period; we determine the
maximum profit from the elements of the last
column; the order number of the option with
maximum profit is the period when the company
has to recondition its equipment. (Table 4)
The algorithm cannot stand essential modifications
in the processes of effectuation of calculations even
in the cases where there are conditions and extra
restrictions in the problem. For instance, the
equipment removed and replaced with a new one
are not depreciated, but are commercialized. Or the
company replaces the running equipment with
machines already used one, two or more periods of
time by another companies. We will examine this
sort of cases for a problem, for which the initial
data is to be found on table 5. Based in the data
from table 4, we complete the first line (profit)
from table 5.
In this case, the equipment is working, without
being replaced, 9 periods (years). The profit of the
company is reduced from 10, made by the new
equipment, to 0 lei in the period 9. The total profit
is 56.000 lei. In the period 9, the profit was 9.000
lei. It is logic for the company to recondition the
equipment from the previous period, from the
period 8. In this case (line 2 from table 5), the total
profit will be 73.000 lei. The rest of the lines from
table 6 are completed in a similar manner. The best
option is determined by the relation:
max (56; 73; 7; 80; 80; 80; 77; 73; 66;
56)=80 (mii lei).
The intersection of the lines 3;4;5 with the second
diagonal determines three periods, when the
company has to recondition the running equipment
with new equipment, of the same productivity. This
is the beginning of the periods 4; 5 or 6. The
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decisions of reconditioning the equipment in table
6 are expressed through α6,α5,α4. In the examined
case, the price of the new equipment was 10.000
lei; the removed equipment has the price 0 But the
equipment, already used for t ani, can de
commercialized at the price of Kt , mii lei (Table 6).
In the case when the removed equipment can be
commercialized at the prices indicated in table 7,
the dynamics of the economic indiators of the
company will be another one (Table 5). Unlike the
first case, the equipment of 1;2;3;4;5;6;7 years
contribute to growing the income of the company
in the reconditioning year of the equipment with
the quantum of the cost of the old equipment
(Table 7). The best period for reconditioning is
determined by the relation
max (56; 73; 78; 82; 83; 84; 82; 79; 75;
56)=84.000 lei.
Another case may be the one when the
company decides to recondition the running
equipment with old equipment, for instance, with 1
year old equipment. Based on the data from Table
4, the company, with this equipment, will have in
the first year an income of 24000 lei; the cost of
exploitation will be 15.000 lei; the price will be
7.000 lei. Consequently, in the year of
reconditioning, the company will have a profit of
24-15-7=2.000 lei. In the next years, the dynamics
of the indicators will coincide with the data from
Table 8.
The decision α4 is the best, the equipment has to be
reconditioned at the beginning of the period 4.
The data from table 9 represent the base for making
the decision of reconditioning the equipment. From
the relation max (37; 41; 49; 54; 56; 58; 56; 54; 49;
41)=58.000 lei, the company takes the decision α5 –
the equipment has to be reconditioned at the
beginning of the period 5.
The determination of the best period to recondition
the productive equipment is a multi iterational
problem; in the process of taking the best decisions,
separately for each step, the manager takes many
decicions. Each one is the best for the given
iteration; all the decisions are directioned towards
the realization of the final aim-the maximum
income, profit or minimum costs and expenses; at
each step in solving the problem, usually, the one
and the same criteria of optimization is used by the
manager; the problem of the determination of the
best period of reconditioning the equipment can be
solved only for separate intervals of time; the
problem must be decomposed in a multitude of
sub-problems of optimization for each period; the
multitude of solutions for optimization problems is
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presented by a consecutiveness of values of the
function-aim; solving the problems of optimization
for each period is made through algorithms,
elaborated for each problem depending on its
specific, starting with the last period; the best
solution for each period examined separately is the
best within the periods. In the process of
reconditioning the productive equipment, it is
necessary to keep in mind the experince of other
countries in these activities. More local scientists
think that one of the determinants of the economic
raise is the efficient use of direct foreign
investments (ISD) [1, page 185]. Nevertheless, we
notice that none of the enterprises from the
powerful industrially developed countries do not
recondition
their
equipment,
machines,
technologies with the ones already used in another
countries. In this way, they manage to maintain
themselves as leaders, to produce original products,
without homolog, precedent, in space and time, to
establish discriminatory prices for its products and
services on the international market. This sort of
possibilities for the industrially developed countries
are created by the growing countries, including
Romania, which imports morally overcome
equipment for the exporting countries, but
provisionally useful for the poor countries. In this
way, the developing countries are transformed into
the industrial dustbin of the industrially developed
countries. In this process, the poor countries,
partially, provisionally, create opportunities for
economic
raises,
reducing
unemployment,
improving the life quality of the population. But, a
certain economic policy of the enterprises in the
poor countries is the disadvantage of society. So,
old equipment in Romania mult be replaced with
modern equipment, mainly new, efficient, without
homolog in space and time.
Conclusions
Regarding the specialization, small and middle
enterprises in Romania are mainly oriented towards
the area of services, with a percentage of 76,5 %
and in the area of commerce and restoration of
autovehicles.
The determination of the best period for
reconditioning the productive equipment is a multi
iterational problem; in the process of taking the
best decisions, separately for each step, the
manager takes a consecutiveness of decisions. Each
decision is the best for the given iteration; all the
decisions are directioned towards the realization of
the final aim: maximum income, profit or minimum
costs, expenses; at each step of solving the
problem, the manager usually uses the same criteria
of optimization; the problem of determining the
best period of reconditioning the equipment can be
solved only for separate intervals of time; the
problem must be decomposed in a mulitude of
subproblems of optimization for every period; the
multitude of the solutions of optimization problems

is presented by a consecutiveness of values of the
aim-function; solving optimization problems for
each period is made through algorithms, elaborated
for each problem depending on its specificity,
starting with the last period; the best solution for
each period examined separately is the best in the
ensemble of the periods.
The problem of determining the best assortment,
the technologies used for making the finite
products may be solved only after examinining all
the possible options; the best solution for the
problem may be the base of the system of taking
the decisions for other services of the company as
well. The optimization criteria does not depend on
the priciple, can be modified depending of the
specificity of the problem, may be replaced with
minimum costs or maximum profit.
In the conditions after the adherence to EU, the
company faces new main problems: the price of the
products of the company are not established by the
company, but by the market. The reduced prices of
the products of the company may worsen its
economic status. In this context, the company is
forced to reduce to the minimum the productive
efforts. This thing can be realized only through the
analitic potential of the mathematic planning. The
manager of the company must know the potential
of the analitic methods; to form groups of experts
for solving the problems related to the strategic
development.
The enterprises from Romania function in an open
economic environment, and they are engaged in an
economic competition with the countries from EU,
and the material, financial, work resources are
limited, including skilled labor. The productive
potential of enterprises is determined by a string of
exo factors, endogenous: technological progress,
inovational level, the availability of fixed capital
and its efficiency; the specific consumes (at a unity
of product) of resources; the supply and demand on
the market from Romania, from EU; the economic
policies of the enterprise, of the country, of EU.
The enterprise can not function efficiently anymore
based on some programs elaborated intuitively; the
situation demands the maximum use of all
possibilities for becoming an enterprise of the
future.
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Tables
Table 1: The dynamics of economic indicators of the commercial enterprise A: initial data
Periods,
years
Indicators

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total Revenue (TR),
mii lei

360

355

345

330

310

285

255

220

Total Cost (TC), mii lei

310

70

120

160

190

210

220

225

Profitul Π,
Π=TR-TC, mii lei

50

285

225

170

120

75

35

-5

Source: elaborated by the author
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Table 2: Options of reconditioning the equipment of the commercial company
Periods,
years
Decisional
options

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

The total profit
in the version t,
mii lei

1

50

285

225

170

120

75

35

50 α8

1010

2

285

225

170

120

75

35

50 α7

285

1260

3

225

170

120

75

35

50 α6

285

225

1410

4

170

120

75

35

50 α5

285

225

170

1460 max

5

120

75

35

50 α4

285

225

170

120

1410

6

75

35

50 α3

285

225

170

120

75

1260

7

35

50 α2

285

225

170

120

75

35

1010

8

50 α1

285

225

170

120

75

35

-5

955

Source: elaborated by the author

Table 3. The dynamics of the economic indicators of the company: initial data (general case)
Periods, Years,
Indicators

1

2

...

t

...

T

Total Revenue (TR), mii lei

R1

R2

...

Rt

...

RT

Total Cost (TC), mii lei

C1

C2

...

Ct

...

CT

ProfitΠ,
Π=TR-TC, mii lei

Π1 Π2

...

Πt

...

ΠT

Source: elaborated by the author

Table 4: The dynamics of the economic indicators of the company A: old equipment
Periods, Years
Indicators

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total Revenue (TR), mii lei

25 24 24 23 23 23 22 22 21 20

Total Cost (TC), mii lei

15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 20

Profitul (Π),
10 9 8 7 6 6 4 4 2
Π=TR-TC, mii lei
Source: calculations based on the data take from [157, page 311]
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Table 5. The best option
Periods,
Years
Profit,
mii lei
Variants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total profit,
mii lei

10

9

8

7

6

6

4

4

2

0

56

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
9

8
8
8
8
8
8
10
9
8

7
7
7
7
7
10
9
8
7

6
6
6
6
10
9
8
7
6

6
4
4
10
9
6
4
10
9
8
6
9
8
7
10
9
8
7
6
10
9
8
7
6
6
8
7
6
6
4
7
6
6
4
4
6
6
4
4
2
6
4
4
2
0
Source: elaborated by the author

Profit max,
mii lei

Decision αt

80
80
80

α6
α5
α4

73
77
80
80
80
77
73
66
56

Table 6: the price of the equipment already used for t years
t years
Kt, thusands lei

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Source: elaborated by the author

Table 8: Options for reconditioning the productive equipment
Periods,
Years
Profit,tho
usands lei
Variants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total profit,
thousands lei

10

9

8

7

6

6

4

4

2

0

56

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
17
9

8
8
8
8
8
8
16
9
8

7
7
7
7
7
15
9
8
7

6
6
6
6
14
9
8
7
6

6
6
6
13
9
8
7
6
6

4
4
12
9
8
7
6
6
4

4
11
9
8
7
6
6
4
4

10
9
8
7
6
6
4
4
2

9
8
7
6
6
4
4
2
0

73
78
82
83
84
82
79
75
56

Profit max,
mii lei

Decision αt

84

α4

Source: elaborated by the author
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Table 9: Options for reconditioning the fixed capital with 1 year old equipment

Periods,
Years
Profit,
years
Variants
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total profit,
mii lei

2

8

7

6

6

4

4

2

0

-2

37

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
2

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
2
8

6
6
6
6
6
6
2
8
7

6
6
6
6
6
2
8
7
6

4
4
4
4
2
8
7
6
6

4
4
4
2
8
7
6
6
4

2
2
2
8
7
6
6
4
4

0
2
8
7
6
6
4
4
2

2
8
7
6
6
4
4
2
0

41
49
54
56
58
56
54
49
41

Source: elaborated by the author
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Profit max,
mii lei

Decizia αt

58

α5
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THE USE OF ANALYTICAL POTENTIAL
IN THE IMPROVOMENT OF
ECONOMIC PROCESSES OF THE
ENTERPRISES IN ROMANIA
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Abstract
The paper shows that the volume of the production of a unity of fixed fund may vary depending on the specific of
the enterprise, the type of the technical and technological progress, with the structure of the final product. We can
distinguish different types of technical progress, with different effects of the passed work (materialized), comprised in
the value of the product. The technical progress manifests an important influence over the proportion between
production and fixed funds, it contributes to the growing of the yield of the equipment, of the machinery. The
allocation of the investments between the productive subdivisions has a determinant impact upon this process. The
analysis of the economic efficiency of the company presents some essentially different features: the most efficient
allocation of the income of the company the accumulation fund and the consumption fund; the best allocation of
the productive accumulation fund between different subdivisions; choosing the option of maximum efficiency from
many ellaborated options of project for a given aim, according to a certain fund for investment. The problem of
continuously raising the economic efficiency of productive investments, in the economic market conditions from EU,
for the enterprises in Romania, is one of the main concerns of the managers of the company. The main problems of
the enterprise are represented by using a scientific processing methodology for the elaboration and implementation of
the options of activity. The economic efficiency of the investments of the enterprise present several
features:qualitative , cantitative.
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The use, by the manager of the enterprise,
in the decisional processes, of the apparatus of
mathematical programmation does not contradict
the intuitive analysis, but brings depth, scientific
rigor and accuracy in the intuitive reasoning,raising
the technico-economic analysis of functioning of
the enterprise on a superior stage, from a
qualitative point of view, corresponding to the
possibilities of the current stage of the economic
investigations. The intuitive analysis of the options
can not take into consideration, effectively and
properly, all the economic aspects. Only the
mathematical methods in Economy may be a
considerable support for the manager of the
enterprise. The use by the manager of the
mathematic planning methods allows him to take
managerial decisions scientifically grounded.
The allocation of investments (of
productive accumulations) between the enterprises
of a company is a problem of dynamic
programming, for which, we can find a string of
solutions in the specialized bibliography. The
processes of solving the problem, much
mathematicized, remain out of reach for the
managers of many companies.
Aiming to reduce the efforts, which
require special prepations of the managers in the
area of the dynamic programming, in the present
material we propose a simple algorithm of
allocating the investments between the enterprises
of the company. The idea can be exemplified. In
this sense, we admit that the company A has i,
i=1,2,...,m enterprises. Aiming to increase the
productive capacity, the company decided to invest
S thousands of lei. The investments of xi thousands
of lei may assure the increase of productive
capacities with fi(xi) of each enterprise
i,
i=1,2,...,m. The problem is represented by the
determination of the availability of S thousands lei,
so that the total raise of the productive capacities is
maximum (the problem is taken from [157, page
294]). The solution of the problem is reduced to the
determinatiom of the maximum value of the
function

m

F   f i ( xi )
i 1

where

m

x
i 1

i

S;

xi  0 , i=1,2,...,m.
When the functions fi(xi) are convex, the solution
may be determined using the Lagrange method.
Otherwise, we can use the methods of the dynamic
programming. The solving process of the problem
may be described through an example (Table 1).
For solving the problem, we use the functional
Bellman ecuations:
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1 ( x)  max f1 ( x1 ) ;
0  x1  x

(1)

2 ( x)  max f 2 ( x2 )  1 ( x  x2 );
0 x2  x

...

(2.)

n 1 ( x)  max f n 1 ( xn 1 )  n  2 ( x  xn 1 )

.

0  x n 1  x

(3)
In this case, φi(x), i=1,2,...,m represents the
maximum grow of the productive capacities after
the allocations of the X investments. The allocation
of investments is made in two steps: between
enterprises 1 and 2; between enterprises 1;2 and 3.
(Figure 1).
Step 1: On the sides AB and AC of ∆ABC, we can
find the data from table 1: on the AB side- the
increases of the productive capacities of the
enterprise 1 (depending on the volume of the
investments), that is the numbers 0; 30; 50; 90;
110; 170; 180; 210; on the BC side- the increases
of the productive capacities of the enterprise 2, that
is the numbers 0; 50; 80; 90; 150; 190; 210; 220
(figure 2.1). The divisions on the AB side are noted
through Ai, i=1,2,...,7; on the BC side– through Bi,
i=1,2,...,7. Through the points Ai, i=1,2,...,7 we
draw parallel lines to the BC side; through the
points Bi, i=1,2,...,7 we draw parallels to the AC
side; we unite the point Ai with Bi, i=1,2,...,7. On the
AB and AC sides we can see the potential increases
of the producing capacities in the enterprises 1;2.
Every parcel of the ∆ABC is fillded with the sum of
the respective potentials: 30+0=30; 0+50=50. We
obtained 2 numbers situated on the line A2B2. We
determine the sum of potentials fo the line A3B3:
50+0=50; 30+50=80; 0+80=80; for the line A4B4:
0+90=90; 50+50=100; 30+80=110; 0+90=90 etc.;
for the line AC: 210+0=210; 180+50=230;
170+80=250;
110+90=200;
90+150=240;
50+190=240; 30+210=240; 0+220=220. We
determine the vector of the allocation of
investments between the enterprises 1 and 2 ( table
2.17): for investments of 100 thousands lei, from
the line A2B2 we determine max(30;50)=50,
therefore, the investments of 100 thousands lei will
be allocated to: enterprise 1-0; enterprise 2-100.000
lei, which will assure a growth of productive
capacities with 50 units. We determine the vector
of the allocation of investments of 200.000 lei; we
compare the number from the line A3B3, and
determine max(50;80;80)=80. The investments of
200.000 lei can be allocated: 100.000 for the
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enterprise 1, which assures an increase of capacities
with 30 units; 100.000 lei-for the enterprise 2,
which assures a growth of capacities with 50 units.
Another option may be: the allocation of the
investments of the enterprise 1-0; to the second
enterprise-200.000 lei, which will assure a growth
of capacities with 80 units. When the company is
willing to invest 300.000 lei, the allocation will be:
100.000 for the first enterprise; 200.000 for the
second enterprise. The amount of 400.000 will be
allocated: enterprise 1-0; enterprise 2-400.000. The
investments of 700.000 will be allocated: 500.000enterprise 1; 200.000- enterprise 2, which will
assure a growth of the productive capacities with
170+80=250 units. If the company had only 2
enterprises (step 1), the investments of 0; 100; 200;
300; 400; 500; 600; 700 thousands lei would assure
the growth of productive capacities of
0;50;80;110;150;190;220;250.
Step 2: On the sides AB and AC of ∆ABC we can
see the results obtained in the step I: 50; 80; 110;
150; 190; 220; 250 data from the table 0; 40; 50;
110; 120; 180; 220; 240 (Figure 2).
The completion of the data from ∆ABC from figure
2 is similar with the one from figure 1. Based on
the data from ∆ABC, figure 2, we can determine the
best allocation of investments between enterprises
1;2 and 3. According to the results from the
investments of 700.000 lei we have to allocate to
the enterprise 1-0 lei, enterprise 2- 100.000 lei,
which will assure a growth of productive capacities
with 50 units (100(50)); enterprise 3-600.000 lei,
which will assure a growth of produuctive
capacities with 220 units (600(220)).
The algorithm of the best distribution of
investments, with the aim of maximum growth of
the productive capacities, can be written in a
general form. In this sense, the initial data about the
growth of productive capacities of enterprise 1;2;
depending on the investments are given in the table
below (Table 2).
The data from table 2 are transcribed in ∆ABC
(Figure 3).
Data from table 2 satisfy the conditions:

x1(1)  x1( 2 )  x1 ; a1(1)  a1( 2 )  a1 ;
x2(1)  x2( 2 )  x2 ; a2(1)  a2( 2 )  a2 ;
x3(1)  x3( 2 )  x3 ; a3(1)  a3( 2 )  a3 ;

x4(1)  x4( 2 )  x4 ; a4(1)  a4( 2 )  a4 ;
(1)
5

x

( 2)
5

x

(1)

( 2)

 x5 ; a5  a5

 a5 ;

x6(1)  x6( 2 )  x6 ; a6(1)  a6( 2 )  a6 ;
x7(1)  x7( 2 )  x7 ; a7(1)  a7(1)  a7 .
We will examine the case when the volume of
investments is given by 0; x1; x2; ...; xi; ...; xs, and
the growth of productive capacities. With this data
we complete ∆ABC (Figure 4).
The best distribution of investments between
enterprises 1 and 2 is presented in Table 3.
The data from the table satisfy the conditions:

x1(1)  x1( 2 )  x1 ; a1(1)  a1( 2 )  a1 ;
x2(1)  x2( 2 )  x2 ; a2(1)  a2( 2 )  a2 ; ...;
xi(1)  xi( 2 )  xi ; ai(1)  ai( 2 )  ai ; ...;
xs(1)  xs( 2 )  xs ; as(1)  as( 2 )  as .
We will use the algorithm exposed above to solve
an example. In this sense, we admit that m=4;
s=100 thousands lei, the increases of the productive
capacities for each of the 4 enterprises, depending
on the investments, the values fi (xi) are taken from
[157, page 311].
Based on the data from table 7, for the enterprise
1;2 we complete ∆ ABC (Figure 5).
From the ∆ ABC we determine the best distribution
of investments between enterprises 1 and 2 (Table
4).
The best distribution of investments between
enterprises 1 and 2 from table 4: 0; 14; 33; 47; 64;
80 is lodged on the AB side, ∆ ABC from figure 6;
on the BC side the potential growth of the
enterprise 3 from table 8 is lodged: 0; 13; 38; 47;
62; 79. (Figure 6).
From the ∆ABC completed (figure 6), we determine
the best distribuition of investments of the
company between the enterprises 1; 2 and 3 (Table
5).
The best programme for the enterprises 1; 2 and 3
supposes that investments are distributed:
Enterprise 1: 40.000 lei; enterprise 2: 20.000;
enterprise 3: 20.000; the growth of productive
capacities will be 30; 14;38; the total growth -85.
The best programme for table 5: 0; 14; 38; 52; 71;
85 and the potential growth of productive
capacities from table 8: 0; 18; 39; 48; 65; 82 are
lodged on the sides AB and BC of ∆ABC (Figure
7).
The best programme for the distribution of 100.000
lei for the growth of productive capacities of the
enterprises 1; 2; 3 and 4: the investments for
enterprises 1; 2; 3 and 4 are, respectively: 0; 20; 40;
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40; the growth of the productive capacities, after
this distribution, will be: 0; 14; 38; 39; the total
growth of productive capacities-91 unities.
Conclusions
The fate of the recovery and economic
development, in Romania, as well as in Europe, has
never depended more than in the present, on the
evolution of the IMM area. Because, in the actual
context, the IMMs represent the most dynamic
factor in the economic development and social
insertion, through their potential of competitiveness
and innovation and through their capacity of
creating and maintaining work places within
society.
The number of IMMs economically active
remained practically at the same level, of about
437000, in the years 2010 and 2011, but, in
comparison with the year 2008, before the crisis,
this number is reduced with 14%. We can conclude
that approximatively 71000 IMMs active in 2008
disappeared from the Romanian economic
landscape during the crisis.
The structure on size classes of the IMM registered
an easy growth in the case of small enterprises
which represented 10% and of the middle class
with a share of 2%; these moves of evolutive
structure emmerged as a consequence of the
reconfiguration of the IMM area, after the
demolition of a great number of micro enterprises.
Regarding the specialization, small and middle
enterprises in Romania are oriented mainly towards
the area of Services, with a total percentage of
76,5% and in the Commerce and the restoration of
vehicles.
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Tables and Figures

Table 1. The volume of investments vs. The increase of productive capacities
The volume The increase of productive capacities
depending on xi
of
investments Enterprise Enterprise Enterprise
(mii lei), xi
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
100
30
50
40
200
50
80
50
300
90
90
110
400
110
150
120
500
170
190
180
600
180
210
220
700
210
220
240
Source: elaborated by the author [7, page 26], based on [157, page 305]

Table 2: The growth of productive capacities depending on the investments

Investments

The growth of productive
capacities at
Enterprise 1

Enterprise 2

0

0

0

x1

a1∙

a∙1

x2

a2∙

a∙2

x3

a3∙

a∙3

x4

a4∙

a∙4

x5

a5∙

a∙5

x6

a6∙

a∙6

x7

a7∙

a∙7

Source: elaborated by the author

Table 3: the best distribution between enterprises 1 and 2: general case
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Investments

A iB i

The maximum

The growth of

growth of

productive capacities at

productive

the enterprise

capacities

1

2

(1)
2
(1)
1

x1

A2B2

max(a10;a01)=a1

x
(a )

x1( 2 ) (a1( 2 ) )

x2

A3B3

max(a20;a11;a02)=a2

x2(1) (a 2(1) )

x 2( 2 ) (a 2( 2 ) )

...

...

...

...

...

xi

AiBi

xi(1) ( ai(1) )

xi( 2 ) (ai( 2 ) )

...

...

...

...

xs(1) ( as(1) )

xs( 2 ) (as( 2 ) )

max(ai0;ai-1,1;ai2,2;...;a1,i-1;a0i)=ai

...
max(as0;as-1,1;as-

xs

AsBs

2,2;...;a2,s-2;a1,s1;a0s)=as

Source: elaborated by the author

Table 4: the best distribution of investment between enterprises 1 and 2
Creşterea
Volumul
investiţiilor

A iB i

Creşterea maximă a
capacităţilor productive

capacităţilor
productive la
întreprinderea
1

2

20

A2B2

max(12;14)=14

0(0)

20(14)

40

A3B3

max(33;26;28)=33

40(33)

0(0)

60

A4B4

max(44;47;40;38)=47

40(33)

20(14)

80

A5B5

max(64;58;61;50;56)=64

80(64)

0(0)

100

A6B6

max(78;78;72;71;68;80)=80

0(0)

100(80)

Source: elaborated by the author
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Table 5. The best distribuition of investments of the company
Investment
s

A iB i

The maximum growth of
productive capacities

The growth of productive
capacities at the enterprise
1

2

3

20

A2B2

max(14;13)=14

0(0)

20(14)

0(0)

40

A3B3

max(33;27;38)=38

0(0)

0(0)

40(38)

60

A4B4

max(47;46;52;47)=52

0(0)

20(14)

40(38)

80

A5B5

max(64;60;71;61;62)=71

40(33)

0(0)

40(38)

100

A6B6

max(80;77;83;80;76;79)=85

40(33)

20(14)

20(38)

Source: elaborated by the author

Fig.1: Variants of distribution of the investments of the company between the enterprises 1 and 2
Source: elaborated by the author
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Figure 2: Variants of allocation of the investments of the company between the enterprises 1;2; and 3
Source: elaborated by the author

Figure 3. Variants of allocation of investments of the company between 2 enterprises (elaborated by the author)
Source: elaborated by the author
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Figure 4: variants of allocating the investment of the company between 2 enterprises: general case
Source: elaborated by the author

Figure 5: variants of distribution of the investments of the company between enterprises 1 and 2
Source: elaborated by the author
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Figure 6: Variants of distribution of investments of the company for the enterprises 1; 2 and 3
Source: elaborated by the author

Figure 7: Variants of distribution of investments of the company for the enterprises 1; 2; 3 and 4
Source: elaborated by the author
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